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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An estimated one in three women has experienced physical and/or sexual violence since the age of 15, and about 50 women die every week from domestic violence in the EU. Approximately 75% of women in a professional capacity or in top management jobs have experienced sexual harassment in their lifetime. The prevalence of violence against women is high across the EU and spares no environment, territory, generation, nationality or religion.

Violence against women constitutes a threat to women’s health, as well as their social and economic well-being. Violence can obstruct the realisation of women’s rights by precluding their participation and autonomy as full citizens in their communities. It also incurs a cost to the economy and society. The annual total cost of gender-based violence against women to the EU is estimated to be over EUR 225 billion. Despite national and EU preventative actions, the prevalence of violence against women remains unacceptably high.

Violence against women encompasses all acts of gender-based violence that result, or are likely to result, in physical, sexual, psychological or economic harm and suffering to women in public or private life.

The Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (the Istanbul Convention) is the first regional legally binding instrument of its kind. The Istanbul Convention, adopted in 2011 and in force since 2014, aims to combat all forms of violence against women, to take measures to prevent such violence and protect victims, and to prosecute the perpetrators.

In view of the adoption of the Istanbul Convention and its ratification by most Member States, as well as its accession by the EU itself, this study provides an overview of the progress made within the EU in addressing violence against women. The report focuses chiefly on the Convention, including its scope and obligations, and comments on the legal and policy measures adopted by Member States to prevent and combat such violence. The study presents an overview of the process of ratification of the Convention in the 28 Member States, paying special attention to the legal and policy frameworks of those Member States which have ratified the Convention, in order to assess the positive changes and best practices stemming from ratification. The Convention establishes both an internal and external monitoring process, through the Committee of the Parties and Group of experts on action against violence against women and domestic violence (GREVIO), respectively. The results to-date of GREVIO’s monitoring are analysed and presented here.

Finally, in light of the 2017 signature of the Convention by the EU itself, this paper discusses the EU’s approach to acceding to the Convention, as well as the implications that such accession may have on the role of the EU (particularly the European Parliament) in relation to violence against women issues.

The methodology for this study consisted of desk research carried out for all Member States. National experts provided detailed information for each Member State on the legal

---

1 FRA, 2014, EU wide survey on Violence against Women.
2 Ibid., p.12.
3 Manjoo, R., 2014, Violence against women is a barrier to the effective exercise of all human rights.
5 Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention), Article 3(a).
and policy framework on violence against women. **Two questionnaires** were used: one for the Member States which have already ratified the Convention, and the other for those yet to ratify the Convention. Some questions were common to both, while national experts for the Member States which have ratified the Convention were asked additional questions on the alignment of national law with the Convention. When the study began, the following 14 Member States had ratified the Convention: Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland and Sweden. All of these Member States lodged their ratification instruments before **1 September 2017, the cut-off date for the research**. During the period of the study, three further Member States (Estonia, Germany and Cyprus) adopted the acts ratifying the Convention, depositing their ratification instruments with the Council of Europe in October 2017 (Estonia and Germany) and November 2017 (Cyprus). The Convention has not yet entered into force for those countries, however, and they were not included in this analysis of the implementation of the Convention.

The **progress made by all EU Member States** in addressing violence against women varies and not all forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention are criminalised by national legislation. Most Member States have adopted policy measures to tackle violence against women via strategies/national action plans (NAPs). Few, however, have published evaluation reports to help to identify achievements and/or obstacles.

One indicator of progress is the availability and access to reliable, effective and free victim **support services** for victims of violence against women. In general, Member States offer a wide range of support services for victims, including shelters and helplines. However, only four countries exceed the minimum number of shelters for adequate accommodation and support of women victim of violence (as recommended by the Convention). Some Member States have specialised support services in place for certain types of violence such as domestic violence. However, few have support services specialised to help women victims of this kind of violence and other prevalent forms of violence are not specifically catered for (e.g. sexual harassment) in most Member States.

Member States collect a wide variety of **data** on violence against women through surveys and administrative data. Important gaps exist, however, and many key information sources are insufficient or entirely lacking, such as: compilation of data at national level from all relevant sectors, especially from health institutions; recording of victim information as statistical data by judicial authorities; publication of detailed data on violence against women, using coherent definitions and categories across sectors; and databases allowing for combinations of denominators for different units of measurement.

The **Istanbul Convention** understands violence against women as a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between the two sexes, and acknowledges that domestic violence affects women disproportionately. It builds upon international initiatives, such as the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action. It is, however, a landmark treaty, as it constitutes the first international legally binding instrument to protect women against all forms of violence. The obligations it imposes on acceding Parties are structured around **four main pillars**: integrated policies, prevention of all forms of violence, protection of victims from further violence, and prosecution of perpetrators. Taken together, these pillars aim to take a comprehensive and holistic approach to the problem of violence against women.
Upon ratification, Parties must make the necessary adjustments to their legal and policy frameworks at national level in order to align them with the Convention’s requirements. Member States which ratified the Convention often had to amend their criminal legislation to introduce new offences or stricter sanctions, while also adopting effective policy measures such as awareness raising campaigns, education initiatives programmes aimed at the treatment of perpetrators.

In terms of legislative measures, the Convention requires Parties to embody the principle of equality between men and women in their national constitutions or other appropriate legislation. Although Member States which ratified the Convention already complied with this requirement, national legal and policy measures often fail to clearly articulate the role of strong equality legislation in combatting violence against women.

The Convention contains provisions on substantive civil and criminal law that must be implemented by State Parties. There is general compliance with the requirement to provide victims with adequate civil remedies against perpetrators, and the right to claim compensation for harm suffered. The legislation of Member States which ratified the Convention contains general provisions often enabling all ‘victims of crime’ or of ‘offences’ or ‘persons who suffered damage’ to seek remedies such as protection or restraining orders and to claim compensation before the courts.

With respect to criminal law, State Parties must criminalise a number of behaviours constituting violence against women: psychological violence, stalking, physical violence, sexual violence (including rape), forced marriage, female genital mutilation (FGM), forced abortion, forced sterilisation and sexual harassment. The Convention does not require criminalisation through gender-specific legal provisions, thus implementation can be gender-neutral. However, national provisions should reflect the Convention’s definitions and understanding of these offences as closely as possible. National legal frameworks are not always fully aligned with the Convention, due to the absence of explicit criminalisation of certain offences (e.g. forced marriage) or to the existence of national definitions which do not fully capture the scope of the offences defined under the Convention.

To monitor implementation and effectiveness, the Convention establishes a monitoring mechanism. The mechanism is comprised of GREVIO, a group composed of independent experts working in the field of violence against women, and the Committee of the Parties, a ‘political’ body composed of representatives of all State Parties to the Convention. Parties are required to report to GREVIO the legal and policy measures adopted in their respective jurisdictions to give effect to the Convention. On the basis of this reporting, GREVIO adopts and publishes evaluation reports assessing legislative and other measures taken by the Parties. At the time of this study, two such evaluation reports had been published and these provide useful insight into GREVIO’s interpretation of the Convention’s requirements, as well as how it sees their application in practice.

The EU signed the Istanbul Convention on 13 June 2017 and is in the process of concluding the Convention. The accession of the EU to the Convention will reinforce EU commitment to combatting violence against women within the EU, and will strengthen the EU legal framework in this area.

The EU can only bind itself to the extent of its competence. The Istanbul Convention is a mixed agreement, in that it covers areas falling under the competence of both the EU and Member States. More precisely, the Istanbul Convention covers matters falling under EU supporting and shared competences. The areas of supporting competence are limited to
education, training and crime prevention. The most relevant provisions of the Convention fall under the area of EU shared competence. These chiefly concern the EU acquis in criminal law, victims’ rights, cross-border cooperation, and immigration and asylum.

The EU signed the Convention through the adoption of two distinct decisions: Decision 2017/866 in relation to its competence on asylum and non-refoulement; and Decision 2017/865 on matters related to judicial cooperation in criminal matters. These Council decisions set the tone of the scope of the EU accession, limiting its accession to specific areas of EU competence.

The accession by the EU to the Istanbul Convention results in the Convention becoming legally binding on both the EU and its Member States, as the Convention will effectively form part of EU law. The CJEU will have jurisdiction in interpreting the Convention via preliminary rulings and decisions on infringement cases, and the Commission will be competent to bring proceedings against Member States for violation of the Istanbul Convention insofar as it has become part of EU law. Lastly, the Istanbul Convention could have some direct effect under EU law for those provisions with sufficiently precise and unconditional requirements.

The EU will be required to adopt the necessary legislative and other measures and to implement effective, comprehensive and coordinated policies to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by the Convention. The scope of such EU measures is limited by its competences in the area, as well as the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that the EU has some leeway to adopt a number of measures, notably the harmonisation of legal definitions, and sanctions for some forms of violence against women that qualify as serious crime and have sufficient cross-border elements, such as FGM and forced marriage. Another area of potential EU legislative action is victims’ rights, where the EU legal framework should sufficiently address the particular needs of victims of violence against women. Other EU actions could include the adoption of an EU Strategy on violence against women.

Another consequence of EU accession is that EU law will come under the scrutiny of the Council of Europe with respect to its compliance with the Convention. As a Party to the Convention, the EU framework and implementation of the Convention will be similarly reviewed by GREVIO and the Committee of the Parties.

The EU will need to designate or establish a body (or several bodies) responsible for the coordination, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of measures to prevent and combat all forms of violence against women. The Convention provides for parliamentary involvement in monitoring, whereby national parliaments must be invited to participate in the monitoring of implementation measures. A role in the monitoring of the EU implementation of the Convention should therefore be foreseen for the European Parliament.

The establishment of an EU framework for coordinating and monitoring the application of the Convention should be envisaged in line with the practice set up for the implementation of the Convention for the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). The EU framework established for the promotion and monitoring of the CRPD in matters of EU competence sets a precedent and could provide useful guidance on the design of similar mechanisms to oversee and ensure the effective application of the Istanbul Convention.
Similarly, the adoption of a code of conduct to govern the cooperation between the EU and its Member States for matters related to the Istanbul Convention could be envisaged, similar to the CRPD Code of Conduct. Such a code would clarify the coordination arrangements, as well as the areas of EU action in implementing the Convention.

The next step in the accession process is the ratification of the Istanbul Convention by the EU, which will bring full effect to the Convention. In order to ratify, the Council of the EU must adopt decisions on the conclusions of the Convention. The decisions are subject to the consent of the European Parliament. The Commission proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusions of the Convention was approved by the European Parliament on 12 September 2017\(^6\). The proposal must now be adopted by the Council of the EU, before the Convention becomes binding.

After concluding, this study suggests three main recommendations on the role of the European Parliament in monitoring implementation of the Istanbul Convention. In particular, it recommends, first, that the European Parliament be fully engaged in the monitoring mechanism and ensure a follow-up on the implementation of the conclusions of GREVIO and recommendations of the Committee of the Parties.

Second, the European Parliament should play a proactive role in calling for the appropriate legislative changes required to ensure that the EU legal framework is fully aligned with the Istanbul Convention. This should include a thorough review of the existing EU acquis and the changes required to align with the Istanbul Convention. The European Parliament should also call for better data collection at EU level on violence against women.

Lastly, the European Parliament should establish a coordination mechanism within its own institution in order to gather all relevant expertise for comprehensive, coordinated and holistic implementation of the Convention, in line with its Article 7.

INTRODUCTION

Violence against women encompasses all acts of gender-based violence that result, or are likely to result, in physical, sexual, psychological or economic harm and suffering to women in public or private life. It is a phenomenon that spares no environment, territory, generation, nationality or religion. This violence is manifest and constitutes the hallmark of an unequal society between women and men, in which relations of domination and power constitute social control over women and their sexuality. There can be no equality between women and men as long as violence against women remains a component of society, fueling women’s insecurity, hindering their freedom and affecting their health.

The results of the 2014 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) EU-wide survey showed that one in three women have experienced physical and/or sexual violence since the age of 15. About 50 women die every week from domestic violence. The figures on the prevalence of sexual harassment are equally alarming, with one in five women experiencing unwelcome touching, hugging and kissing since the age of 15. Professional women are particularly vulnerable to such conduct. The survey indicated that approximately 75% of women ‘in a professional capacity or in top management jobs have experienced sexual harassment in their lifetime’. FRA also surveyed experiences of violence against girls before the age of 15, finding that 12% have experienced sexual abuse or sexual incident by an adult perpetrator, the vast majority of whom (97%) were male.

It is of utmost importance to address this widespread human rights violation. Violence against women constitutes a threat to women’s health, as well as their social and economic well-being. It may also have far-reaching consequences in the exercise of the right to freedom and citizenship. According to the United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on violence against women and girls, violence can obstruct the realisation of women’s citizenship rights by precluding their participation and autonomy as full citizens in their communities. It is therefore necessary to ensure that women and girls enjoy the same rights as their male peers. Studies have shown that victims of gender-based violence may face a range of consequences affecting all aspects of their daily lives. At psychological and social levels, women survivors of violence may lose their self-esteem and confidence, and as a result, may not be able to reach their full potential at school or at work, nor to play a full part in public and social life. Economically speaking, their opportunities may be limited or threatened. At a physical level, sexual violence may lead to serious illness or even death. Violence against women has significant negative impacts in a multitude of ways that can lead to some form of exclusion for the victims.

In addition to the detrimental impact on victims, violence against women incurs a cost to the economy and society. Direct costs include the provision of medical assistance, legal services and victim support programmes, while indirect costs relate to economic loss to the victim, potentially decreasing the likelihood of her economic participation, thereby having a

7 Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (Istanbul Convention), Article 3(a).
9 FRA, EU wide survey on Violence against Women, 2014.
10 Ibid., p. 12.
11 Ibid., p. 12.
12 Rashida Manjoo, 2014, Violence against women is a barrier to the effective exercise of all human rights.
negative effect on the economy and society\(^\text{13}\). Violence against women thus has consequences beyond the lives of victims, for society at large. A study conducted by the European Institute for Gender Equality (EIGE) estimated the total annual cost of gender-based violence against women to the EU to be over EUR 225 billion\(^\text{14}\).

In recent years, the issue of violence against women has received increasing attention at both international and European level. The EU and its Member States have each undertaken efforts towards combatting this problem. The EU’s policy in the area was initially based on soft law measures such as strategies, recommendations and awareness-raising campaigns. The work carried out by different agencies such as EIGE and FRA has raised awareness about the importance of fighting violence against women, while the European Commission’s Daphne Programme provided significant funding to NGO projects aimed at preventing and combatting violence against children, young people and women, and protecting victims and groups at risk\(^\text{15}\). The European Parliament has also been active in drawing attention to the magnitude of the problem and the need to design measures to protect victims\(^\text{16}\).

As a consequence, the EU has gradually adopted legislation on victims’ rights, human trafficking and sexual harassment in employment, strengthening rights and supports for victims of violence. Despite these actions, however, the prevalence of violence against women remains disturbingly high. While the EU has committed to fight discrimination between men and women at work, in social security and with regard to access to goods and services, until recently no legally binding instrument for the protection of women against violence has been developed (despite several calls from the European Parliament\(^\text{17}\)). This is partly explained by the fact that EU competence in this area is limited chiefly to the rights of victims and the need to protect cross-border dimension and protection against discrimination.

The Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (the Istanbul Convention) is the first regional legally binding instrument of its kind. The Istanbul Convention provides an important base for strengthening efforts to eliminate gender-based violence in Europe and for the protection and support of women who have experienced such abuse, as well as their children.

On ratifying this Convention, Member States are required to address all forms of violence against women and to take measures to prevent such violence, to protect its victims and prosecute the perpetrators. The Convention calls for integrated policies which offer a holistic response to the problem of violence against women\(^\text{18}\). These include the requirement for State Parties to dedicate appropriate financial and human resources to the prevention and combatting of violence against women, to conduct awareness raising campaigns and education so as to address the root causes of such violence as a form of gender equality, and to protect and support victims. In addition to the provisions on policies, the Convention also contains provisions on substantive law that require incorporation into the domestic law of State Parties. Upon ratification, Member States undertake to align their domestic law with the substantive and procedural law requirements of both civil and criminal law included in the Convention.

\(^{13}\) EIGE, 2014, \textit{Cost of Violence against Women largely underestimated}.


\(^{15}\) European Commission DG Justice, \textit{Daphne III Funding Programme}.


\(^{18}\) Article 7 of the Istanbul Convention.
The implementation of this important instrument at European level therefore requires serious legislative and policy adjustments at national level.

**Aim of the study**

In view of the adoption of the Istanbul Convention and its ratification by most Member States, this study aims to provide an overview of the progress made in the EU in addressing violence against women. The report focuses chiefly on the Convention, including its scope and obligations, and comments on the legal and policy measures adopted by Member States to prevent such violence through education, appropriate training and awareness raising, to support and protect victims, and to punish perpetrators. The Convention requires the design of integrated and coordinated policies in combatting violence against women, and the development of a holistic response to the issue. It is therefore important that legal provisions prohibiting violence or safeguarding victims’ rights to legal aid or compensation are coupled with effective mechanisms enabling their implementation in practice. For this reason, the research paper examines both the legal regimes and policy frameworks in the Member States.

The Convention entered into force on 1 August 2014, following ratification by 10 State Parties. More than three years after its entry into force, the research paper aims to provide an overview of the process of ratification of the Convention in the 28 Member States. Special attention is paid to the legal and policy frameworks of Member States which have ratified the Convention, to assess possible positive changes and best practices stemming from ratification. The importance of the monitoring process carried out by GREVIO is emphasised, and the monitoring reports available so far are analysed for continuing challenges at national level.

Finally, in view of the 2017 signature of the Convention by the EU itself, this paper discusses the Union’s approach to acceding to the Convention, as well as the implications that such accession may have on the role of the EU (particularly the European Parliament) in relation to violence against women issues.

**Methodology**

The Study is based on desk research carried out for all Member States. National experts provided detailed information on the legal and policy framework on violence against women in each Member State, on the basis of a questionnaire containing questions such as:

- Whether the Member State has criminal, civil or specialised legislation addressing violence against women.
- Whether a specific policy framework (e.g. action plans or national strategies) on violence against women or domestic violence has been adopted.
- The availability of general and specialist women’s support services.
- Progress made on violence against women.
- The process for signature and ratification of the Istanbul Convention and steps taken to align national legislation with the Convention’s requirements.
- National practices on data collection.
- Best practices in preventing violence against women.

Two sets of questionnaires were used: one for Member States which have already ratified the Convention, and the other for those yet to ratify the Convention. Some questions were common to both, while national experts for those Member States which have ratified the Convention were asked additional questions with respect to the alignment
of national law with the Convention. Section 2.3.2 Alignment of legislative frameworks contains detailed information on substantive criminal and civil law in these Member States, and seeks to assess whether or not it sufficiently reflects the Convention’s requirements.

When the study began, the following 14 Member States had ratified the Convention: Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland and Sweden. All of these Member States lodged their ratification instruments before 1 September 2017, the cut-off date for the research.

During the period of the study, three further Member States (Estonia, Germany and Cyprus) adopted acts ratifying the Convention, depositing respectively their ratification instruments with the Council of Europe in October 2017 (Estonia and Germany) and November 2017 (Cyprus). The Convention has not yet entered into force for those countries and they have not been included in the analysis for this study regarding the implementation of the Istanbul Convention. For the purposes of the study, therefore, only the 14 Member States mentioned above are considered to have ratified the Convention.
1. PROGRESS MADE IN ADDRESSING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN ACROSS THE EU

KEY FINDINGS

- Member States have made considerable progress in addressing violence against women by adopting legal measures. Their approaches vary, however, and not all forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention are criminalised by national legislation.

- Most Member States have adopted policy measures to tackle violence against women via strategies/national action plans. Few, however, have evaluation reports to help to identify achievements and/or obstacles.

- Availability and access to reliable, effective and free victim support services is essential for victims of violence against women. In general, Member States offer a wide range of support services for victims, including shelters and helplines. However, only four countries exceed the minimum number of shelters for adequate accommodation and support of women victim of violence and few Member States have specialised support services for victims of this kind of violence.

- Member States collect a wide variety of data on violence against women through surveys and administrative data. However, important gaps exist, including: lack of compilation of data at national level from all relevant sectors, especially from health institutions; lack of recording of victim information as statistical data by judicial authorities; lack of publication of detailed data on violence against women, using coherent definitions and categories across sectors; lack of databases allowing for combinations of denominators for different units of measurement.

1.1. Progress in addressing violence against women by EU Member States

1.1.1. Progress through national legal and policy frameworks

The EIGE Gender Equality Index 2017 results show that EU Member States progress in gender equality is very slow. The EU overall score has only increased by four points in the last 10 years, with now 66.2 out of 100. Violence against women constitutes a satellite domain of the Gender Equality Index19. This section looks more specifically at all 28 Member States legislative and policy action on violence against women.

National legal frameworks

Eradicating violence against women is one of the priorities for the EU and its Member States. The latter have taken a range of actions, in particular legal measures to criminalise violence against women, and to protect and support women victims of such violence. Although the urgent need to address this phenomenon has been acknowledged, national legal frameworks of the 28 EU Member States still exhibit shortcomings, such as unequal

protection of women against all forms of violence, or ineffective implementation at national level of international and regional instruments addressing violence against women\textsuperscript{20}. Previous research revealed that Member States have taken different approaches to the legal regulation of violence against women, ranging from a unitary and comprehensive approach (Spain), through piecemeal legislation with some recognition of the gender dimension of violence against women (Germany) or through gender-blind provisions, covering violence against women under general criminal provisions (e.g. the Netherlands, UK)\textsuperscript{21}.

This Section provides an up-to-date summary on the progress of current national legal regulations addressing violence against women across the Member States. In comparing legislative measures, the assessment focuses on the following aspects:

a) Have Member States adopted specialised laws on violence against women?

b) Does criminal law recognise specific elements of violence against women (e.g. aggravating circumstances)?

c) Does national legislation criminalise all forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention?

The research is based on questionnaire responses received from national experts. The information provided was subsequently analysed to determine the ways in which Member States criminalise violence against women and the forms of violence covered under the Istanbul Convention.

\textit{Criminal code vs. specialised legislation}

All EU Member States criminalise various forms of violence through the criminal offences established in their criminal codes or other legislation. In most cases, the criminal offences apply to the context of violence against women, among others. For example, the offence of bodily harm is a form of physical violence against women but the offence as contained in Member States’ criminal codes applies in all cases of bodily harm.

The context of violence against women is recognised through aggravating circumstances in a number of Member States. When the criminal offence is committed within specific circumstances, e.g. perpetrated by a family member, intimate partner or in some cases based on sex, increased penalties apply. This is the case in Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, France and Italy. Sweden’s Criminal Code includes a specific criminal offence violence against women: the offence of ‘gross violation of a woman’s integrity’.

Some Member States have adopted specialised legislation to prevent and combat violence against women. In 2004, Spain adopted comprehensive legislation to tackle gender-based violence by means of broad protection and preventative measures, as well as the creation of specialised courts and public prosecutors that deal specifically with such legislation\textsuperscript{22}. However, the Spanish parliament recognised that more reforms were needed

\textsuperscript{22} Organic Law 1/2004, of December 28, on Measures of Integral Protection against Gender Violence (\textit{Ley Orgánica 1/2004 de Medidas de Protección Integral contra la Violencia de Género}), 28 December 2004.}
and, in July 2017, approved the National Pact on Violence against women, which includes further measures\(^{23}\).

The most common specialised legislation on violence against women adopted at Member States level relates to domestic violence, which is considered as one of the most common form of violence against women\(^{24}\). This is the case for Member States such as Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Greece, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Austria, Poland, Portugal and Romania. In some countries, the adoption of specialised legislation on domestic violence has proved challenging. Slovakia, for example, prepared a draft of an act on domestic violence in 2015, but it has not yet been adopted.

Some Member States have recently adopted legislative measures to tackle specific forms of violence against women, such as rape in Ireland\(^{25}\), forced marriage in the Netherlands\(^{26}\) and Denmark\(^{27}\), and FGM in Sweden\(^{28}\) and the UK (Scotland)\(^{29}\).

Annex 2 presents a complete overview of the specialised legislation in Member States.

**Forms of violence criminalised**

This research looked at the following forms of violence, each of which is covered by the Istanbul Convention:

- Physical violence;
- Sexual violence (rape and sexual assault);
- Sexual harassment;
- Psychological violence (coercion and threat);
- Stalking;
- Economic violence;
- Forced marriage;
- Female genital mutilation (FGM);
- Forced abortion;
- Forced sterilisation.

Whilst some of these forms of violence have specific offence provisions in most Member States’ Criminal Codes (i.e. rape, stalking), others fall under other more general offences (i.e. forced sterilisation and FGM fall under bodily harm offence in several Member States).

Physical and sexual violence are criminalised in all the Member States under their most frequent forms: murder, manslaughter, physical assault and bodily harm for physical violence; rape and sexual abuse for sexual violence.

During the past five years, EU Member States have made significant progress in adopting criminal anti-stalking legislation. Compared to the situation in 2010, when only 10 Member

---

\(^{23}\) Congreso de los Diputados, 2017, Subcomisión para un Pacto de Estado en materia de Violencia de Género. Informe de la Subcomisión así como votos particulares presentados.


\(^{25}\) Criminal Law (Rape) Act, 1981.

\(^{26}\) Act against forced marriage (Wet tegengaen huwelijksdwang), Government Gazette Stb. 2015, 373.

\(^{27}\) Law 1818/2015 Act on the Conclusion and Dissolution of Marriage (Bekendtgørelse af lov om ægteskabs indgæelse og opløsning).


\(^{29}\) Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation (Scotland) Act 2005.
States had criminalised **stalking**, currently no less than 21 Member States have dedicated criminal provisions in place\(^\text{30}\).

The Istanbul Convention recognises **economic violence** as a form of both violence against women and domestic violence. Economic violence, however, is less well recognised in the Member States. Economic violence encompasses acts leading to economic harm to women, such as property damage, restricting access to financial resources, or failure to comply with economic responsibilities\(^\text{31}\). Member States recognise this form of violence as part of domestic violence (e.g. **Czech Republic**, **Slovakia**) or effectively prosecute it under specific offences, such as the offence of family abandonment for lack of payment of the alimony (e.g. **Belgium** and **Romania**).

Not all EU Member States criminalise **forced marriage**. To date only 16 EU Member States have introduced a specific criminal offence provision for forced marriage\(^\text{32}\). In some Member States, forced marriage is criminalised within the context of the trafficking in human being offence provisions (**Estonia**, **Finland**, **Latvia**, **Lithuania**, **Slovakia**). Discussions on how to criminalise forced marriage are currently taking place in **Czech Republic**\(^\text{33}\) and **Italy**\(^\text{34}\). While the Czech Ministry of Justice has prepared a draft amendment of Criminal Code introducing a specific Section that would criminalise acts of preparation for this offence (the coercion to marriage is already criminalised by means of a general crime of extortion), the Supreme Court and the Supreme Public Prosecutor’s Office consider the current provision sufficient\(^\text{35}\). In **Finland**, forced marriage is only punishable under related offences of trafficking in human beings, aggravated trafficking in human beings or coercion, which also apply to actions carried out outside Finland in connection with forced marriage. Victims of forced marriage in **Greece** could invoke offence on involuntary kidnapping, on elopement or on illegal violence. In **Hungary**, forced marriage is not criminalised. In line with the Civil Code, marriages conducted without the consent or free will of the parties would be considered void. Laws on forced marriage have not been identified in **Ireland**, **Poland** and **Romania**.

**Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)** is criminalised as a specific offence in some countries (for example in **Belgium**, **Cyprus**, **Italy**, **Portugal**), while in others it is prosecuted under a general offence of bodily harm or injury (for example in **Poland**, **Romania**, **Slovenia**).

The Member States’ Criminal Codes do not always contain specific offences of **forced sterilisation and/or forced abortion** but, rather, criminalise these forms of violence under other offences. Forced sterilisation of adults is punishable under the provision on physical integrity/physical assault in **Germany**, and under the offence of bodily harm or severe bodily harm in **Croatia**, **Greece**, **Portugal**, **Romania**, **Slovenia** and **UK**.

---

\(^{30}\) Suzan van der Aa, 2017, *New Trends in the Criminalization of Stalking in the EU Member States*.  
\(^{32}\) The EU Member States that have introduced forced marriage as specific criminal offence are: BE, BG, CY, DE, DK, ES, FR, HR, LU, MT, NL, AT, PT, SE, SI, UK.  
\(^{33}\) The Supreme Court, 30 October 2017, *The Supreme Public Prosecutor’s Office is opposed to the introduction of forced marriage as a privileged offence (NS i NSZ jsou proti zavedení nuceného sňatku jako privilegovaného trestného činu)*.  
\(^{34}\) Draft Law introducing in the Criminal Code the offences of forced marriage, compelled trips to conclude such a marriage, and child marriage (Introduzione nel codice penale dei reati di costrizione al matrimonio, induzione al viaggio finalizzato al matrimonio e costrizione al matrimonio di persona minorenne). The Draft Law was presented on 13 June 2016 and is currently under discussion at the Senate. It would introduce three new articles in the Criminal Law (Article 605bis, ter and quater).  
The below table provides an overview of the forms of violence criminalised in the 28 EU Member States. The information was gathered by the national experts. Since the Convention does not specifically require the criminalisation of economic violence, rather it falls under the understanding of domestic violence, the lack of specific offence related to economic violence in a Member State did not affect the assessment of whether or not all forms were covered.

**Table 1 Overview of the criminalisation of all forms of violence across EU Member States**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>All forms of violence criminalised?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation falls under the offence of bodily harm and economic violence is covered by the offence of family abandonment for not paying alimony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No specific offence of stalking and FGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced marriage is criminalised through the general crime of extortion but preparation for this offence (luring another into a foreign state for the purpose of forced marriage) is not criminalised. Forced sterilisation and abortion fall under the offences of bodily harm and grievous bodily harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stalking is not criminalised in itself. Punishment stems solely from breach of a previously issued restraining order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation of children is a criminal offence. However, forced sterilisation of adults is not specifically criminalised but is covered by the provision on crimes against physical integrity/physical assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation falls under the offence of causing health damage resulting in loss or cessation of functioning of an organ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Forced marriage, forced abortion and forced sterilisation are not covered under Irish legislation. Abortion is illegal in Ireland and thus forced abortion would be covered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced marriage falls under the offences of involuntary kidnapping, elopement or illegal violence. Forced sterilisation falls under the provisions on bodily harm, while stalking is dealt with under the provisions on causing fear or anxiety to another person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All forms of violence are criminalised in the Criminal Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| FR | Yes | Economic violence is covered by the Civil Code, which provides that there is also violence when a party, abusing the state of dependency of his contracting partner, obtains from him/her agreement to something to he/she would not have subscribed
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>All forms of violence criminalised?</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>All forms of violence criminalised?</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation falls under the offence of bodily harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Although psychological violence is not a specific criminal offence, such conduct fall within the scope of stalking, threat, personal injury, domestic violence or family abuse. The Italian parliament is currently discussing a draft law criminalising forced marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sexual harassment is criminalised under the Equal Employment Act and stalking falls under the offence of threat which covers acts of threatening someone with the purpose of causing fear or harassing. A legislative proposal was approved by the cabinet in January 2017 to criminalise harassment to women and stalking specifically (Law on protection from harassment and stalking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Stalking and sexual harassment are not criminalised. Forced marriage is not criminalised, albeit it could fall under kidnapping. FGM is not specifically criminalised, but falls under the offence of intentional bodily injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No specific offences of FGM, forced abortion, forced sterilisation or economic violence Forced marriage falls under the offence of trafficking in human beings. Stalking falls under the offence of threatening to murder or cause a severe health impairment to a person, or terrorising a person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Economic violence is limited to the offence of family abandonment. FGM is covered under the general terminology of mutilation with aggravated circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No specific offences of forced marriage, forced abortion or forced sterilisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No specific offence related to economic violence. However, under the draft Domestic Violence and Gender-based Violence Act designed to implement the Istanbul Convention economic harm would be covered under gender-based violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The Criminal Code does not contain a separate offence for sexual harassment. However, it is covered by sexual intimidation in employment. No specific offence for forced marriage. Forced marriage is criminalised under coercion. However, the acts of luring the person abroad is not covered No specific offence of FGM. It can fall within the offence of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>All forms of violence criminalised?</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>serious mistreatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No specific offence related to economic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not all forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention are criminalised. Poland has no criminal offence on forced marriage, FGM, forced abortion or forced sterilisation. Although the law does not address forced abortion, existing provisions could be interpreted as outlawing forced abortion, as abortion is broadly prohibited. However, this is unlikely to satisfy the ethos of the Istanbul Convention. Sexual harassment is not defined in criminal law but is addressed in employment law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation falls under the offence of severe bodily harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>FGM and forced sterilisation both fall under the crime of bodily harm. Forced marriage is not listed as a crime in Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Forced sterilisation falls under the offence of serious bodily harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reference to forced marriage was added as a special form of trafficking in human beings. No specific law outlawing FGM, however the Criminal Code outlaws any kind of mutilation, which includes FGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Forced marriage is not specifically criminalised. Forced marriage can fall under the offence of coercion. However, forced marriage carried out by luring a person abroad is not specifically punishable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>The Swedish Criminal Code includes a violence against women: offence of gross violation of a woman’s integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention are punishable in the three jurisdictions of the UK, either as specific offences or as conduct which would trigger a sanction by virtue of other, more general offences (forced sterilisation falls under the offence bodily harm). While psychological violence is sanctionable under England/Wales and Scottish law, it is not an offence in Northern Ireland. However, proposed legislation on coercive control to help to protect victims of domestic and sexual violence is being discussed by the Justice Department of Northern Ireland.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows that the majority of the Member States criminalise all the forms of violence against of women covered by this Study. However, it is clear that most of them
lack specific offences for some forms of violence. This concerns mostly FGM, forced marriage and forced sterilisation.

Policy frameworks

Legislation on violence against women is most likely to be implemented effectively when accompanied by a comprehensive policy framework which includes a strategy or national action plan (NAP). Most EU Member States have adopted strategic documents that define their policy on combatting and preventing violence against women, although their approaches vary. While Belgium\(^{36}\), Germany\(^{37}\) and France\(^{38}\) have NAPs in place to combat most forms of violence against women, policy documents in other countries specifically address one form of violence, such as domestic violence in Poland\(^{39}\) and Romania\(^{40}\). The research revealed a positive trend in terms of broadening the scope of these policy documents. For example, Portugal\(^{41}\), for the first time, expanded the implementation scope of its fifth NAP to cover other forms of violence against women, in addition to domestic violence. The focus of the second Czech Republic NAP also has a broader scope and covers other forms of violence against women, as defined by the Istanbul Convention. In addition to its NAP, in 2016 Denmark adopted national initiatives focusing on specific forms of violence such as rape, stalking and honour-related conflicts.

Despite previously adopting a strategy/NAP focusing on violence against women, several Member States have failed to either update existing plans or adopt follow-ups. Following the ratification of the Istanbul Convention in 2014, Austria adopted the National Action Plan for the Protection of Women Against Violence 2014-2016, implementing the requirements of the Istanbul Convention. No follow-up NAP has been adopted, perhaps due to changes at the head of the Minister of Health and Women’s Affairs in early 2017 and the call for early elections in October 2017. In December 2016 in Spain, the Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality announced the creation of the Second Strategy for the period 2017-2020 but this has yet to be approved\(^{42}\). Malta has no comprehensive policy addressing violence against women or domestic violence. In October 2016, local press reported that a national strategy for domestic violence was likely to be published by the end of 2016. However, such a strategy has yet to be adopted.

In 2015, the Hungarian Parliament annulled its strategy and called on the government to develop a new one\(^{43}\). To date, no such strategy has been adopted. At present, discussions are underway on the development of a new strategy in Romania.

Following the increase of gender violence cases and numerous public protests and demonstrations, Spanish political parties reached a ‘historic’ EUR 1bn five-year action plan


\(^{39}\) Poland, National Action Plan for Equal Treatment 2013-2016.


\(^{42}\) https://www.msssi.gob.es/gabinete/notasPrensa.do?id=4069
to tackle gender-based violence. The bill was approved in July 2017 by the Spanish Congress, which will now set up a committee to monitor implementation of the programme44.

1.1.2. Practical implementation

A good indication of progress in the area of violence against women is the extent to which Member States implemented their NAPs and strategies, whether they effectively achieved their goals, and if they effectively participated in combatting violence against women. Evaluations of NAPs and monitoring mechanisms are key in understanding the impact and effectiveness of policies and the degree of progress achieved. International human rights treaty bodies, such as the UN CEDAW call on countries to establish national mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating the implementation of NAPs to eliminate violence against women, including through the use of national indicators, and to provide adequate financial support for the implementation of such NAPs45.

Progress towards the practical implementation of policy measures addressing violence against women can be identified through evaluation/implementation reports. The national research reviewed those reports, where available. Detailed information was available from such reports in Estonia46, Spain47 and Romania48.

**Table 2: Overview of conclusions from the evaluation reports**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Examples of conclusions from evaluation reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>In 2015, Estonia published the evaluation report of its Strategy for the Prevention of Violence 2015-2020. Numeric indicators demonstrate that Estonia is moving towards its 2018 targets: deaths resulting from domestic violence have decreased and numbers of restraining orders issued have increased49.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>In 2015, Spain published the first implementation report of the National Strategy for the eradication of violence against women 2013-2016, concluding that 80% of the strategy had been implemented. However, no final implementation report is yet available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43 Hungary, *Parliament Resolution no. 30/2015 on the definition of national strategic objectives to enhance the efficiency of responses to intimate partner violence cases* (30/2015. (VII. 7.) OGY határozat a kapcsolati erőszak elleni hatékony fellépést elősegítő nemzeti stratégiai célok meghatározásáról), 14 September 2017.
45 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 63/155, para.16(a), (f) and (g); United Nations General Assembly Resolution 65/187, para.16.
In **Germany**, the Federal Ministry for Family, Seniority, Women and Youth commissioned a study on the Health, Well-Being and Personal Safety of Women in Germany. The issues highlighted by the study, together with other research and information from everyday practice, were then considered when drafting Action Plan II of the Federal Government to combat violence against women. All of the measures announced in 1999 were implemented by September 2004⁵².

Some Member States have not reported on their evaluation of the NAP. In **Belgium**, for example, although no published evaluation has been identified on the National Action Plan 2010-2014, the NAP was revised in 2012 and its measures updated. In 2012, 42 of its 122 measures were completed, nine measures had not been launched and the others were in progress⁵³. An evaluation of the NAP was expected from the **Austrian** Federal Government in 2017 but has not yet materialised.

The Empowerment Action Plan 2015-2017 in **the Netherlands** has been evaluated positively, with (social media) campaigns, training, and informative conferences organised. The aim of the Action Plan is not only to inform society on these issues, but also to decrease the number of victims of forced marriages and honour-related violence. Some of the obstacles identified are the lack of available contacts and ‘champions’ that can dedicate themselves to rolling out the Action Plan successfully, since most of the relevant organisations rely on volunteers. The final evaluation of the Action Plan will take place in 2018.

---


⁵¹ ibid, p. 19.

⁵² Germany, Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth, Health, Well-Being and Personal Safety of Women in Germany, A Representative Study of Violence against Women in Germany.

1.2. Overview of specialist services and data availability

1.2.1. Availability of specialist services across the EU

Support services for victims of crime are an essential component of victims’ rights. The response by state authorities and/or private organisations when a person reports an incident of victimisation is of crucial importance and it is thus essential that victims are aware of their rights and know where and how to find advice and support and access their rights. Availability of, and access to, reliable, effective and free victim support services is a key factor.

The Istanbul Convention aims to ensure that victims receive appropriate support and protection from further violence from trained professionals, as well as avoiding second victimisation. Chapter IV of the Convention therefore sets out requirements for State Parties to set up general and specialised support services addressing the specific needs of victims of violence against women. The guiding principles state that such services should:

- be based on a gendered understanding of violence against women;
- be focused on the human rights and safety of the victim;
- be based on an integrated approach;
- avoid secondary victimisation;
- aim to empower women victims and safeguard their economic independence;
- aim to have different services located at the same premises, where appropriate;
- address the specific needs of vulnerable persons, including child victims.

State Parties must ensure the right to legal assistance and free legal aid (Article 57), as well as protection measures (Article 56).

The EU has undertaken many initiatives to improve the situation of victims of crime and to harmonise minimum standards on the rights, supports and protection of victims of crime through the Victims’ Rights Directive.

The Directive’s objective is ‘to ensure that victims of crime receive appropriate information, support and protection and are able to participate in criminal proceedings’. It brought a variety of improvements to victims’ rights and protection: the concept of victim was broadened to family members in case of the death of the direct victim; it covers victim support services and participation in criminal proceedings; and it obliges Member States to provide training for personnel involved with victims. The Directive covers all type of victims of crime, while recognising the particular needs of victims of gender-based violence, who should receive specialised protection measures and supports, irrespective of whether or not they are making a formal complaint.

54 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), 2012, Victim support services in the EU: an overview and assessment of victims’ rights in practice.
55 Ibid.
Member States (with the exception of Denmark, which opted out of the Directive) are likely to have already established some of the safeguards and requirements under the Convention, as they are bound by a number of similar obligations under the Victims’ Rights Directive\textsuperscript{59}.

This section presents an overview of three main types of services across the EU that are crucial to the support of victims of violence against women: victim support services, health care services, and legal aid.

The evaluation reports published by GREVIO at the time of the report, assessing implementation of the Convention in Austria and Monaco provide useful insights into GREVIO’s understanding of the requirement to establish support services under the Istanbul Convention. Two points ought to be specifically highlighted. Firstly, specialised support services should be available to victims of all forms of violence covered by the Convention. In its report on Austria, GREVIO raised concerns over the fact that there is “a stark contrast in the number, scale and regional spread of services between domestic violence victim services and services for victims of other forms of violence”\textsuperscript{60}. While domestic violence protection centres exist in all provinces, specialised counselling services for victims of sexual violence and rape were less common. Moreover, it appears that no dedicated support services exist for sexual harassment\textsuperscript{61}. Against this background and to counter ‘the disparity in terms of levels of service provision for the difference forms of violence covered by the Istanbul Convention’ GREVIO urged national authorities to ensure that all women victims have access to specialised support services which meet their needs, irrespective of the form of violence they have experienced\textsuperscript{62}. Similar considerations may be relevant for several Member States, which may have comprehensive structures to protect and support victims of domestic violence, while at the same time neglecting to provide equal level of support to women victims of other forms of violent conduct, possibly due to lack of funding.

Secondly, GREVIO considered that access to specialised support services must be ensured for all women in need. State Parties should thus remove any hurdle preventing women from seeking support. For instance, the existence of a rule in Austria refusing access to shelters to boys above the age of 14 arriving with their mothers could make women reluctant to approach shelters to ask for help\textsuperscript{63}. Access of women victims facing particular medical needs, substance abuse problems or mental health issues is also not guaranteed. These groups of women, often particularly vulnerable in abusive relationships, are normally not admitted to shelters because they have needs going beyond the expertise and capacity of the shelters’ staff\textsuperscript{64}. Finally, women seeking asylum also encounter difficulties in access to shelters due to the funding regime for shelters in Austria and their legal status. Funding for several shelters is based on a system of daily rates, disbursed by the government for women who are entitled to basic social welfare. The government does not reimburse the stay in shelters of women not entitled to social welfare, which in practice prevents asylum seekers from approaching shelters to seek for help\textsuperscript{65}.

\textsuperscript{60} GREVIO, 2017, Baseline Evaluation Report Austria, para.100.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid., paras 100 and 101.
\textsuperscript{62} Ibid., para.107.
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid., para.106.
\textsuperscript{64} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
- **Victim support services (shelters, phone helplines)**

Article 23 of the Convention obliges Parties to establish appropriate, easily accessible **shelters** in sufficient numbers and to reach out to victims, especially women and their children\(^{66}\). As a result, Member States should not only have a sufficient number of shelters, preferably women-only, but should proactively seek to help and support women victims\(^{67}\). In addition to shelters, the Convention requires Member States to set up free-of-charge **telephone helplines**, available nationwide and around the clock. The helplines should advise victims confidentially, or with due regard for their anonymity\(^{68}\). The CoE Task Force to Combat Violence against Women recommends the establishment of at least one free national helpline for victims of all forms of violence against women, operating 24/7 and providing support in all relevant languages\(^{69}\).

Despite the variety of support services that exist, women’s **shelters** have long been the primary support service for women and their children\(^{70}\). In most Member States, shelters welcome and support women victims of violence and their children, however, very few are specialised in a certain type of violence. The Explanatory Report of the Istanbul Convention points out that it is crucial for shelters to apply a set of standards, such as a trained staff for each type of violence, in order to provide efficient protection and support\(^{71}\). In some countries, such as **Cyprus**, the law requires state services and NGOs to ensure that enhanced protection is afforded to victims because of the high risk of further victimisation, coercion and revenge connected to this type of violence\(^{72}\).

It is also necessary for shelters to exist in sufficient numbers to provide appropriate temporary accommodation and to ensure that the needs of all victims are met\(^{73}\). The latest data suggest a 38% shortfall in the minimum number of shelter places, while only four countries exceed the minimum number of shelter places (one place specialised in women’s services per 10,000 inhabitants), i.e. **Denmark, Latvia, Luxembourg** and **Slovenia**. However, women-only shelters may limit accessibility of shelters to some mothers. In **Bulgaria**, some shelters only admit women, others admit women and children, and some do not admit women with sons above a certain age, creating additional difficulties for these mothers.

National women’s **helplines** are among the core services that women approach for immediate support and advice. In all Member States, without exception, helplines exist either for women specifically, or for victims of violence in general. According to Article 24 of the Istanbul Convention, Member States must set up nationwide telephone helplines in relation to all forms of violence\(^{74}\). Most Member States have general helplines. At least half of the Member States already have lines for general violence against women - such as **Greece, Spain, France** and **Luxembourg** – however, none has a specialised helpline for women victim of a certain type of crime (e.g. domestic violence). Some countries have specialised helplines for certain type of crime, such as domestic violence and/or sexual violence, accessible to both male and female victims (e.g. **Belgium, Hungary, Luxembourg** and **Poland**). In some countries, such as **Finland**, there are specific

---

\(^{66}\) Article 23 of the Istanbul Convention.

\(^{67}\) Explanatory Report of the Istanbul Convention, Article 23.

\(^{68}\) Article 24 of the Istanbul Convention.


\(^{71}\) Explanatory Report of the Istanbul Convention, Article 23.

\(^{72}\) National Level Research carried by Milieu.

\(^{73}\) Explanatory Report of the Istanbul Convention, Article 23.

\(^{74}\) Article 24 of the Istanbul Convention.
helplines for immigrant women, including a national helpline, a chat group and an online peer support group. As reiterated by the Istanbul Convention, helplines should be available in a variety of languages. In Germany, for instance, the state helpline is available in German, English, French, Spanish, Russian, Turkish and 11 other languages. In addition, alternatives to helplines are arising, such as in Austria, where a smartphone app offers the option to contact aid groups quickly and easily. Prevention helplines are also appearing. In France, for example, there are phones called ‘Great Danger Phones’ which is a specific phone that allows a victim of domestic violence to immediately get in contact with a specialised platform that will directly alert the police station and geolocate the victim.

Prevalence of sexual harassment are reportedly high with one in five women experiencing unwelcome touching, hugging and kissing since the age of 15, with approximately 75% of women in a professional capacity or in top management position having experienced sexual harassment in their lifetime. However, the research did not identified specialised helplines on sexual harassment. Where helplines specialised on violence against women exist, those usually are able to provide specialised support for this type of violence as well. Equality bodies are competent to provide victim support with respect to sexual harassment at work, although it may be limited to legal advice or referral to other services. Considering the prevalence of the issue, specialised support seem lacking across the EU.

- Health care services (psychological counselling)

State Parties to the Istanbul Convention must take the necessary measures to ensure that victims have access to adequately resourced healthcare and to trained professionals. Within the scope of this study, the research focused on the availability of psychological counselling, as this type of service is relevant to all forms of violence.

All Member States (with the exception of Bulgaria) offer psychological support through specialised healthcare services or via the financial support of local NGOs (e.g. Cyprus, Greece, France, Latvia, Lithuania and Hungary). Denmark includes specialised healthcare services in its general healthcare.

Some countries, such as the Netherlands and the UK, have established centres for sexual violence, with specialised teams of doctors, nurses, police, psychologists, and aid workers helping victims of sexual violence and rape. According to the WAVE 2015 report, there are 108 Rape Crisis Centres and 36 Sexual Assault centres in the UK offering medical, practical and emotional support to victims. In the Netherlands, the Model protocol for medical care for women and girls with FGM set up in 2010 by several medical professional organisations, provides recommendations to professionals delivering psychological, medical and sexual care to victims of FGM on aspects such as prevention, as well as urgent aid and long-term care. In Portugal, a crisis centre for women and girls who are victims of sexual violence has been available in Lisbon since 2016. This specialist service offers psychosocial support and individual psychological support to women and girl victims of sexual violence.

---

75 Helpline from the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizen, Women and Youth.
76 Great Danger Phones.
77 Article 20 of the Istanbul Convention.
78 WAVE Report 2015 on the role of specialist women’s support services in Europe, January 2016, p. 96
79 WAVE Report 2015 on the role of specialist women’s support services in Europe, January 2016, p. 92.
Legal aid

Legal aid is understood to encompass funding and assistance provided by Member States to enable individuals to exercise their right of access to justice. However, victims’ access to criminal justice systems differs greatly among Member States, particularly with respect to the legal means available to victims, and the ability of criminal courts to compensate and provide redress to victims. The differences were thoroughly analysed in a report published by FRA in 2014 on the extent and nature of support for victims in the EU, focusing on their obligations under the Victims’ Rights Directive. The research carried out by FRA demonstrated that while in general, free legal aid is available to victims in almost all Member States, in most cases it is subject to an economic means test and economic criteria may be waived only for certain categories of victims, such as children, domestic violence or sexual violence victims. In some Member States free legal advice is limited to EU nationals and third country nationals who are legal residents. Even though making free legal aid conditional on an economic means test or legal residence could be justified, the conditions can pose ‘difficult bureaucratic hurdles, particularly where legal aid is required quickly to guarantee the victims’ rights’.

Under the Istanbul Convention, it is for each Party to decide the requirements for such aid in their national law. Therefore, it is important to highlight that the Convention does not give victims an automatic right to free legal aid.

According to national level research carried out for this research paper, some form of legal aid or legal advice is available nationwide in all EU Member States and is provided by the state in all cases, except for the Netherlands, where it is privately funded. Lithuania and Slovenia follow a hybrid model, with legal aid funded by both the state and civil society (some NGOs run specialised assistance centres).

Good practices on legal support available to women victims of violence also exist in Greece. Greece operates a national programme aiming at providing free legal aid to minors and young persons without the financial means to hire a lawyer. While the programme in principle supports persons up to 30 years old, for criminal cases related to domestic violence or other forms of violence where the victim is a woman, the age limit is increased to 35. Women of all age may also resort to the counselling centres established in the context of the NAP for prevention and combating of violence against women. The centres provide free counselling services to women, without them having to fulfil socioeconomic criteria. The provision of legal aid is often ensured through cooperation with the Bar Associations of the cities where the centres are established, an interesting example of a multi-agency approach taken to combat violence against women and assist victims.

To conclude, providing free legal aid and legal advice to women victims of violence is crucial, for such aid enables them to effectively exercise their rights. While the Istanbul Convention gives considerable leeway in the Member States design and operation of their

81 FRA (2014), Victims of crime in the EU: the extent and nature of support for victims.
82 Ibid., p.42 and 43.
83 Ibid., p.54.
84 Article 57 of the Istanbul Convention.
86 Athens’ Association of Trainee and Young Lawyers – Programme for the provision of free legal aid to young persons, Athens’ Association of Trainee and Young Lawyers’ website.
legal aid systems, they should do so with full respect of Article 6 ECHR on fair trial and Article 47 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights on the right to an effective remedy and also acknowledge the link between the effective implementation of the Convention and equipping women with the necessary legal support to ascertain their rights.

1.2.2. Data availability

Article 11 specifies the measures that Member States should take in respect of data collection and research. It requires Member States to collect, analyse and publish statistical data from administrative sources and population surveys on all forms of violence covered by the Convention. It also obliges Member States to support research into causes and effects of violence against women, as well as research evaluating the measures taken.

1.2.2.1. Administrative data

Previous comparative research on administrative data collection practices has shown vast differences between Member States and sectors within Member States not only in terms of the data recorded, but also the definitions, categories and units used and the forms of publication. The following section provides a synthesis of the most recent information on administrative data collection gathered by EIGE and by the Council of Europe. Data collection practices are extremely difficult to assess because little data is published (see below), different institutions are in charge and the issue is highly complex. Findings are therefore based on a) reported data collection practices/availability and b) published data (either on the EIGE database or on national websites).

1) Data should be collected by all relevant administrative services involved in the prevention of violence against women and protection of its victims. These include law enforcement agencies (police), judicial authorities, healthcare services, social welfare services and NGOs.

Crime statistics on violence against women is usually collected by first recording individual offences and then adding victims’ information (the crucial category being victim’s sex) and the context of the incident (domestic context or not) for each incident or by identifying and recording domestic violence cases in a separate system and adding the specific types of offenses within that case. The former way is much more frequent, the second is practised, for example, in Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Poland.

In all 28 Member States, data on some form of intimate partner violence (IPV) and/or domestic violence (DV) against women is collected from police sources. In most

---

88 Police and justice authorities, social welfare and protection services, health institutions.
89 EIGE studies focus on domestic violence (DV)/ intimate partner violence (IPV), femicide and rape. Little information exists on other forms of violence (see point 1 below).
90 Council of Europe, 2014, *Analytical Study of the results of the 4th round of monitoring the implementation of Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women against violence in Council of Europe Member States*.
93 Ibid.
94 EIGE, 2017, *Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States; For DK, the information has been updated, as victim sex is recorded (Source: Danmarks Statistik, webpage on Kriminalitet ‘Crime’); RO collects sex-disaggregated data on DV-related sexual, psychological and economic violence cases as well as on all DV cases against women (source: EIGE (updated 06/11/2016) Gender-based violence data from administrative sources at the national level)*.
Member States, this includes data on physical and sexual violence offences. While specific data on psychological DV/IPV violence could be retrieved from 13 Member States, data on economic violence could only be retrieved for Hungary and Bulgaria.\(^95\) More Member States reportedly collect data on IPV/DV psychological and economic violence, but did not submit data on these specific forms\(^96\). Inferring from these results, one can assume that in the majority of Member States, police data on physical and sexual violence are collected at least by victim sex, and in some also on psychological and economic violence\(^97\). Data on homicide, rape, sexual assault and other sexual offences against women are collected by the police in a majority of Member States\(^98\), while data on stalking of women is collected in only 12 Member States\(^99\). The gap in recording psychological and economic violence cases is because, in some Member States, victim information is recorded solely for the most grievous offences. Studies show that police are an important data source, as their data is typically nationally harmonised, with well-developed quality assurance mechanisms\(^100\). Nevertheless, there are some issues affecting reliability and accuracy of this data. Data recording is entirely dependent on police officers and is, thus, subject to human error and individual interpretation of an incident. Therefore, training in adequately identifying and classifying forms of violence against women (e.g. domestic violence), is crucial\(^101\).

Data collection from justice authorities (prosecutions and courts) is less frequent, chiefly because victim information is often not recorded as data, therefore cases of violence against women cannot be counted. Justice authorities in approximately half of the Member States collect data on IPV, rape and/or femicide against women\(^102\).

Data collected at national level from social services, and especially from health institutions, is also less frequent than that from the police. In 20 Member States\(^103\), data on DV or IPV from social services is compiled at national level, with four more Member States\(^104\) collecting data on rape through such services. Only nine Member States\(^105\) collect

\(^95\) EIGE, updated 06/11/2016, Gender-based violence data from administrative sources at the national level.
\(^96\) Milieu, (to be published), Analytical Paper on administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence, Annex 39 'Availability of data on intimate partner violence in EU Member States', EIGE.
\(^97\) To date, there is no comprehensive EU-wide overview of the offences recorded by victim gender (and further disaggregations) in Member States that would constitute physical or psychological violence (outside the IPV/DV context). EIGE research and publications provide an overview of data collected on IPV/DV, different types of sexual violence, stalking and homicide. As police and justice authorities collect data on criminal offences, IPV/ DV data thus comprise data on the individual offences constituting IPV or DV, together with a tag indicating the DV/IPV context; however, in those Member States where IPV/ DV constitutes a separate criminal offence, data may relate to this offence. Therefore, if Member States collect data on different types of IPV/DV, it can be assumed that they also record data on the different offences by victim gender, outside of the IPV/DV context.
\(^98\) For detailed information, see: EIGE, 2017, Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States and EIGE, 2016, Gender-based violence data from administrative sources at the national level; some differences may exist between these two sources, either because data reportedly is collected, but was not submitted to the database because of the time lag, or because detailed information was not provided consistently by stakeholders.
\(^99\) EIGE, 2016, Gender-based violence data from administrative sources at the national level.
\(^100\) Council of Europe, 2016, Ensuring data collection and research on violence against women and domestic violence: Article 11 of the Istanbul Convention, p.13; EIGE, 2017, Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States.
\(^101\) Council of Europe, 2014, Analytical Study of the results of the 4th round of monitoring the implementation of Recommendation Rec(2002)15 on the protection of women against violence in Council of Europe Member States.
\(^102\) EIGE, 2017, Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States.
\(^103\) AT, CY, CZ, DK, EE, ES, EL, FR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LV, LU, MT, NL, PL, PT, FI, SE; source: EIGE, 2017, Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States; AT was added based on additional information from the report to GREVIO; information differs from that in EIGE, 2016, Administrative data collection on violence against women. Good practices, due to different methodological approaches; the countries cited here correspond broadly to those on EIGE’s portal, Administrative data sources on GBV in the EU, with deviations resulting from the time lag (EIGE portal refers to 2013).
\(^104\) BG, LT, RO, SK.
\(^105\) DK, ES, HR, LV, MT, NL, RO, FI, SE.
these data from health institutions at a national level, several of whom refer exclusively to sexual violence (rape) cases.

2) Disaggregation of data: Data should contain at least the following breakdowns: the type of violence, sex and age of both victim and perpetrator, victim-perpetrator relationship and geographical location\textsuperscript{106}. Additional information, e.g. victim disability, is also advisable.

In almost all Member States\textsuperscript{107}, the categories in which data from the police and/or justice authorities are collected and reported allow for distinctions between the different types of violence mentioned in point 1). Unless DV/IPV is a specific offence in the Criminal Code and data refer only to this crime, data are usually collected separately for the individual offences. However, these data may then be reported or published as aggregates. Social services mostly record data under the general category of ‘domestic violence’ and few differentiate between the broad categories of physical, psychological and sexual violence (e.g. IE, FR, IT, LU, MT, FI)\textsuperscript{108}. However, incidents of ‘rape’ are often recorded separately\textsuperscript{109}. Health institutions are reported to most frequently use the International Classification of Disease (ICD-10) coding system\textsuperscript{110} which distinguishes between different types of violence. As described above, all Member States are able to provide police data disaggregated by the sex of the victim. However, they frequently do not record this information for all offenses. As mentioned above, in several Member States, victim information is only recorded for the most serious offenses.

In almost all Member States, police data also contain the sex of the perpetrator, the age of victim and perpetrator, as well as the location of the crime\textsuperscript{111}. By contrast, in several Member States, data from the justice sector frequently lacks information on the victim (see point 1 above). On the other hand, in 17 Member States, police and/or justice authorities provide sufficiently detailed victim-perpetrator relationship information to identify intimate partner violence cases\textsuperscript{112}.

While the nationality of victims and perpetrators is recorded in many Member States’ police crime statistics, further important information (such as disability and socioeconomic status) does not seem to be recorded in administrative data and can only be retrieved through surveys or through linking information (e.g. Denmark, see best practices below), which raises questions of data protection.

Where denominators such as age, sex and victim-perpetrator relationship are recorded, it should be possible to combine them. EIGE’s database, however, shows that police data broken down by the sex of the victim and the suspect was reported by eight Member States only and by seven more only for homicide data\textsuperscript{113}. Council of Europe monitoring from 2014


\textsuperscript{107} Exceptions include EL, LU, PL, where DV/IPV data were provided as an aggregate, without specifying the type of violence.

\textsuperscript{108} EIGE, 2017, \textit{Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States}.

\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{110} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{111} EIGE \textit{website on administrative data sources} from police (only category administrative sources), Council of Europe, 2014, \textit{Analytical Study of the results of the 4th round of monitoring the implementation of Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women against violence in Council of Europe Member States}, Table 20 and national sources, where information was available.

\textsuperscript{112} EIGE, 2017, \textit{Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States}.

\textsuperscript{113} EIGE, updated 06/11/2016, \textit{Gender-based violence data from administrative sources at the national level – section ‘Metadata’}. 
also showed that a combination of denominators was possible in only about half of the Member States, not indicating for which offenses\textsuperscript{114}. This illustrates the continued presence of large gaps in respect of combining denominators.

3) Data should be gathered in the following \textbf{units of measurement}\textsuperscript{115}: number of victims, number of perpetrators, number of events (crimes or incidents). Given the complexity of the issue, this point was assessed solely for police data sources, showing that the majority of Member States collect data in these three units.

4) Data should be made \textbf{available to the public}, i.e. it should be provided on an open website in the form of indicators and summaries, together with access to databases. Ideally data should be brought together in a single location\textsuperscript{116}.

Member States publish only a fraction of the data collected. Additional issues in data publication can also be identified. Firstly, \textbf{data are not published from all relevant administrative sectors}. Only Spain and Croatia reportedly publish data from all four sectors at national level (police, justice, health and social services)\textsuperscript{117}. Secondly, \textbf{published data are insufficiently precise to provide insight into cases of violence against women}, although the data from the police and social services is frequently published by victims’ sex. In 2014, statistical police reports including disaggregated statistics or specifically on domestic violence were identified in over half of the Member States\textsuperscript{118}. Nevertheless, in most Member States, published data do not present different combinations of relevant denominators and units, thereby giving an incomplete picture. While these combinations may be calculated at the request of the competent Ministries, the datasets are often not directly accessible to the public. Thirdly, \textbf{data from the different sources are not compiled in one open website} (as suggested by the Convention) in most Member States, but are scattered across different Ministries’ or the websites and reports of National Statistical Offices (NSOs). Four Member States publish both police and judicial data through the Central Statistical Office (Czech Republic, Denmark, Italy and UK England and Wales)\textsuperscript{119}. Austria, Spain, France, Hungary, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden\textsuperscript{120} gather and present data from different sources on a dedicated website, or in a specific report on violence against women.

\textbf{Data on Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)}

Data on FGM are available in a few Member States\textsuperscript{121}: from all four types of administrative sources in Belgium; from health institutions in Denmark, Malta, Portugal and the UK; from the police in Croatia; and from the Central Statistical Office in Finland.

\textsuperscript{114} Council of Europe, 2014, \textit{Analytical Study of the results of the 4\textsuperscript{th} round of monitoring the implementation of Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women against violence in Council of Europe Member States}. Table 20.
\textsuperscript{115} EIGE website on administrative data sources from police (only category administrative sources) and national sources, where available.
\textsuperscript{116} Council of Europe, 2016, \textit{Ensuring data collection and research on violence against women and domestic violence: Article 11 of the Istanbul Convention}, p.11.
\textsuperscript{117} Refers to EIGE information from 2013, as the most comprehensive and covering all sectors; EIGE portal, National sources of survey and administrative data on gender-based violence, statistical products.
\textsuperscript{118} Council of Europe, 2014, \textit{Analytical Study of the results of the 4\textsuperscript{th} round of monitoring the implementation of Recommendation Rec(2002)5 on the protection of women against violence in Council of Europe Member States}. Table 20.
\textsuperscript{120} See Tables 3 and 4 in Annex.
\textsuperscript{121} EIGE, 2016, \textit{Administrative data collection on violence against women. Good practices}. 36
Data on forced marriage/forced sterilisation

Crime statistics on these forms of violence are collected only in those Member States where such incidents are criminalised and constitute a specific offence in the Criminal Code, thereby recorded separately. (See Section 2.3 on the types of violence criminalised in each Member State.)

A 2016 study\textsuperscript{122} found data on forced marriages to be extremely scarce and difficult to identify. The study only identified data in 10 Member States from various sources, such as crime statistics, surveys or data from victim support services. The study suggested that forced marriage is considerably under-reported, studies are often not representative, and data are not collected systematically\textsuperscript{123}.

1.2.2.2. Surveys and research

Surveys are the only means by which the actual extent of violence against women can be estimated. Article 11 of the Istanbul Convention therefore asks Member States to conduct population-based surveys of all forms of violence against women, which should be statistically representative of the population at local, regional or national level, and conducted at regular intervals\textsuperscript{124}. This section provides an overview of population surveys conducted at national level\textsuperscript{125}, e.g. those specifically on violence against women or those including a module or questions on these types of violence.

Since the adoption of the Istanbul Convention in 2011, most Member States have conducted at least one nationwide survey indicating prevalence of some form of on violence against women – either through a specific survey on violence against women or domestic violence or through a general population survey including a module on violence. In Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, Portugal, Slovakia and Slovenia, however, the most recent surveys that would indicate prevalence of violence against women were carried out before 2011.

Carrying out such surveys at regular intervals would allow for trend analysis. However, most Member States fall short of this requirement. Only Spain\textsuperscript{126} and Italy\textsuperscript{127} were identified to having repeatedly carried out national population surveys specifically on violence against women repeatedly and Estonia includes questions on violence in a regularly conducted gender equality survey. Apart from this, longitudinal results can only be derived from modules in regular victimisation surveys (as is the case for Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Spain, France, Finland, Sweden and the UK) or health surveys (e.g. Belgium). This suggests that those general population surveys are the most important source for trend estimated of prevalence of violence against women. However, surveys where experienced violence is not the focus, but only covered as one (often short) module, may not allow for inferences about prevalence of gender-based violence. This is due to the fact that the study design is not adapted to the specific problem and therefore the sampling and the instrument may not cover crucial target groups and dimensions of violence, respectively. For example, a German Health Survey was heavily criticised for its surveying method, analyses and interpretations that were found inadequate for comparing

\textsuperscript{122} European Parliament, 2016, \textit{Forced marriage from a gender perspective}.
\textsuperscript{123} Ibid., p.33.
\textsuperscript{124} Article 11 and Explanatory Report, Istanbul Convention.
\textsuperscript{125} EIGE, 2017, \textit{Note on prevalence surveys on rape and intimate partner violence in the EU-28}; information from national experts collected for this study.
\textsuperscript{126} Macro victimisation survey on VAW since 1999, every 4-5 years (\textit{Macroencuesta de violencia de género})
\textsuperscript{127} 'Violence against women within and outside the family' (2006 and 2015) (\textit{La violenza contro le donne dentro e fuori la famiglia}).
experiences of violence among men and women\textsuperscript{128}. While acknowledging these deficits, the institute conducting the survey underlined that an analysis of gender dimensions of violence was not the purpose of the survey. This illustrates that it may seem more cost-efficient to estimate prevalence of different forms of gender-based violence in general health of victimisation surveys, but that this approach can easily lead to misinterpretations and distorted results.

National surveys differ considerably in age groups covered, types of violence covered and their definition. Surveys in most Member States ask for experiences of physical, sexual or psychological violence, as well as the victim-perpetrator relationship. Economic violence is far less covered by the surveys\textsuperscript{129}. While definitions are often based on those suggested by the UN Statistical Commission\textsuperscript{130} (same or similar wording or items), they frequently omit several aspects of the suggested definitions. For example, questions on rape often only refer to the element ‘use of force and/or lack of consent’, in combination with ‘sexual intercourse’, without specifying that rape also includes cases where advantage of vulnerability is taken, where penetration occurs with an object or different bodily parts and cases of marital rape. Another example is psychological violence, which often does not include the dimensions if humiliation and intimidation, although these suggested by the UN Statistical Commission\textsuperscript{131}. Surveys also differ in the timespans covered, e.g. lifetime, past 12 months\textsuperscript{132}.

Article 11 further requires that Member States carry out research with the following aims: to understand causes and effects of violence against women; to estimate conviction rates; and to assess the efficacy of policy measures taken\textsuperscript{133}. Important initiatives in this regard included the DAPHNE Programme, funded by the European Commission and the Norway/European Economic Area (EEA) grants. The Norway/EEA grant programme ‘Domestic and gender-based violence’ (2009-2014) supported projects in several new Member States. In Estonia, for example, funds were used to carry out several research projects, for example on victim awareness of support services, moral damage, and the social cost of violence against women, as well as several surveys\textsuperscript{134}.

1.2.2.3. Best practices of data definition, collection and analyses

In light of the various aspects of data collection described above, the following best practices examples were identified based on a range of criteria\textsuperscript{135} and in different areas of data collection (data collection/processing and publishing).

\textsuperscript{128} Critique was targeted at an article that drew conclusions about different experiences of violence among the German population between men and women, based on the German ‘Study on health of adults’ (\textit{Studie zur Gesundheit Erwachsener in Deutschland}); however, the survey as such was also criticized as an inadequate instrument to capture domestic violence or violence from a gender perspective. Source: Robert Koch Institut ‘Positions on the article ‘Experience of bodily and psychological violence in the German adult population’.
\textsuperscript{129} For detailed information on the types of violence, gender and age groups covered, see EIGE, 2017, \textit{Note on prevalence surveys on rape and intimate partner violence in the EU-28}, Annex I.
\textsuperscript{130} UN, Economic and Social Affairs, Statistics Division, 2014, \textit{Guidelines for Producing Statistics on Violence against Women}, New York, p.16.
\textsuperscript{131} EIGE, 2017, \textit{Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States}.
\textsuperscript{132} EIGE, 2017, \textit{Administrative data collection on rape, femicide and intimate partner violence in EU Member States}.
\textsuperscript{134} Research by national experts for this study.
\textsuperscript{135} Criteria were that the examples should comply as much as possible with the requirements of the Istanbul Convention. As no country complies perfectly with all requirements, examples highlight different aspects where data collection is carried out as suggested by the Convention. Note that these are only examples and that similar systems may exist in other Member States.
Best practice example 1 – Detailed police data collection and processing

The database used by the German federal criminal police office is a good example of an electronic database which allows for fast calculation of different combinations of denominators. Data are recorded in very detailed categories, each of which corresponds to an offence in the Criminal Code, thus allowing detailed breakdowns for individual offences or aggregates. For example, a special crime statistics report on intimate partner violence presents aggregates of recording categories that show the different types of violence (physical, psychological, sexual) with the relevant breakdowns. More specific analyses (for individual offences or by other units, e.g. number of victims, different age groups, etc.) can be calculated by the federal criminal police office on request.

Best practice example 2 – Central compilation and publication of data from different sources

Ideally, data from different sources should be centrally collected and presented in a single location, such as the comprehensive Statistical Portal maintained by the Spanish Government Delegation for gender-based violence. This interactive database contains data on gender-based violence (focusing on intimate partner violence) from different administrative sources. Users can cross-tabulate several indicators for different years. The Delegation also maintains a website, 'For a society free of gender-based violence', which contains information on relevant policies, programmes and laws. The section ‘Statistics, surveys, studies and investigations’ contains links to all relevant data publications on violence against women.

Best practice example 3 – Clear and coherent definitions

Data from different sources should be presented similarly, using the same classifications, if it is to be comparable. Definitions should be sufficiently specific to allow for the different forms of violence to be differentiated.

In 2013, France set up an Interdepartmental Unit for protecting Women against Violence and for Combatting Trafficking in Human Beings (MIPROF). This Unit publishes a wide range of data from different sources in the form of annual reports on key aspects of violence against women. Most of the reports refer to clearly defined types of violence (mainly intimate partner violence, sexual violence, FGM and forced marriage). These clear definitions mean that data on prevalence (from surveys), police records, convictions and contacts with social services can be compared within a single report. The report is then repeated after a number of years, allowing for a comparison over time. Further

137 Categories used are murder and manslaughter/dangerous bodily harm/grievous bodily harm/bodily harm leading to death/intentional simple bodily harm/rape and sexual coercion/threat/stalking.
139 Delegación del Gobierno para la Violencia de Género Portal Estadístico.
140 As a result of legal development, the connotation of the Spanish term, Violencia de Género is ‘partner violence of men against women’, (partner violence was the first type of violence against women to be regulated under a specific act).
141 Spanish Government, web portal, Por una Sociedad libre de violencia de género, data section, ‘Estadísticas, encuestas, estudios e investigaciones’
142 MIPROF, Mission interministerielle pour la protection des femmes contre les violences et la lutte contre la traite des êtres humains.
143 MIPROF, 2015, La lettre de l’observatoire national des violences faites aux femmes: les principales données.
improvements would be to expand the scope to include psychological and economic violence\textsuperscript{144}, which are part of the legal definition used in France.

**Best practice example 4 – National data compiled by social services**

Compilation of harmonised data from social services is very challenging, both because of the different types of services (shelters, telephone hotlines, support services, legal advice services, etc.) and the fact that services often target specific groups (e.g. migrant women, young women).

A special example of centralised data collection from social services is the **centralised data collection from shelters in Denmark**\textsuperscript{145}. The Danish national action plan to combat violence against women sets aside a specific budget for data collection and analysis, as part of which Denmark’s 42 shelters organised by the National Organisation of Centres (LOKK\textsuperscript{146}), collect common data. These data are based on information provided during the women’s first contact with the shelter and are very detailed, including socio-demographic details and information on the nature of the violence experienced. With the agreement of the victim, the shelters register the data together with the victim’s ID number (in accordance with data regulation rules) in order to link it with administrative data (such as the national patient register or criminal statistics). Linked data is encrypted and fed into microdata sets, which are made available to researchers on request. Currently, around 30% of the shelters’ cases are linked, as not all victims agree to share their ID number. In addition to the detailed analysis that can be carried out based on these linked data sets, follow-up studies are conducted (e.g. support received at the shelters and the outcome of the stay).

\textsuperscript{144} Web portal, *Violence contre les femmes. Ce que dit la loi. Violences au sein du couple*.

\textsuperscript{145} For detailed information on this case, see EIGE, 2016, *Administrative data collection on violence against women. Good practices*, p. 45.

\textsuperscript{146} LOKK was established in 1987 as a union of 42 women’s shelters and counselling centres in Denmark. LOKK’s mission is to support the shelters in their effort to prevent, combat and create awareness of physical and physiological violence against women and their children.
### 2. THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION: EU MEMBER STATES’ RATIFICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESSES

#### KEY FINDINGS

- The Istanbul Convention understands violence against women as a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between the two sexes. It also acknowledges that domestic violence affects women disproportionately. The Convention builds on international initiatives, such as CEDAW and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, but constitutes the first international legally binding instrument to protect women against all forms of violence.

- The Convention establishes obligations on Parties structured around four main pillars: integrated policies, prevention of all forms of violence, protection of victims from further violence, and prosecution of perpetrators.

- At the time of the study, only 14 Member States deposited their ratification instruments of the Convention by the cut-off date of 1 September 2017. Three more Member States adopted the ratification acts and deposited their ratification instruments October/November 2017. Ratification is pending in a further 11 Member States.

- Ratification of the Convention requires Member States to make the necessary adjustments to their legal and policy frameworks. Member States which ratified the Convention often had to amend their criminal legislation to introduce new offences or stricter sanctions and to adopt effective policy measures.

- In terms of legislative measures, the Convention requires Parties to embody the principle of equality between men and women. Member States which ratified the Convention already complied with this requirement prior to ratification. However, national legal and policy measures frequently fail to clearly articulate the link between strong equality legislation as a means of combatting violence against women.

- The Convention contains provisions on substantive civil and criminal law. Member States largely comply with the requirement to provide victims with adequate civil remedies against the perpetrators and the right to claim compensation for harm suffered. The legislation of those Member States which ratified the Convention contains general provisions often enabling all ‘victims of crime’ or of ‘offences’ or ‘persons who suffered damage’ to seek remedies such as protection or restraining orders and to claim compensation before the courts.

- State Parties must criminalise several forms of violence against women: psychological violence, stalking, physical violence, sexual violence (including rape), forced marriage, FGM, forced abortion and forced sterilisation, and sexual harassment. National legal frameworks are not always fully aligned with the Convention, due to the lack of explicit criminalisation of certain offences, or the use of national definitions which do not fully capture the scope of the offences as defined in the Convention.

- The Convention establishes a monitoring mechanism to ensure smooth implementation, which is comprised of GREVIO and the Committee of the Parties.
The evaluation reports of Austria and Monaco provide useful insights into GREVIO’s interpretation of the Convention’s requirements. GREVIO encouraged national authorities to establish dedicated and specialised support services for women victims of all forms of violence, to supplement legislation with measures ensuring effective access to enjoyment of victims’ rights, and to criminalise all acts of violence in accordance with the definitions of offences established in the Convention.

2.1. Background and objectives

The Istanbul Convention was adopted in recognition that ‘violence against women is a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between women and men’ and that domestic violence affects women disproportionately. The recent recognition of violence against women as a human rights violation moves such violence from being considered a private matter to one falling under the scope of human rights law. The international view that domestic violence requires positive action from the state has emerged in recent decades.

The Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) does not mention violence against women. The link between discrimination and violation came later, in 1992, through CEDAW Committee Recommendation No 19, which acknowledged that ‘gender-based violence is a form of discrimination that seriously inhibits women’s ability to enjoy rights and freedoms on a basis of equality with men’. Recommendation No 19 required State Parties to CEDAW to ‘take appropriate and effective measures to overcome all forms of gender-based violence, whether by public or private act’.

The 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women reaffirmed that violence against women constitutes a violation of fundamental rights and impairs or nullifies their enjoyment of those rights. The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action is an agenda for women’s empowerment, including objectives and actions to achieve gender equality. Violence against women constitutes one of its 12 critical areas of concern.

These international developments, together with the case law of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights influenced the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in considering violence against women within the scope of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). Two landmark cases in this regard are Bevacqua and S. v. Bulgaria and Opuz v. Turkey, in which the Court recognised a positive obligation on State Parties to protect victims of violence. In this respect, the Court found a violation of the right to family life (Article 8), as well as the
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prohibition of discrimination (Article 14), right to life (Article 2) and prohibition of inhuman or degrading treatment (Article 3).\footnote{ECtHR, \textit{Bevacqua and S. v. Bulgaria}, 12 June 2008; ECtHR, Chamber Judgment, \textit{Opuz v. Turkey}, 9 June 2009.}

In parallel with these case law developments, the Third Summit of Heads of State and Governments of the Council of Europe (CoE) established a Task Force to assess gaps on the issue and to make proposals for action. The Task Force concluded that there was a clear need for a Convention to prevent and combat violence against women.\footnote{Council of Europe Task Force to combat violence against women including domestic violence (EG-TFV), 2008, \textit{Final Activity Report}, EG-TFV (2008)6.}

Following the recommendation, the Council of Europe established an Ad Hoc Committee on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, comprising CoE governmental representatives charged to prepare legally binding instrument.\footnote{Council of Europe \textit{Ad Hoc Committee for preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence} (CAHVIO).}

The CoE Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence (the \textit{Istanbul Convention}) is the culmination of these developments at international level, as well as CoE actions in the field. The Istanbul Convention was adopted by the Council of Ministers in 2011\footnote{Council of Europe, 2011, \textit{Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence}, Council of Europe Treaty Series - No. 210, Istanbul.} and entered into force in 2014 following its tenth ratification. It is the first legally binding instrument tackling violence against women and domestic violence in Europe.

The Istanbul Convention’s main objectives focus on four main pillars:

- Preventing violence.
- Protection of victims.
- Prosecution of perpetrators.
- Integrated policies involving all relevant actors and authorities.\footnote{Council of Europe, \textit{The Convention in brief}, Article 1 of the Istanbul Convention.}

The Convention establishes obligations on States Parties in respect of these four pillars, as outlined in Table 4 below.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Pillars} & \textbf{Obligations} \\
\hline
Integrated policies & \begin{itemize}
  \item Adopt effective, comprehensive and coordinated policies to prevent and combat violence
  \item Allocate appropriate financial and human resources, support civil society and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
  \item Collect statistical data
\end{itemize} \\
\hline
Prevention & \begin{itemize}
  \item Take measures, including legislative, to prevent all forms of violence, address prejudice, traditions and practices contributing to violence
  \item Promote awareness raising
  \item Educate and train professionals
  \item Set up intervention and treatment programmes for perpetrators
\end{itemize} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Obligations imposed by the Istanbul Convention on its Parties}
\end{table}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillars</th>
<th>Obligations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Protection   | ➢ Adopt measures to ensure the protection of all victims from further violence  
              | ➢ Set up general and specialised support services, including shelters, helplines, assistance for complaints, etc.  
              | ➢ Take legislative measures to criminalise physical violence, psychological violence, sexual violence including rape, forced marriage, FGM, forced abortion and forced sterilisation, sexual harassment and stalking  
              | ➢ Adopt legislative measures to ensure civil remedies, compensation, effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, and the application of aggravating circumstances |
| Prosecution  | ➢ Take the necessary measures so that all forms of violence are investigated without delay and that adequate and immediate protection is provided to victims  
              | ➢ Ensure an assessment of risks for victims  
              | ➢ Establish emergency barring orders, restraining or protection orders  
              | ➢ Ex officio investigation and prosecution of physical violence, sexual violence, forced marriage, FGM and forced abortion and forced sterilisation |

The Convention places a separate focus on domestic violence. Its Explanatory Report recognises that domestic violence, while affecting women disproportionately, also affects children and thus requires a specific response\(^\text{157}\).

2.2.  Member State ratification

As of October 2017, all 28 EU Member States have signed the Convention and 16 have ratified it\(^{158}\). This section provides an overview of Member States’ ratification status and progress.

**State of play of ratification by Member States**

At the time of this study (July-October 2017), half of the EU Member States had ratified the Istanbul Convention\(^{159}\). Three further Member States adopted acts for the ratification of the Convention in the course of the research (Germany, Estonia, and Cyprus), with Germany and Estonia depositing their ratification instruments with the Council of Europe in October 2017 and Cyprus in November 2017. While Germany signed the Convention in May 2011, six years passed before it was ratified in October 2017. Germany adopted legislation in 2016 to align the national legal framework with the Convention. Relevant amendments were made to the Criminal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code during the ratification process, and reference was made to the Convention in the 2015-2020 National Plan for the prevention of violence. Cyprus, which signed the Convention on 16 June 2015, adopted its ratification law in July 2017. The latter deposited with the CoE in November 2017. The research revealed that one piece of legislation will be adopted with the aim to implement the Convention. A correlation table indicating the national provisions corresponding to the Convention articles has been established to that effect. Estonia ratified the Istanbul Convention on 20 September 2017, depositing its ratification instrument with the CoE shortly after.

As per Article 75(4) of the Convention, the latter has not yet entered into force for those three countries at the time of this report. The Convention will enter into force in both Germany and Estonia on 1 February 2018 and 1 March 2018 in Cyprus. Once their ratification instruments are lodged and the Convention is in force for those countries, it will bring to 17 the number of EU Member States bound by the Istanbul Convention.

Countries approach international agreements differently. Some consider that once an international instrument is ratified, that instrument is directly applicable in the national legal system and can be invoked before national courts. Those countries follow the so-called monist system of international law. Other countries follow a dualist system, whereby the adoption of national legislation is required for international instruments to have full effect. Nine Member States declare themselves to follow the dualist system, while the remainder follow the monist system\(^{160}\). As a result, in Member States with a monist system, the Istanbul Convention is directly applicable in the country, once ratified. It is possible, however, that the applicability of specific provisions of the Convention is subject to the clarity of its requirements.

Of the 14 EU Member States analysed for this study, the majority have made a reservation with regard to the application of some provisions, under Article 78 of the
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159 Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland and Sweden.
160 EU Member States with a monist system include Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and Slovakia. The Netherlands has a limited monist system, where only provisions of general binding nature have direct effect. EU Member States with a dualist system include Germany, Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Hungary, Malta, Finland, Sweden and the UK.
Convention. Only Belgium, Spain[^161], Italy, the Netherlands, Austria and Portugal apply the Convention in its entirety.

### Table 5: Reservations made by Member States on the basis of Article 78 of the Convention:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Article 30 (state compensation)</th>
<th>Article 44 (jurisdiction)</th>
<th>Article 55 (1) (ex-parte and ex-officio proceedings)</th>
<th>Article 58 (statute of limitation)</th>
<th>Article 59 (residence status)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>✓[^162]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓[^163]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>✓[^164]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>✓[^166]</td>
<td>✓[^167]</td>
<td>✓[^168]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓[^169]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In addition to these reservations allowed by Article 78(2) of the Istanbul Convention, Denmark and Romania have also reserved the right to provide for non-criminal sanctions for the behaviours referred to in Articles 33 and 34 of the Convention (as per Article 78(3)).

### Ratification status of Member States which have not yet ratified the Convention

For those 14 Member States which have not yet ratified the Convention, the research showed a distinction between those countries where the ratification process is underway, and those which have challenges to overcome before ratification can take place.

Ireland, Luxembourg and the UK are in the process of ratifying the Convention, and have taken steps to align their legal and policy framework with the Convention. Ireland signed the Convention on 5 November 2015 and even though it has not yet been ratified, its current legislation and administrative practices already implement many of the relevant provisions. The country is currently working towards the final phase of the ratification, and the government has published an Action Plan to achieve this. Legislative work is also in progress, namely the Domestic Violence Bill, which encompasses many aspects of the Convention[^170]. The enactment of the latter will be a major step towards Ireland’s ratification of the Istanbul Convention. Luxembourg signed the Convention on the day of the Treaty opening (11 May 2011) but has not yet ratified it. However, the draft Bill aimed at implementing the Istanbul Convention is currently being assessed by the Chamber of

[^161]: They have ratified the Convention in 2014, 2016, 2013, 2015, 2014 and 2014 respectively.
[^162]: This means that Denmark only has jurisdiction if the criminal acts mentioned in Articles 36, 37 and 39 (sexual violence, forced marriage, forced abortion and forced sterilisation) were committed.
[^163]: When the offence of petty assault is committed against a person other than the person referred to in Chapter 21, Section 16, subsection 1, of the Criminal Code of Finland.
[^164]: France declares that it will apply the provisions of Articles 58 for the offences provided for in Articles 37, 38 and 39 in all cases where such offences are classified as crimes under French law.
[^165]: Sweden reserves the right not to apply the provisions laid down in Article 44 para.3.
[^166]: Department of Justice and Equality, 2015, Minister Fitzgerald publishes heads of new Domestic Violence Bill.
Violence against women and the EU accession to the Istanbul Convention

Deputies (Luxembourg Parliament)\textsuperscript{171}. The Draft Law foresees amendments to the Criminal Code, the Criminal Procedure Code, the Law of 8 September 2003 on domestic violence and the Law of 29 August 2008 on free movement of person and immigration. Among other changes, FGM will now constitute a crime, children directly or indirectly victims of violence will be taken care of by social services specialised in domestic violence, and concerned ministries (police, justice, health) must collect annual data disaggregated by sex, age and victim-perpetrator relationship. Finally, in June 2017, the government of the UK announced that it will introduce new measures to protect women and girls from crimes committed overseas as part of its Domestic Abuse Bill. This new legislation would be the final step enabling ratification of the Convention.

By contrast, eight Member States are experiencing challenges in their ratification of the Istanbul Convention, for two main reasons.

A distinction should be made for those countries where legislative amendments were a prerequisite to the ratification and which thus justify the delays in the process. This was the case in the Czech Republic and Latvia, which signed the Convention on 2 May 2016 and 18 May 2016 respectively, and indicated 2018 as a deadline for ratification of the text. Several preparatory works were necessary in Latvia to streamline legislation on victim protection, as well as the introduction of rehabilitation services. These preparatory works slowed down the process of ratification\textsuperscript{172}, with amendments to the Criminal Procedure Law still in progress\textsuperscript{173}. None of the remaining Member States has shown signs of immediate ratification but this research suggests that Bulgaria will need to modify its Criminal Code if it is to comply with the Convention, in particular regarding the definition of violence against women, and the criminalisation of all forms of physical violence. In Bulgaria and Croatia (which signed the Convention in 2016 and 2013, respectively) draft laws are under examination by the parliaments. In Croatia, the Ministry for Demographics, Family, Youth and Social Policy appointed a Working Group (comprising members of government bodies and civil society organisations) tasked with the preparation of a ratification law. At the policy level, the 2017-2022 National Strategy for protection against domestic violence takes into account the provisions of the Istanbul Convention. In October 2017, the Minister for Demographics announced that controversy and lack of clarity on the issue of gender remain a concern, and that another debate should take place before the ratification.

In Greece, Hungary, Lithuania and Slovakia, political positions make ratification in the near future challenging. Work on the harmonisation of the domestic legal system with the Convention started in 2011 in Greece, with a legislative committee appointed to the task, but no concrete outcomes have yet been noted. Slovakia, which signed the Convention in May 2011, has twice postponed the ratification process. Lithuania, which signed the Convention in 2013, is questioning the terminology in the Convention. So too is Hungary, which signed the Convention in 2014. The latter has not yet ratified due to concerns that the Convention could be ‘destroying the classical family model which is based on the relationship of heterosexual couples’\textsuperscript{174}. In addition, some sources note that there is a widespread view in the country that women are not at risk of violence\textsuperscript{175}. Since 2015, five parliamentary decisions have been drafted, most recently in February 2017. None of these

\textsuperscript{171} Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies, webpage of the Parliamentary works, Latvian Ministry of Welfare, webpage.

\textsuperscript{172} http://titania.saeima.lv/LIVS12/saeimalivs12.nsf/0/C9E45E0FFA1DA9BFC2257EC8003F4F70?OpenDocument.

\textsuperscript{173} Association for Women (Nőkért Egyesület), 2017, Facts and misperceptions regarding the Istanbul Convention (Tények és tévhitek az Isztambuli Egyezményről).

\textsuperscript{174} Gyurkó, S., 2017, Why does Hungary not want to end violence against women? (Miért nem akar Magyarország véget vetni a nőkkel szembeni erőszaknak?).
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drafts have yet been discussed by the Hungarian Parliament\textsuperscript{176}. A demonstration took place on 1 February 2017 to protest against government inaction. In response, a government spokesperson noted that domestic violence in the country is insignificant and that there are bigger issues to solve, such as sexual assaults committed by migrants against women\textsuperscript{177}. These comments prompted further discussion of the reasons for non-ratification of the Convention\textsuperscript{178}. The Ministry of Justice published a draft law in relation to the ratification of the Convention in February 2017\textsuperscript{179}. The draft was subject to public consultation which closed on 23 February 2017\textsuperscript{180}, and was due to be followed by a similar consultation with the Hungarian public administration. This process would normally result in a draft law, which would then be subject to parliamentary debate before its adoption\textsuperscript{181}. The research carried out for this study found no information on where this process currently stands.

**Steps towards ratification**

Among those 11 countries which have not yet ratified the Convention, some have nevertheless taken steps to align their legislative and policy framework with the Convention. As mentioned above, **Ireland** is currently preparing the Domestic Violence Bill 2017, which, once enacted, will constitute a major step towards its ratification of the Istanbul Convention. In 2016, Ireland also published the Criminal Justice Bill 2016, the main purpose of which was to transpose the Victims’ Rights Directive into Irish law. At policy level, the Second National Strategy on Domestic, Sexual and Gender-based Violence 2015–2020 sets out the outstanding actions required for ratification of the Convention\textsuperscript{182}.

**Luxembourg** undertook legislative initiatives as well, with the adoption of the Act of 30 July 2013 on domestic violence which regulates the expulsion of a perpetrator from the family home. The current 2015-2018 National Action Plan for Gender Equality makes one reference to the Istanbul Convention, and defines its ratification as one of the priorities for the Ministry of Justice.

In **Slovakia**, despite the lack of consensus on the adoption of Draft Act on domestic violence in 2015, some important laws have nevertheless been amended to ensure better protection for victims of domestic violence. For example, the definition of the offence of battering has been modified to introduce the principle of criminal liability for recidivism. The Act on social services has also been amended to introduce the term ‘gender-based violence’, enabling the provision of specialised social advice and emergency accommodation facilities for women at risk of such violence.


\textsuperscript{177} Hungarian Spectrum, 2017, *It has taken three years but the Istanbul convention will soon be ratified.*

\textsuperscript{178} E.g. Gyurkó, S., 2017, *Why does Hungary not want to end violence against women? (Mért nem akar Magyarország végét vetni a nőkkel szembeni erőszaknak?).*

\textsuperscript{179} The draft law is not publicly available.

\textsuperscript{180} Index.hu, 2017, *Valentine’s day gift from the Government: finally they are willing to ratify the Convention (Valentin-napi meglepetés a kormánytól: végre kihirdetnék az isztambuli egyezményt).*

\textsuperscript{181} 24.hu, 2017, *The Government will promulgate the Istanbul Convention on violence against women and domestic violence (Kihirdetheti a kormány a nők elleni és a családon belüli erőszak megelőzéséről szóló isztambuli egyezményt).*

In the **UK**, the most comprehensive reference to the Convention can be found in the Welsh National Strategy on Violence against Women, Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence for 2016-2021, which aimed at strengthening commitment to the principles of the Convention by setting out further directly relevant measures. In recent years, the UK has enacted significant new legislation, including specific offences of stalking, forced marriage, failure to protect victims from FGM and revenge pornography, as well as a new domestic abuse offence capturing coercive or controlling behaviour in an intimate or family relationship. However, further measures are needed to fully align national law with the obligations under the Convention.

In **Greece**, the National Action Plan for Gender Equality 2016-2020 mentions the creation of a Project Management Team in September 2015 to work towards immediate ratification of the Istanbul Convention. The team includes experts on gender equality issues, social scientists, specialist lawyers, etc., and is entrusted with examining the Convention’s scope of application and proposing the necessary measures for its implementation. To implement the Convention, the Action Plan provides that a single law will be adopted to address violence against women in all aspects of the private and public sphere. The Project Management Team has completed its task and submitted its conclusions to the Ministry of Justice.

Finally, **Hungary** recently adopted a new Criminal Procedure Code, which will enter into force on 1 July 2018. Despite not being introduced in relation to the Istanbul Convention, the Code nonetheless contains amendments of relevance in the context of violence against women. It will strengthen the country’s victim support mechanism, especially in relation to vulnerable victims, such as victims of sexual and domestic violence. None of the relevant policy documents refer to the Istanbul Convention.

In **Bulgaria, Latvia** and **Lithuania**, no steps have been identified with respect to aligning the national frameworks with the Convention.
2.3. Implementation of the Convention by the 14 EU Member States which ratified before 1 September 2017

The previous sections of this report presented an overview of legal and policy measures adopted in all 28 EU Member States to prevent and combat violence against women. This section, by contrast, focuses on the implementation of the Convention by those EU Member States which ratified it. At the time of this study (cut-off date for the national research was 1 September 2017), 14 Member States had lodged the relevant ratification instruments with the CoE: Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Malta, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland and Sweden. This section examines the legislative frameworks of these 14 Member States.

The Convention contains provisions on substantive law, which require incorporation into the domestic law of ratifying states. This section examines the alignment of civil and criminal law provisions of the 14 ratifying Member States with the respective substantive law requirements. It first illustrates implementation of the Article 4 requirement for State Parties to embody the principle of equality between men and women in appropriate legislation. It then focuses on implementation of Chapter V on substantive law, in particular the civil law measures available to women victims of violence, including the possibility of claiming compensation, as well as the criminalisation of certain forms of violent conduct.

The information for each Member State was gathered through a questionnaire. National experts for these Member States provided information on the steps taken by their states to align their legislative frameworks with the Convention’s requirements, existing legislative measures to achieve equality between men and women, available civil remedies against perpetrators and against state failure to act in line with the Convention, and the possibility to claim compensation for damage sustained. Experts were also asked to explain whether the offences listed in Articles 33-40 of the Convention are criminalised under national law, by providing the relevant legal definition for each offence and assessing whether or not they reflect the main elements of the Convention provisions.

This section is not intended as an exhaustive review of the civil and criminal law regimes of these Member States as a separate study for each Member State would be required to thoroughly present and analyse alignment of the legislative framework with the Convention. Rather, it provides an overview of the Convention’s requirements and the approach taken by Member States in their implementation. It also draws some conclusions on the alignment and compatibility of national legislation with the Convention’s provisions, by calling attention to gaps (e.g. the absence of a criminal offence for forced marriage) and the potentially problematic or incomplete definitions identified in some Member States (notably for rape and sexual harassment).

2.3.1. Approach to alignment

The ratification of the Convention requires Member State to make the necessary adjustments to national legal and policy frameworks in order to align with the Convention’s obligations. This study found that all 14 Member States had to amend their criminal legislation to align with the Convention, although the extent of these changes varied between Member States. The research showed that in countries such as Denmark and Sweden, very little change was needed to align the national legislations to the Convention,
with most of the Convention’s obligations already implemented. In **Denmark**, only one amendment was necessary to comply with the provisions on forced marriage, forced abortion and forced sterilisation (Articles 37 and 39 of the Convention). Article 94 of the Danish Criminal Code was amended so that the limitation period for initiating any legal proceedings with regard to forced marriage is counted only from the day the victim reaches the age of 21. In **Sweden**, minor legislative changes were needed on child marriage and forced marriage, and the Criminal Code was amended accordingly in 2014.\(^{183}\)

Some Member States initiated changes before the ratification of the Convention (**Belgium, Spain, France, Portugal**) but completed their legislative and/or policy reforms afterwards. This was the case in **Belgium** for instance, which introduced some amendments to the legislation on sexual harassment before the ratification.\(^{184}\) Although most of the Convention’s requirements are reflected in the legal framework, some aspects are not fully integrated and require further amendments, e.g. forced sterilisation, which is not itself a specific criminal offence but is prosecuted under bodily harm. In **Spain**, the Criminal Code was earlier modified to include the offence of domestic violence,\(^{185}\) while Organic Law 1/2015 also introduced necessary changes to the Criminal Code. Reforms included the introduction of gender violence as an aggravating factor and the introduction or reinforcement of certain crimes: harassment and stalking, forced marriage, unauthorised disclosure of images or sexting, protection of children against abuse. The National Pact on Violence Against Women states that further amendments are needed to ensure that all types of violence against women are criminalised by the Spanish legislation, in line with the Istanbul Convention. As an initial step towards the implementation of the Convention, **France** adopted Law No. 2013-711 of 5 August 2013 with the purpose of aligning the French Criminal Law to six European instruments,\(^{187}\) a decision of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), a UN Resolution and two international Conventions and their Protocols, including the Istanbul Convention. In particular, the offences of forced marriage and female genital mutilation were added to the Criminal Code. A new Article 40-5 in the Code of Criminal Procedure establishes the obligation for the public prosecutor to inform the victim when the perpetrator has escaped, where there is an identified danger or risk of harm to the victim. While **Portugal** had specific legislation in place addressing women victims of violence since the 1990’s, amendment to the Criminal Code were necessary to fully comply with the Convention. These changes were made in 2015, with FGM, stalking and forced marriage criminalised.\(^{190}\)

Other Member States have given effect to the Istanbul Convention through national implementing acts (**Finland, Italy**) or by amending their legislation following ratification. In **Austria**, the amendments made to the Criminal Code in 2015 were of utmost importance in bringing the Austrian Criminal Code in line with the ratified Convention, in
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\(^{185}\) Organic Law 1/2004, of December 28, on Measures of Integral Protection against Gender Violence.

\(^{186}\) Spain, 3 August 2017, *National Pact on Violence Against Women*.


particular the introduction of new criminal offences, such as the violation of sexual integrity, or ignoring a person’s will, which now constitute forms of sexual violence. **Finland,** which ratified the Convention in 2015, also amended its Criminal Code to comply with the Convention. Even though the legislative amendments appear to have been understood by the Government as sufficient to ensure alignment with the Istanbul Convention, the evaluation of the Action Plan to Reduce Violence Against Women 2010-2015 suggests otherwise. For instance, the characteristics of rape as an offence are focused on force, unlike the Convention, which states that it should be based on the absence of consent. The right to sexual self-determination is not sufficiently highlighted, nor is forced marriage criminalised, and the existing means of criminal law are not necessarily sufficient to ensure that forced marriages are identified as such and punished accordingly. FGM is not specifically criminalised but, rather, covered by aggravated assault. **Italy** ratified the Convention through the adoption of Law 119/2013, which modified several provisions of both its Criminal Code and Criminal Procedural Code. The Italian Senate has called for an assessment of whether or not further changes should be introduced in the Criminal Code and the Criminal Procedural Code, with regard to a number of aspects of the Istanbul Convention. **Malta** ratified the Convention on 29 July 2014, at which time it launched a legislative process to repeal the Domestic Violence Act (adopted in 2006) and recast it into a new ‘Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence Act’. The new Act will amend a series of laws, such as the Criminal Code, the Police Act and the Civil Code, to ensure that the crimes covered by the Convention are adequately reflected in Maltese law, including appropriate remedies for victims. The changes to the Criminal Code relate mainly to changes in certain definitions (e.g. rape) and to stricter sentences for offences such as rape, unlawful sexual activity, violent indecent assault, grievous bodily harm, advertisement of sexual tourism and human trafficking. The Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence Act was presented in September 2016 and opened for public consultation, but has not yet been adopted by the House of Representatives. In **the Netherlands,** the Istanbul Convention was implemented through the adoption of a law amending the Dutch Criminal Code by adding new provisions on FGM and abduction. It also added a provision explicitly recognising the Istanbul Convention in cases of extradition requests from abroad. In **Slovenia,** the legislation was amended after ratification of the Convention, focusing chiefly on the criminalisation of forms of violence such as forced marriage, forced sterilisation, stalking and FGM, all of which were previously criminalised under more general offences, such as prohibition of bodily harm. Experts agreed that modifications of the Criminal Code towards more explicit description of forms or elements of offences were necessary for better alignment with the Istanbul Convention.
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191 Article 61(11quinquies) of the Criminal Code introduced an aggravating circumstance for criminal offences against life and individual integrity, personal freedom, as well as for child abuse or family abuse, where committed in the presence of underage persons; Article 609ter of the Criminal Code introduced an aggravating circumstance for sexual violence committed against an underage person, a pregnant woman, or a person with whom the perpetrator had an affectionate or marital relationship; Article 612bis(2) of the Criminal Code introduced an aggravating circumstance in the case of stalking committed through informatic or telematic means, or committed by the spouse (even if legally separated or divorced), or by someone who had been in a relationship with the victim; Article 266(1) of the Criminal Procedural Code allows the use of wiretapping when investigating on stalking.

192 Senato.it, Profiles of non-implementation of the Istanbul Convention (I profili di inattuazione della Convenzione di Istanbul).


195 Association SOS helpline (ŠpelaVeselič KatjaMatko), 2016, Analysis of conformity of national standards, legislation and public policies with the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, pp.16-25.
To date, it seems that no amendments have been adopted to implement the Istanbul Convention in either Poland or Romania. Research shows that Poland has not undertaken steps to further align national legislation with the Convention which is thus not fully implemented. The 2005 Act on Prevention of Domestic Violence is the most specific act in this regard but its scope is limited as it covers solely domestic violence. The Polish Minister of Social Affairs has made a statement on the forthcoming renouncement of Poland’s commitment to the Istanbul Convention, which it considers to be in opposition to traditional religious values and culture196. Despite ratifying the Convention on 17 March 2016, Romania has undertaken no legal steps towards its implementation197.

2.3.2. Alignment of legislative frameworks

The Convention sets out a comprehensive framework to end violence against women. It calls for integrated policies, comprising various measures to be implemented through multi-agency cooperation which, taken as a whole, offer a holistic response to the problem of violence against women198. These include the requirement for State Parties to dedicate appropriate financial and human resources to prevention and combatting of violence against women, to conduct awareness raising campaigns and education so as to address the root causes of such violence as a form of gender inequality, and to protect and support victims. In addition to its provisions on policies, the Convention contains provisions on substantive law that require incorporation into the domestic law of State Parties. Upon ratification, Member States undertake to align their domestic law with the substantive and procedural law requirements of both civil and criminal law included in the Convention.

Two preliminary observations must be made here. Firstly, Member States’ policies and legislation relating to gender-based violence vary considerably. While some have legislation that is gender-specific and explicitly aims to protect women victims199 (e.g. Spain and Portugal), others have more general legislation to address the problem of domestic violence but focusing less on forms of gendered violence outside the domestic context200. In most Member States, the issue of violence against women is addressed through general acts, such as the civil or criminal codes. This differentiation of legal regimes is not necessarily problematic from a compliance perspective: while the Convention has been designed to protect and promote the rights of women, it does not require implementation through gender-specific legal provisions and can also be effectively implemented through gender-neutral national rules201.

Secondly, states ratifying the Convention are bound by its requirements and must perform such requirements in good faith. However, states take different approaches in achieving conformity of their domestic legislation, whether before or after ratification202. As outlined in Section 2.3.1, most Member States carried out legislative amendments before ratifying the Convention, but several have not yet adopted new legislation. Ratification does not

197 Interview with Tudorina Mihai, gender activist, on 28 September 2017.
198 Article 7 of the Istanbul Convention.
200 Nousiainen, K. and Chinkin, C., 2015, Legal implications of EU accession to the Istanbul Convention, p.86.
201 Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para. 153.
automatically mean that the requirements of the Convention are complied with but, rather, alignment of the legislative frameworks can be an ongoing process. The GREVIO monitoring process (see Section 2.4) is key in assessing and improving the implementation of the Convention by Member States. Through the country-by-country evaluation procedure, GREVIO monitors implementation and issues a report and conclusions on the situation in each state. On the basis of these evaluation reports, the Committee of the Parties may then adopt specific recommendations on measures to be adopted to implement the conclusions of GREVIO203.

2.3.2.1. Equality and non-discrimination

Article 4

1. Parties shall take the necessary legislative and other measures to promote and protect the right for everyone, particularly women, to live free from violence in both the public and the private sphere.

2. Parties condemn all forms of discrimination against women and take, without delay, the necessary legislative and other measures to prevent it, in particular by:
   - embodying in their national constitutions or other appropriate legislation the principle of equality between women and men and ensuring the practical realisation of this principle;
   - prohibiting discrimination against women, including through the use of sanctions, where appropriate;
   - abolishing laws and practices which discriminate against women.

3. The implementation of the provisions of this Convention by the Parties, in particular measures to protect the rights of victims, shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, gender, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, state of health, disability, marital status, migrant or refugee status, or other status.

4. Special measures that are necessary to prevent and protect women from gender based violence shall not be considered discrimination under the terms of this Convention.

It is evident from the preamble for the Convention that it considers violence against women to be ‘a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between women and men, which have led to domination over, and discrimination against, women by men and to the prevention of the full advancement of women’. Article 4 of the Convention thus imposes on Member States the obligation to take legislative and other measures to condemn discrimination against women, inter alia by embodying in their constitutions or other appropriate legislation the principle of equality between women and men. As the mere proclamation of the equality principle does not suffice to ensure compliance, states are also required to ensure the practical implementation of the principle and to abolish any discriminatory legislation and practices.

The legislative frameworks of the Member States that ratified the Convention guaranteed the principle of equality between women and men even before ratification. This does not come as a surprise: the Treaty on European Union recalls that the EU is founded on the values of, among other things, human dignity, equality and respect for human rights, and that these values ‘are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-

---

discrimination [...] and equality between women and men prevail\textsuperscript{204}. Equality between women and men is thus recognised as a fundamental, common value enshrined by both the EU and its Member States. In addition, the EU has consistently adopted legislation implementing the principle of equal treatment of men and women in the public sphere and there is now considerable EU acquis on this matter\textsuperscript{205}.

The most relevant EU legislation in this respect is Directive 2006/54/EC on equal treatment of men and women in matters of employment and occupation\textsuperscript{206}, which prohibits direct and indirect discrimination in access to:

- employment, including recruitment, promotion, and to vocational training;
- access to self-employment;
- membership of workers’ or employers’ organisations;
- working conditions, including pay; and
- occupational social security schemes.

The Directive recognises explicitly in its Preamble that sexual harassment is ‘contrary to the principle of equal treatment between men and women and constitute discrimination on grounds of sex’.

Another key instrument is Directive 2004/113/EC on equal treatment of men and women in access to and supply of goods and services\textsuperscript{207} prohibiting direct and indirect discrimination as well as sexual harassment. It applies to goods and services in both the public and private sectors available to the public. It does not, however, apply to the area of private and family life.

Specific provisions proclaiming equality between men and women and/or the prohibition of discrimination on the ground of sex can be found in the constitutions of almost all Member States which ratified the Convention. The only exception is Denmark, where the principle is not embodied in the Constitution but comprehensive legislation exists, notably the Consolidation Act on equal treatment between women and men\textsuperscript{208}. The constitutions of some Member States include not only a provision enshrining equality between women and men, but further clauses designed to give effect to that principle. For instance, the Austrian Constitution contains a provision on gender budgeting, requiring the Federation, the Länder and municipalities to strive for actual equality of women and men in budgetary management\textsuperscript{209}. Similarly, the Spanish Constitution states the obligation of public authorities to promote conditions ensuring that equality of individuals and the groups to which they belong is real and effective\textsuperscript{210}. Malta’s Constitution also embodies affirmative action, by giving state organs the power to ‘take special measures aimed at accelerating de facto equality between men and women [...] insofar only as such measures, taking into

\textsuperscript{204} Article 2, Treaty on the European Union.
\textsuperscript{208} Law 1678/2013 Consolidation Act on equal treatment between women and men (Bekendtgørelse af lov om ligestilling af kvinder og mænd).
\textsuperscript{209} Article 13(3) of the Austrian Constitution (Bundes-Verfassungsgesetz, B-VG).
\textsuperscript{210} Article 9 of the Spanish Constitution (Constitución Española).
account the social fabric of Malta, are shown to be reasonably justifiable in a democratic society.\textsuperscript{211}

The equality principle is then further and significantly developed in legislation. Italy presents an interesting example of the evolution of equality legislation.\textsuperscript{212} Firstly, it had the ‘guarantees-phase’ (1945 – 1980s), which was characterised by the adoption of, inter alia, legislation introducing rights to divorce and to abortion. Secondly, the ‘positive actions’ phase (late 1980s–late 1990s) was marked with the adoption of legislation prohibiting direct and indirect discrimination based on sex in the workplace and encouraging the presence of women in local public authorities. Finally, the gender mainstreaming phase (2000-present) saw the adoption of acts aimed at improving women’s work-life balance and combatting any form of sex discrimination. French legislation has also evolved, starting with the criminalisation of rape, to establishing the principle of equal pay, and more recent legislation targeting violence against women, domestic violence and its impact on children, thereby creating a framework for the protection of victims and the sanction of violations, while also defining the offence of psychological violence. Legislation defining sexual harassment was adopted in 2012, while in 2014 France adopted the Act for real equality between women and men.\textsuperscript{213}

Over the years, and often well before the Istanbul Convention, all Member States have adopted acts to combat discrimination between men and women. These ‘equality acts’ or ‘non-discrimination acts’ prohibit direct and indirect discrimination in certain aspects of the public sphere, such as employment, education, vocational training and the provision of goods and services, and largely transpose EU non-discrimination Directives. However, their scope sometimes explicitly excludes the relationships between family members and other relationships within the sphere of private life.\textsuperscript{214}

While all Member States have a comprehensive legal framework to combat discrimination and promote equality, domestic legislation in most cases does not clearly understand violence against women as a form of discrimination against women. In other words, even though the Istanbul Convention defines violence against women as a manifestation of the historically unequal power relations between the two sexes, the connection between combatting violence against women and enhancing gender equality is often absent in national law. Spain, in enacting specific legislation on violence against women, constitutes an exception and an example of good practice. Organic Law 1/2004 on measures of integral protection against gendered violence refers to gendered violence as violence exercised over women as a manifestation of discrimination, the situation of inequality and the power relations of men and women. In other Member States, the connection between violence against women and gender inequality is reflected in the inclusion of sexual harassment as a form of discrimination. In Belgium, the legal definition of discrimination includes any form of sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{215}

\textsuperscript{211} Article 45(11) of the Constitution of Malta.
\textsuperscript{212} Vezzosi, V., 2015, Filo D’Argento, L’evoluzione della normativa di genere in Italia ed in Europa, pp.7-12.
\textsuperscript{214} In Finland, the Act on equality between women and men aims to prevent gender-based discrimination and the promotion of equality of the sexes. However, its scope explicitly excludes relationships within the sphere of private life and family members. In 2014, a new Non-Discrimination Act was adopted, with an extended scope applying to both public and private activities. However, the Act does not apply to activities pertaining to private or family life or the practicing of religion. Similarly, in Romania, the Law on equality between men and women provides a broad understanding of discrimination against women in all spheres of public life, such as work, education, health and culture. However, it does not apply to religion and cannot infringe on the private lives of people.
\textsuperscript{215} Act of 10 May 2007 to combat discrimination between women and men (Loi tendant à lutter contre la discrimination entre les femmes et les hommes/Wet ter bestrijding van discriminatie tussen vrouwen en mannen).
Despite its absence in legislation, the connection between violence and discrimination is evident in policy documents in several Member States. For instance, Italy’s Action plan against sexual and gender-based violence refers to the Convention’s definition of violence against women as a phenomenon rooted and founded in inequality between men and women\(^{216}\). In Sweden, the Action plan for combatting men’s violence against women, violence and oppression in the name of honour and violence in same-sex relationships views men’s violence against women as a question of gender equality and women’s full enjoyment of the human rights to which every citizen is entitled. Sweden also states that action to combat the issue must proceed from a judicial, economic, health-related and finally, gender equality perspective\(^{217}\).

In conclusion, all Member States have adopted comprehensive legislation to embody the principle of equality between women and men and prohibit discrimination based on sex. In this respect, their legislative frameworks are aligned with the Convention, with domestic legislation largely predating adoption of the Convention. As a result, the link between violence against women and creating gender equality is not sufficiently clear. In legislation, the link is mostly indirectly recognised in that sexual harassment is considered as sex discrimination. This does not hinder Member States’ compliance with the substantive requirements of the Convention: its Article 4 simply calls upon them to embody the equality principle, prohibit discrimination and abolish discriminatory laws and practices. However, in addition to the substantive requirements it enshrines, the importance of the Convention lies in its symbolic meaning. The Convention clearly views equality between women and men as a key element in ending violence against women, and the link between strong equality legislation as a means to curtail such violence ought perhaps to be made more explicit in national legal and policy frameworks.

2.3.2.2. Substantive law – Civil lawsuits, remedies and compensation

Article 29 of the Convention obliges State Parties to provide victims with adequate civil remedies both against perpetrators and against state authorities that have failed in their obligation to take the necessary measures to prevent, investigate and punish acts of violence against women. Article 30 then requires the Parties to ensure that victims have the right to claim compensation from perpetrators and, subject to certain conditions, from the state. To implement these provisions, State Parties must take the necessary legislative or other measures to enable exercise of these rights by victims in their jurisdictions\(^{218}\).

**Remedies and compensation against perpetrators**

The Explanatory Report to the Convention indicates that civil law remedies against the perpetrator should be available to victims of any of the forms of violence covered by the Convention. Accordingly, adequate civil law remedies should be understood as: ‘civil law remedies which allow a civil law court to order a person to stop a particular conduct, refrain from a particular conduct in the future or to compel a person to take a particular action (injunctions)’\(^{219}\). State Parties must also ensure that domestic legislation provides for **restraining and/or protection orders** for women victims of all forms of violence, so as

---


\(^{218}\) Article 29(1) and (2) and Article 30(1) and (2) of the Convention.

\(^{219}\) Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para.157.
to prevent the commission of further violence and to protect the victim. Restraining and protection orders, depending on the legal regime of each state, may be based in civil law and thus constitute civil law remedies within the meaning of Article 29 of the Convention or it may fall within criminal proceedings. In addition, a right to compensation must be available to women victims of violence who have suffered harm as a result of any of the offences established by the Convention. In principle, it is the perpetrator who must be liable for restitution and compensation.

The legislative frameworks of the Member States who ratified the Convention are aligned with these requirements (see Annex 1). Remedies and compensation against perpetrators can be claimed based on the general provisions of national legislation. Such provisions often refer to victims of ‘offences’, ‘minor offences’, or to ‘damage suffered’ and are thus sufficiently broad to cover victims of all forms of violence covered by the Convention. In addition, depending on the legal framework of the Member State, remedies and compensation can be claimed based on a variety of acts: while in some Member States the relevant provisions are stricto sensu civil law provisions, inscribed in the civil code or family acts, in others, protection of victims, for instance through the issuing of protection or restraining orders, comes from the code of criminal procedure or the criminal code.

**Remedies against the state – Article 29(2)**

Article 5 of the Convention lists the State Parties’ obligations in respect of the Convention. These obligations are twofold: Parties must first refrain from engaging in any act of violence against women and ensure that authorities, officials, agents, institutions and other actors which act on behalf of the State also comply with this requirement. At the same time, they also have a positive obligation to take all necessary measures to exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate, punish and provide reparation for acts of violence covered by the scope of this Convention that are committed by private actors. When State Parties fail in their duty, national legal frameworks must enable victims to exercise adequate civil remedies against the state. In essence, the Convention reiterates the legal principle of liability of state authorities. Where the State is held responsible, civil law needs to offer remedies to address State failure, such as actions for damages for cases of negligent and grossly negligent behaviour. The Explanatory Report to the Convention further emphasises that ‘the extent of state authorities’ civil liability remains governed by the internal law of the Parties which have the discretion to decide what kind of negligent behaviour is actionable’. Member States therefore benefit from significant discretion when designing their internal state liability rules.

In view of the complexity of state liability rules, no sufficient evidence could be found to effectively assess the compliance of the 14 Member States with Article 29(2) of the Convention. However, in view of the general wording of the Convention provision, it could be argued that the existence of legal avenues enabling victims to invoke the legal responsibility of the state would sufficiently implement that provision. Some Member States have established specific acts on liability of public bodies. For instance, the Austrian Act on liability of public bodies stipulates that an injured party may initiate legal proceedings against a state agency or institution to claim damages against the state’s unlawful act or failure to act. Portugal also has a framework regulating state civil liability for damages.

---
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resulting from the exercise of legislative, judicial or administrative competences, whereby the state can be held responsible for the omission of legislative acts or for damage deriving from a malfunctioning of the judiciary\(^{224}\). In Belgium, Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Romania and Sweden, the Civil Code or Tort Liability Act can be invoked for errors and/or negligence of state actors, and victims may bring an ordinary civil suit against the state. In Slovenia, victims can claim damages through general civil proceedings, demand investigation on the conduct of the police officers in police procedures, or initiate administrative disputes due to violation(s) of human rights by state actors.

**State compensation - Article 30(2)**

Compensation for damages suffered as a result of the offences established by the Convention must - in principle - be claimed by the perpetrator. The Convention, however, establishes a *subsidiary* obligation for the state to compensate victims where the damage is not covered by other sources, such as the perpetrator, insurance or state-funded health and social provisions. While Article 30(1) requires states to ensure that compensation against perpetrators can be claimed by victims of any of the offences established by the Convention, compensation from the state shall be awarded to victims who have sustained ‘serious bodily injury’ or ‘impairment of health’. Impairment of health is not limited to physical health, but also encompasses serious psychological damage caused by acts of psychological violence\(^{225}\). However, states are not precluded from establishing more generous compensation arrangements in their internal laws\(^{226}\).

States may also append reservations to Article 30(2). Among the Member States which ratified the Convention, Malta, Poland, Romania and Slovenia have issued such reservations. Malta, Romania and Slovenia reserved the right not to apply Article 30(2) and to instead apply its current legislation as far as state compensation is concerned. Poland reserved the right to apply the provision on state compensation solely for victims who are citizens of the Republic of Poland or the EU\(^{227}\). The practical consequence of the reservation is the exclusion of foreigners from the state compensation scheme, irrespective of the length of their stay in Poland or links with the country and the Polish community. This calls into question the respect of the obligation to implement the provisions of the Convention without discrimination on any ground, such as race, national or social origin, migrant or refugee status\(^{228}\).

Member States that ratified the Convention thus implemented the requirement for subsidiary state compensation in different ways, with their national frameworks variously aligned with the requirements of Article 30(2). It should be noted that compensation of crime victims is also a requirement under EU law: Council Directive 2004/80/EC requires all EU countries to have a compensation scheme for victims of violent intentional crime committed on their territories in case the victim is resident of another Member States\(^{229}\). However, the Directive does not define what is covered by a violent intentional crime. The CJEU clarified that Member States may not limit ‘the scope of the

---


\(^{225}\) Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para.166.
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\(^{227}\) Reservations and Declarations for Treaty No.210 - Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, Council of Europe website.

\(^{228}\) Article 4(3) of the Convention.

compensation scheme for victims to only certain violent intentional crimes\textsuperscript{230}. In the case, the Commission argued that the scope of violent intentional crimes in cross-border situations under the Directive should cover crimes such as rape, serious sexual assault, homicide, serious assault and battery and exclude crimes falling within the scope of special laws. Thus, a large number of violence against women should arguably be covered by this scheme in the Member States.

Only Italian legislation does not yet recognise the right of women victims of gender-based violence to obtain state compensation where the damage is not compensated by the perpetrator\textsuperscript{231}. In Austria, where obtaining compensation from the perpetrator is not possible, the Law on victims of crime offers state compensation for any unlawful, deliberate behaviour that led to bodily harm, health damage or death, with the crime itself carrying a prison term of six months, at a minimum. Psychological trauma resulting from crime is not eligible for compensation under this scheme, unless it has led to health impacts\textsuperscript{232}. Migrant women victims of domestic or sexual violence who, at the time of the offence, were unlawfully residing in Austria are excluded from the scheme and are also excluded if their country of origin offers a comparable compensation scheme. Victims waiving their right to claim compensation from the perpetrator during criminal proceedings are no longer eligible for state compensation\textsuperscript{233}. This limitation is in line with the Convention, which perceives state compensation as subsidiary, and a remedy to be claimed only if compensation by perpetrators cannot be sought in practice.

In Belgium, the Commission for financial support to victims of violent acts provides financial support to victims of deliberate violent crimes. Financial assistance is granted to victims with serious physical and psychological injuries as a result of the violence. This includes all forms of violence against women, provided it is a deliberate act of violence committed in Belgium. Compensation from the Commission is only available if the victim cannot receive sufficient compensation for the damages through other means.

In Portugal, state compensation can be provided to victims of violent crimes and domestic violence\textsuperscript{234}. Violent crimes are defined in national law as offences punishable with prison sentences of at least five years. According to this criterion, victims of physical assault, rape and sexual assault may qualify for state compensation. Victims of domestic violence crimes will be granted state compensation on the basis of two criteria: firstly, the offence must have occurred in the Portuguese territory; and secondly, the offence must have put the victim in a situation of severe economic deprivation.

Compensation Committees or Funds for victims of crime also exist in Denmark (Erstatningsnævnet), France (Commission d’Indemnisation des Victimes d’Infractions), the Netherlands (Schadefonds Geweldsmisdrijven) and Sweden (the Crime Victim Compensation and Support Authority). Romania\textsuperscript{235} and Slovenia\textsuperscript{236} also have legislation

\textsuperscript{230} CJEU, Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of 11 October 2016, European Commission v Italian Republic, Case C-601/14, ECLI:EU:C:2016:759, para 46.
\textsuperscript{231} Senato.it, Profiles of non-implementation of the Istanbul Convention (I profili di inattuazione della Convenzione di Istanbul).
\textsuperscript{232} First GREVIO report on Austria, December 2016, p. 37.
\textsuperscript{233} Austrian Crime Victims Act, as amended on 2 November 2017.
\textsuperscript{234} Law 104/2009 Regime of granting of compensation to victims of violent crimes and domestic violence (Lei n.º 104/2009, de 14 de Setembro: Regime da concessão de indemnização às vítimas de crimes violentos e de violência doméstica), 14 September 2009, amended by Law 121/2015, 1 September 2015.
enabling victims of violent crime to seek compensation from state funds. Victims of gender-based violence in Spain are guaranteed several economic rights by the State.237

2.3.2.3. Substantive law – Criminal law

One of the most important elements in combatting violence against women is the effective prosecution and punishment of perpetrators. This is reflected in the text and obligations enshrined in the Convention. Chapter V requires State Parties to criminalise several types of violence against women behaviours (listed in Articles 33 to 40), and to punish these by effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions (Article 45), while taking into account certain aggravating circumstances (Article 46). This section will focus on Articles 33 to 40 of the Convention and will seek to determine whether or not the national legal framework has effectively criminalised the offences concerned.

For each of these offences, the report first clarifies the scope and substantive requirements of the relevant Convention provision, before briefly presenting the legal provisions of the 14 Member States giving effect to the Convention’s requirements. It will also attempt to draw conclusions on the compatibility of national rules with the Convention.

Before analysing each of the offences individually, three considerations that are crucial in assessing compliance of national criminal law should be highlighted. Firstly, as outlined earlier, the Convention does not require implementation by gender-specific legal provisions. Its criminal law provisions can be implemented by gender-neutral rules238, as is indeed the case in all Member States. Secondly, the Convention includes an obligation for states to criminalise certain conducts, but does not require them to adopt specific offences. The practical consequence is that while some Member States amended their Criminal Codes to introduce new offences (e.g. stalking and FGM) reflecting the Convention’s requirements, other states simply retained their more general crime definitions, as these already encompassed the conduct to be prohibited239. The fact that the latter group of states does not have specific offences for certain behaviours should not hinder compliance, e.g. stalking and FGM as understood by the Convention, for example, would be punishable under the scope of crimes such as harassment and bodily harm. However, the lack of specific offence may impact on the effectiveness of the prosecution, prevention and monitoring of those forms of violence. Indeed, in the absence of specific criminal offences, criminal statistics is usually not available on the violence. The violence is not visible to policy makers and thus results in the lack of political attention on those forms of violence, leading to the absence of or insufficient policy measures in terms of prevention and prosecution of those violence. Finally, the Convention gives states the option to provide for non-criminal sanctions in relation to certain offences, notably psychological violence, stalking and sexual harassment.

**Psychological violence**

**Article 33**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the intentional conduct of seriously impairing a person’s psychological integrity through coercion or threats is criminalised.

---

237 Law 35/1995 of 11 December on aid and assistance to victims of violent crime and against sexual freedom recognises the right to, among other things, a monthly economic compensation from the state where the violence has effected a temporary or permanent disability in the victim that impedes her work, economic compensation to the spouse, sons and/or parents of the victim, and temporary economic aid. For crimes against sexual liberty, a stipulated economic aid to cover the therapeutic treatment chosen by the victims may also be provided.

238 There are, however, offences which by nature cannot be gender-neutral, notably FGM and forced abortion.

The offence of psychological violence is set out in Article 33 of the Convention. The act to be criminalised by State Parties is limited to 'intentional conduct' which 'seriously impairs a person's psychological integrity'. Perpetrators must use 'coercion or threats' for their behaviour to fall under this offence. The Explanatory Report to the Convention further explains that psychological violence refers to a course of conduct amounting to an abusive pattern of behaviour occurring over time rather than a single event. The notions of 'intentional' and 'serious impairment of psychological integrity' are not defined in the Convention and are left to the State Parties to interpret.

Psychological violence is not criminalised through a specific offence in the domestic orders of the Member States which ratified the Convention. However, the Criminal Codes of all 14 Member States contain offences that are, at least in theory, sufficiently broad to cover the conduct of psychological violence against women. Depending on the Member State, the conduct may be sanctioned under the offences of 'coercion', 'serious coercion', 'threat', 'serious threat', 'menace', 'causing others fear that violence will be used against them', 'insult', 'blackmail', and 'violent conduct'.

These offences are not gender-specific, nor specifically designed to address psychological violence in a domestic/intimate context. They are often constructed around fears for life, health or property and these are the elements which could 'seriously impair a person's psychological integrity', as stipulated in the Convention. Even in the absence of a specific psychological violence offence, the requirement to criminalise that conduct might be fulfilled, especially given the latitude given to State Parties to define the types of conduct that would seriously impair psychological integrity.

In its evaluation report on Austria, GREVIO indicated that while the Criminal Code offences of coercion and threat would apply, they are not fully aligned with the understanding of psychological violence under the Convention. National law requires the use of force or threat of serious violence, whilst the Convention understands the offence differently, as 'employed at early stages of the cycle of violence and abuse or throughout in order to control the victim', without it necessarily accompanying threats of serious violence. GREVIO invited the Austrian authorities to introduce a specific criminal offence of psychological violence in order to fully encompass the conduct covered by the Convention, stating that the women who are 'controlled, intimidated and threatened by their partners day after day would be more likely to report this behaviour if they knew that what they are experiencing is a crime'.

In Member States where specific domestic violence offences exist, the element of harming the victim's psychological integrity is reflected more clearly in national law. Through their domestic violence offences, Portugal and Spain criminalise the repetitive exercise of psychological abuse against a spouse or ex-spouse, a person with whom the perpetrator maintains or has maintained an equivalent relationship, even without cohabitation, etc. Polish legislation includes offences 'against the family and guardianship', which specifically sanction the conduct of mentally mistreating a person in a close relationship with the perpetrator. Sweden's Criminal Code provides that if sexual acts or acts against the life, health, liberty and peace of a person are committed against a person who has or had a close relationship with the perpetrator, the perpetrator shall be sentenced for 'gross
violence of integrity’ if the acts constituted a repeated violation of the victim’s integrity and resulted in severe damage to her/his self-confidence.\(^{244}\)

**Stalking**

*Article 34*

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the intentional conduct of repeatedly engaging in threatening conduct directed at another person, causing her or him to fear for her or his safety, is criminalised.

The Convention understands stalking to be *repeated behaviour of a threatening nature* against an identified person and which has the consequence of instilling in this person a sense of fear.\(^{245}\) Examples of such threatening behaviour include repeatedly following a person, appearing at the person’s home, work, school, sports or other facilities, or engaging in unwanted communication through any available communication means. To qualify as ‘stalking’, the threatening behaviour must be carried out with the intention of causing a sense of fear in the victim. Similarly to psychological violence, instilling fear requires a pattern of behaviour rather than an isolated incident.

Stalking is criminalised in almost all of the Member States which ratified the Convention. Spain\(^{246}\), Italy\(^ {247}\), Malta\(^ {248}\), Austria\(^ {249}\), Poland\(^ {250}\), Portugal\(^ {251}\), Slovenia\(^ {252}\) and Finland\(^ {253}\) all have a specific stalking offence. For Spain, Poland, Portugal and Slovenia, this is a new offence introduced following the adoption or ratification of the Convention. In Sweden, there is specific legislation (the Non-Contact Order Act) which aims to prevent crimes and enhance the security of individuals who are subject to stalking and harassment.\(^ {254}\)

In other Member States (Belgium\(^ {255}\), France\(^ {256}\), the Netherlands\(^ {257}\), Romania\(^ {258}\)) stalking falls under the *conduct of harassment*.

Even though the definitions of stalking/harassment vary across Member States, common trends can be identified. The main elements of the offence in national law is the existence of ‘repeated’ or ‘persistent’ behaviours, of ‘pursuing or harassing individuals’ in a manner that ‘causes fear or anxiety’ or ‘unreasonably affects the individuals in their way of life in an adverse way’. The legal framework of these states is therefore largely aligned with the Convention’s requirements.

---

\(^{244}\) Chapter 4, Section 4a of the Swedish Criminal Code.
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\(^{246}\) Article 172ter of the Polish Criminal Code.

\(^{247}\) Article 612bis of the Italian Criminal Code.

\(^{248}\) Article 251AA of the Maltese Criminal Code.

\(^{249}\) Austrian Criminal Code, § 107a StGB.

\(^{250}\) Article 190A of the Polish Criminal Code.

\(^{251}\) Article 154A of the Portuguese Criminal Code.

\(^{252}\) Article 134a of the Slovenian Criminal Code.

\(^{253}\) Section 7(a), Chapter 25 of the Finnish Criminal Code.


\(^{255}\) Article 442bis of the Belgian Criminal Code.

\(^{256}\) Articles 222-33-2 to 222-33-2-2 of the French Criminal Code.

\(^{257}\) Article 285b of the Dutch Criminal Code.

\(^{258}\) Article 208(1) of the Romanian Criminal Code.
Denmark’s government made use of Article 78(3) of the Convention and made a reservation on the right to provide for non-criminal sanctions for stalking. Stalking is not criminalised in itself and, in order to be punished for this behaviour, the perpetrator must have previously been issued with a restraining order, restricting his contact with the victim. Violation of the restraining order is thus the formal charge for which the perpetrator shall be punished.

**Physical violence**

**Article 35**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the intentional conduct of committing acts of physical violence against another person is criminalised.

The Convention provision requiring criminalisation of physical violence is clear and does not give rise to interpretation challenges. The Convention clarifies that the conduct must be intentional. Physical violence, according to the Explanatory Report to the Convention, refers to ‘bodily harm suffered as a result of the application of immediate and unlawful physical force’. Cases in which bodily harm results in the death of the victim are also encompassed in this definition.

The legislative framework of all Member States is aligned with this requirement and pre-dates the adoption of the Convention. The Criminal Codes of all Member States contain general, gender-neutral provisions sanctioning physical violence. This type of violence is normally defined through various offences and the sanctioning regime varies according to their severity. Murder, manslaughter, grievous bodily harm, light bodily harm, bodily injury with severe permanent consequences, qualified bodily injury and physical assault are offences commonly found in national criminal law, and are sufficiently broad to encompass the Convention’s requirement.

**Sexual violence, including rape**

**Article 36**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the following intentional conducts are criminalised:

- engaging in non-consensual vaginal, anal or oral penetration of a sexual nature of the body of another person with any bodily part or object;
- engaging in other non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a person;
- causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third person.

Consent must be given voluntarily as the result of the person’s free will assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances.

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the provisions of paragraph 1 also apply to acts committed against former or current spouses or partners as recognised by internal law.

260 Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para.188.
261 Ibid.
Article 36 calls upon State Parties to criminalise rape and sexual violence. The provision on rape and sexual violence is more detailed and specific than those for other offences. It provides that vaginal, anal and oral penetration, caused by either a body part or object must be sanctioned. It also requires the criminalisation of all non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a person, and specifies that consent must be voluntary and free. State Parties are free to decide on the specific wording of their national legislation, together with the factors that preclude ‘freely given consent’, as the Convention merely requires that the existence of free consent is assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances of each case.

The act of causing a person to engage in sexual activity with a third person must also be punishable. Finally, paragraph (3) of Article 36 calls for states to ensure that there are no exceptions to the criminalisation of the above acts when committed against a current or former spouse or partner. Acts of sexual violence may also occur in a domestic, intimate context.

Legislation within the 14 Member States largely criminalise rape, sexual violence or sexual assault under specific offences. However, due to the detailed provision of the Convention, not all legislation fully align with Article 36. Some potentially problematic instances are presented below:

The GREVIO monitoring report notes that Austria shows a slight difference ‘between sexual acts committed against the will of the victim (Austrian legislation), and non-consensual sexual acts (the Convention)’. For the act to be punishable, Austrian legislation requires the victim to express her refusal verbally or otherwise. Therefore, prosecution may not be allowed in cases where the victim remains passive or does not consent, but fails to express her opposition. Criminal legislation that would cover intentionally causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third person (Article 36, paragraph 1c) is not currently covered by national legislation on sexual violence. GREVIO invited Austrian authorities to introduce criminal legislation to cover this conduct.

In Belgium and Romania, the act of ‘causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third person’ (Article 36, paragraph 1c) is not reflected in the Criminal Code as such and would fall under the offence of prostitution or debauchery.

In Finland, the definition of rape is not based on the absence of consent but, rather, on the presence or threat of violence, or the inability of the victim to defend himself or herself, or to formulate or express his or her will. The term ‘sexual intercourse’ refers to the sexual penetration of the body of another by a sex organ or directed at a sex organ or anal passage, or to the insertion of the sex organ of another into the body of the offender. It is not, therefore, fully in line with the definition of the Convention.

In Malta, the definition of rape is rather anachronistic. Rape is defined as the conduct ‘by violence’ of having ‘carnal knowledge of a person of either sex’. The draft Gender-Based Violence and Domestic Violence Act proposes the replacement of this Article in the criminal code with a new provision, which will better reflect understandings of what constitutes rape under the Convention. If adopted, the new definition will replace the notion...

262 Ibid., para.193.
263 Ibid., para.194.
264 First GREVIO report on Austria, December 2016, p.40.
265 Section 1, Chapter 20 of the Finnish Criminal Code.
266 Article 198 of the Maltese Criminal Code.
of violence with the notion of consent and will specify that carnal connection includes ‘vaginal, anal or oral penetration of a sexual nature of the body of another person with any bodily part and/or any object’.

In Slovenia, criminalisation of rape and sexual assault is not entirely in line with the definition in the Istanbul Convention. The Criminal Code does not specifically address penetration with other objects but is limited to penetration with bodily parts\(^{268}\). If injuries occur, this could be prosecuted under bodily harm. The use of force is the main element referenced in the Criminal Code, and lack of consent is omitted.

**Forced marriage**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the intentional conduct of forcing an adult or a child to enter into a marriage is criminalised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the intentional conduct of luring an adult or a child to the territory of a Party or State other than the one she or he resides in with the purpose of forcing this adult or child to enter into a marriage is criminalised.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Convention’s provision on forced marriage, there are two types of conduct that should be criminalised: 1) the conduct of **forcing a person to enter into a marriage**; and 2) the conduct of **luring a person abroad** with the purpose of forcing that person to enter into marriage. This wording was deemed necessary in view of the fact that many victims of forced marriage are taken to another country (often their country of origin or that of their ancestors) and forced to marry a person of that country\(^ {269}\). If criminalisation were to be limited to forced marriages occurring in the territory of a State Party, it would be insufficient to combat the forced marriage phenomenon.

A specific forced marriage offence exists in the legislation of Belgium\(^ {270}\), Denmark\(^ {271}\), Spain\(^ {272}\), France\(^ {273}\), Malta\(^ {274}\), Austria\(^ {275}\), Portugal\(^ {276}\), Slovenia\(^ {277}\) and Sweden\(^ {278}\). The respective national provisions, although worded differently from Article 37 of the Convention, largely comply with its requirements. In Belgium, the Criminal Code does not specify that the intentional conduct of luring an adult or a child to the territory of a Party or State other than the one she or he resides in with the purpose of forcing this adult or child to enter into a marriage is criminalised. However, the definition of forced marriage (‘**whoever, by violence or threats, has forced someone to enter into a marriage or into legal cohabitation**’) is broad enough to cover such a scenario.

\(^{267}\) Gender Based Violence and Domestic Violence Bill (not yet adopted).  
\(^{268}\) Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para.195.  
\(^{269}\) Articles 391sexies and 391septies of the Belgian Criminal Code.  
\(^{270}\) Article 260(2) of the Danish Criminal Code.  
\(^{271}\) Article 172bis of the Spanish Criminal Code.  
\(^{272}\) Article 222-14-4 of the French Criminal Code.  
\(^{273}\) Article 251G of the Maltese Criminal Code.  
\(^{274}\) Austrian Criminal Code, §106a StGB.  
\(^{275}\) Article 154B of the Portuguese Criminal Code.  
\(^{276}\) Article 132a. of the Slovenian Criminal Code.  
\(^{277}\) Chapter 4 ch. 4c § Brottsbalken (BRB).
Finland does not have a forced marriage offence. Nevertheless, the conduct of forcing a person to enter into a marriage would, in most cases, fulfil the criteria for the offence of coercion, or some physical violence offences. Forced marriage carried out by luring a person abroad is not specifically punishable and this may lead to inconsistency with the Convention. However, Section 11, Chapter 1 of the Criminal Code provides that Finnish law applies to forced marriage carried out abroad, where such offences are not punishable under the law of the country in question, and where the offence is carried out by a Finnish citizen or a permanent resident of Finland. The act is punishable under the offences of assault, aggravated assault or coercion. In effect, if the perpetrator has carried out an act corresponding to these three offences in a foreign state, he or she can be prosecuted for these offences in Finland. In the Netherlands, forced marriage falls under the scope of the offence of coercion but the definition of coercion might not encompass the act of ‘luring a person abroad’.

Forced marriage is not criminalised in Poland, Romania or Italy. The Italian Parliament is currently discussing the introduction of three new articles in its Criminal Law (Article 605bis, ter and quater) which would criminalise forced marriage, compelled trips to conclude a marriage, and child marriage, respectively.

Female Genital Mutilation (FGM)

**Article 38**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the following intentional conducts are criminalised:

- excising, infibulating or performing any other mutilation to the whole or any part of a woman’s labia majora, labia minora or clitoris;
- coercing or procuring a woman to undergo any of the acts listed in point a;
- inciting, coercing or procuring a girl to undergo any of the acts listed in point a.

As the victims of FGM are, by definition, women or girls, FGM is one of the offences which break with the Convention’s principle of gender neutrality in its criminal law provisions. Article 38 of the Convention requires the criminalisation of the traditional practice of cutting away certain parts of the female genitalia, as performed by some communities on their female members, a practice which causes lifelong and irreparable damage to the victims and is normally performed without the victim’s consent.

The practice is, in principle, criminalised in all Member States that ratified the Convention. A specific FGM offence can be found in the legislation of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Malta, Portugal and Sweden. In the
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279 Draft Law introducing in the Criminal Code the offences of forced marriage, compelled trips to conclude a marriage, and child marriage (Introduzione nel codice penale dei reati di costrizione al matrimonio, induzione al viaggio finalizzato al matrimonio e costrizione al matrimonio di persona minorenne).
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284 Article 245a of the Danish Criminal Code.

285 Article 149 and 151 of the Spanish Criminal Code.
remaining Member States, FGM is not subject to a specific offence but is encompassed by general offences, such as bodily harm. In other words, FGM is criminalised as a form of bodily harm (Poland\textsuperscript{291}, Slovenia\textsuperscript{292}, Romania\textsuperscript{293}). In Finland, for example, FGM falls under the offence of aggravated assault. Finnish legislation also provides that FGM is also punishable if carried out abroad in a state where it is not a crime\textsuperscript{294}, meaning that the perpetrator can be prosecuted for aggravated assault in Finland. In the Netherlands, FGM would fall under the offence of serious mistreatment\textsuperscript{295}.

**Forced abortion and forced sterilisation**

**Article 39**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that the following intentional conducts are criminalised:

- performing an abortion on a woman without her prior and informed consent;
- performing surgery which has the purpose or effect of terminating a woman’s capacity to naturally reproduce without her prior and informed consent or understanding of the procedure.

By its nature, the offence of forced abortion can only be perpetrated against women and the Convention’s principle of gender neutrality is thus not applicable here. Forced abortion relates to the intentional act of terminating a pregnancy without a woman’s prior and informed consent. Similarly, forced sterilisation refers to any intentional procedure which, without the woman’s consent, results in the loss of the capacity to reproduce naturally\textsuperscript{296}. State Parties are called upon to criminalise both behaviours.

Member States’ legislation is in line with the Convention’s requirement. *Abortion is heavily regulated* in Europe and some Member States have particularly strict rules. Abortion without the woman’s consent is unlawful in all Member States, with the respective provisions being inscribed in the Criminal Code, Health Law and Abortion Acts, depending on the Member State. In Malta, for instance, abortion is banned in all cases, with the Criminal Code stating that whoever causes the miscarriage of a woman by any means is liable to imprisonment, whether or not the woman consented\textsuperscript{297}. Such prohibition of abortion is far broader than that required under the Convention (only forced abortion shall be criminalised in accordance with Article 39(a) of the Convention). However, given that they prohibit forced abortion, they must be deemed compliant with the Convention, and any debate on the compatibility of such provisions with fundamental rights falls outside the scope of this study.

\textsuperscript{286} Articles 222-9 and 222-10 of the French Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{287} Article 583bis of the Italian Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{288} Article 251E of the Maltese Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{289} Article 251E of the Portuguese Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{290} Article 144A of the Portuguese Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{291} A special act prohibiting FGM was passed in 1982 (lagen [1982:316] med förbud mot kvinnlig könsstyrpning) and has gradually become stricter.
\textsuperscript{292} Articles 156, 157 and 160 of the Polish Criminal Code, referring to crimes of grievous bodily injury, bodily injury and impairment to health, and exposure to the danger of loss of life.
\textsuperscript{293} Articles 123–124 of the Slovenian Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{294} Article 194 of the Romanian Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{295} Section 11, Chapter 1 of the Finnish Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{296} Article 303 of the Dutch Criminal Code.
\textsuperscript{297} Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, para.203-205.

\textsuperscript{297} Article 241 of the Maltese Criminal Code.
**Forced sterilisation** is also prohibited in all 14 Member States. It is a Criminal Code offence under Maltese law. Austrian legislation allows sterilisations carried out by a physician only with the consent of the person concerned. In the absence of consent, sterilisation would be unlawful.

As sterilisation is an interference with the human body with lasting consequences, even if it is not specifically incriminated, it may qualify for the offence of serious bodily injury according to the Criminal Code. It is likely that national provisions on assault, aggravated assault, bodily injury and other offences against life and person are sufficiently broad to allow criminalisation of such conduct in the Member States. For instance, in Belgium, cases of forced sterilisation can be prosecuted under the Criminal Code provisions on the offence of ‘bodily harm’. National courts have considered this conduct to be a violation of the right to physical integrity.

### Sexual harassment

**Article 40**

Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to ensure that any form of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment, is subject to criminal or other legal sanction.

The last offence to be criminalised pursuant to the Convention is sexual harassment. This encompasses any form of conduct of a sexual nature (whether verbal, non-verbal or physical) with the purpose or effect of violating a person’s dignity. For this offence, State Parties may provide non-criminal sanctions, and may also choose the types of consequences faced by the perpetrator in light of such offences.

The Explanatory Report gives useful indications of the types of conduct that ought to be covered: ‘[V]erbal conduct refers to words or sounds expressed or communicated by the perpetrator, such as jokes, questions, remarks, and may be expressed orally or in writing. Non-verbal conduct, on the other hand, covers any expressions or communication on the part of the perpetrator that do not involve words or sounds, for example facial expressions, hand movements or symbols. Physical conduct refers to any sexual behaviour of the perpetrator and may include situations involving contact with the body of the victim’.

All of these forms of behaviour must be of a sexual nature and unwanted on the part of the victim. Behaviours that could be regarded as violating the victim’s dignity include conduct which creates an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment. The Explanatory Report indicates that, typically, this conduct is carried out in the context of abuse of power, with the victim and perpetrator knowing each other and often being in a relationship characterised by differences in hierarchy and power. It specifies, however, that the scope of application of sexual harassment under the Convention is not limited to the field of employment.

---
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As part of their obligations under EU law, all the Member States must criminalise sexual harassment at least in the context of employment and access to goods and services. Under Directive 2006/54/EC equal treatment of men and women in employment and occupational social security is prohibited and constitutes a discrimination on the ground of sex. It defines it as ‘any form of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature occurs, with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person, in particular when creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment’ (Article 2(d)). The definition of sexual harassment reflects almost literally the wording of the Convention’s provision. Member States must have established effective, proportionate and dissuasive penalties. Directive 2004/113/EC on equal treatment of men and women in access to and supply of goods and services also prohibits sexual harassment in access to public and private sectors goods and services available to the public. However, the Convention requires State Parties to address the conduct of sexual harassment beyond the employment and access to goods and services context. The prohibition of sexual harassment should apply in all areas including the private sphere.

The legal approach taken by the 14 Member States towards sexual harassment varies. Belgium criminalises sexual harassment at work, while sexual harassment outside of employment is punishable under the Act to combat discrimination between women and men. The definition of sexual harassment is closely aligned with the Convention, since Belgian law refers to conduct with sexual connotation expressed physically, verbally or non-verbally which has the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person. A similar understanding of sexual harassment can be found in the Danish Consolidation Act on equal treatment of men and women as regards access to employment, as well as the Polish Labour Code. However, the conduct is only criminalised in cases where the person’s superior has committed the offence. Malta also considers sexual harassment a discrimination offence under the Equality for Men and Women Act and, in the context of employment, the Employment and Industrial Relations Act.

Other Member States sanction sexual harassment as a Criminal Code offence (either as a separate offence or as part of the more general offence of harassment), which could also apply to the private sphere. This is the case in Spain, Italy, Austria, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Finland and Sweden. Sexual harassment outside the workplace is not criminalised as a separate offence in the Netherlands and is only prosecuted in criminal law if it fits other criminal statutes on sexual violence.

Desk research carried out for this study identified instances where national law may not be fully aligned with the Convention’s scope, some of which are presented below.
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312 Criminal Code, sexual molestation (Chapter 6, Section 10). Sexual harassment could also be punishable under the Criminal Code provisions on molestation (Chapter 4, Section 7), defamation (Chapter 5, Section 1) and insulting behaviour (Chapter 5, Section 3).
In **Finland**, sexual harassment is an offence in Section 5a, Chapter 20 of the Criminal Code. The definition is not in line with the Istanbul Convention, as it is limited to harassment carried out by touching, with verbal and non-verbal harassment excluded from the scope of the offence. However other offences could be relied upon to cover these types of conduct, such as ‘harassing communications’, ‘defamation’ or ‘aggravating defamation’.

In **Romania**, sexual harassment is criminalised as repeatedly soliciting sexual favours as part of an employment relationship or similar relationship, if by so doing the victim was intimidated or placed in a humiliating situation. This definition is not fully consistent with the Istanbul convention, as it does not explicitly refer to forms of unwanted verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person.

### 2.3.3. Policy measures

As part of their obligations under the Convention, State Parties must adopt effective, comprehensive and coordinated policies encompassing measures to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by the Convention. They must also allocate the necessary funding and human resources to achieve this.

This section presents the results of the national research, which examined how the 14 Member States which ratified the Convention have adopted - or are in the process of adopting - such policy measures. Those policy measures take various forms and primarily consist of awareness raising campaigns, interventions with perpetrators, or even educational programmes.

#### Awareness raising and education

**Article 13**

1. Parties shall promote or conduct, on a regular basis and at all levels, awareness raising campaigns or programmes, including in cooperation with national human rights institutions and equality bodies, civil society and NGOs, especially women’s organisations, where appropriate, to increase awareness and understanding among the general public of the different manifestations of all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention, their consequences for children, and the need to prevent such violence.

2. Parties shall ensure the wide dissemination among the general public of information on measures available to prevent acts of violence covered by the scope of this Convention.

**Article 14**

1. Parties shall take, where appropriate, the necessary steps to include teaching material on issues such as equality between women and men, non-stereotyped gender roles, mutual respect, non-violent conflict resolution in interpersonal relationships, gender-based violence against women and the right to personal integrity, adapted to the evolving capacity of learners, in formal curricula and at all levels of education.

---
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2. Parties shall take the necessary steps to promote the principles referred to in paragraph 1 in informal educational facilities, as well as in sports, cultural and leisure facilities and the media.

As per Articles 13 and 14 of the Convention, State Parties to the Convention must contribute to increasing awareness and understanding of violence against women, as well as taking the necessary steps to teach and promote equality principles. For that reason, awareness raising campaigns and educational programmes constitute an important aspect of national policy in the area. Awareness raising as a type of policy action is frequently used by Member States as a tool to prevent violence.

This research found that all 14 Member States engaged in awareness raising campaigns, often even before ratifying the Convention. The type of campaigns or awareness tools used (e.g. flyers, conferences, seminar, training and educational material, television campaigns), as well as the targeted audience (e.g. men, young people or ethnic minorities) varies across Member States. This wide variety of approaches offers an overview of the range of tools available.

In **Finland**, the NAP to Reduce Violence Against Women is particularly detailed, and has included some awareness raising activities and educational programmes since 2010. In **Austria**, several campaigns were carried out in 2014 and 2015 at both federal and Länder level. In addition, awareness raising measures were launched, such as websites, brochures, and conferences. In **Belgium**, one of the main objectives of the NAP for 2015-2019 is to conduct awareness raising campaigns for the general public, as well as for specific target groups (e.g. young people). The Institute for the Equality of Women and Men has undertaken several awareness campaigns, including a 2015 campaign to educate young men on the signals that can lead to violence, as well as anticipating and preventing such violence. In **Denmark**, several public campaigns were launched, including: violence in the family and in intimate relationships (particularly targeting young people); domestic violence in general (targeting women from ethnic minorities); and an information campaign on preventing sex crimes. In **Spain**, public campaigns and educational material on gender-based violence are regularly prepared by the national government and civil society, as well as by private organisations. In **France**, different measures have been adopted in recent years through different Actions Plans. NAP 2017-2019 includes communications to reinforce the visibility of the existing services in place. Flyers have been distributed and educational programmes (training kits) have been provided to education staff (in schools and at research level) under both the previous and current Action Plans. In **Italy**, many educational programmes have been undertaken, specifically targeting violent men, including, for example, the 2014 campaign 'Recognise men – Free yourself from violence', the 2015 cycle of seminars 'From man to man', and the 2017 festival 2017 festival
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314 E.g. ‘Living free from violence’, ‘16 days against violence’, ‘One billion raising’, ‘My hands against violence part 2’, etc. An entire list and description of all recent campaigns can be found in German in the Austrian state report, pp. 12-15.


316 Spain, ‘*Campanas*’, Ministry of Health website.

317 Spain, ‘*La Sociedad actúa*’, Ministry of Health and ‘*Iniciativa “Empresas por una sociedad libre de violencia de género”*’, Ministry of Health website.

318 Italy, Maschileplurale, 2014, The campaign against men violence of Maschileplurale and Officina (*La campagna contro la violenza maschile di Maschileplurale e Officina*).

319 Italy, Noino.org, ‘*Gender-based violence*’ (*Violenza di genere*).
‘Transform the male’\textsuperscript{320}. In addition, several campaigns to raise awareness among the general public have been promoted at national and local level. In November 2016, the Ministry of Equal Opportunities adopted an information campaign which ran on national television, inviting women victims of violence to call the public utility number 1522, managed by Telefono Rosa\textsuperscript{321}. In Malta, the Commission on Domestic Abuse organised several awareness raising campaigns on domestic violence between 2014 and 2016. The latter included a school art competition targeting schools, a ‘No to domestic violence’ campaign targeting the general public (consisted of posters being set up in various bars, restaurants, pubs and other entertainment places), and a general campaign entitled ‘Take a stand’ (using buses to advertise posters depicting different types of domestic violence). In the Netherlands, a website run by the government\textsuperscript{322} provides information to the general public on domestic violence. Several campaigns aimed at raising public awareness of violence against women have been launched through the years, such as the (international) White Ribbon campaign in the autumn of 2016. These campaigns included TV and radio spots. In Poland, the NAP for 2014-2020 foresees national and local awareness raising campaigns, such as the nationwide social campaign, ‘React to violence’ in 2014. A number of local campaigns also take place each year, such as the Wroclaw Campaign Against Violence every November. In Portugal, a campaign on preventing FGM ran in Portuguese airports, a 2016 campaign highlighted dating violence (specifically targeting young students), as well as a campaign against violence towards older women ‘Never too late’ (Nunca é tarde). Many educational guides on gender and citizenship aimed at mainstreaming gender equality into the education system were distributed by more than 800 school libraries, as well as by 16 libraries in higher education institutions. In Sweden, the Swedish Agency for Youth and Civil Society has been commissioned to actively promote violence prevention through municipalities and civil society organisations. The government, through its budget allocations for preventative work, also funds separate information campaigns, educational programmes and information resources. In 2009, the Police Authority launched a campaign (Come to us - ‘Kom till oss’)\textsuperscript{323} to encourage reporting of domestic crime. The active work with the campaign ended in 2015 but all relevant material remains available online.

Training of professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Parties shall provide or strengthen appropriate training for the relevant professionals dealing with victims or perpetrators of all acts of violence covered by the scope of this Convention, on the prevention and detection of such violence, equality between women and men, the needs and rights of victims, as well as on how to prevent secondary victimisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Parties shall encourage the training referred to in paragraph 1 to include training on coordinated multi-agency cooperation to allow for comprehensive and appropriate handling of referrals in cases of violence covered by the scope of this Convention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the Istanbul Convention obligations, State Parties must ensure the training of relevant professionals dealing with victims or perpetrators of violence. Such training can

\textsuperscript{320}Italy, Maschileplurale, ‘Transform the male’ (‘Transformare il maschile’) (2017).
\textsuperscript{321}Italy, Governo Italiano, 2016, Campaign against violence against women (Campagna di sensibilizzazione contro la violenza sulle donne).
\textsuperscript{322}the Netherlands, Ministry of Public Health; huiselijkgeweld.nl campaign.
\textsuperscript{323}Swedish Police Authority; GREVIO, p.23.
include police and justice staff, as well as staff from social and health services or education. Training professionals on violence against women contributes to improved identification and managing of cases at an early stage and better data collection. It also significantly improves the nature and quality of the support provided to victims. According to these findings, most State Parties to the Convention adopted some measures, although the systematic nature of such training is unclear. Some Member States clearly adopted measures towards that goal, such as Austria and Belgium. Spain went a step further, establishing specialised courts for cases of violence against women. Specialist judges preside these courts.

In Portugal, about 59 in-service teacher training courses have been provided nationwide, covering more than 150 school clusters. The Portuguese government, in partnership with public organisations, also hopes to establish a project to raise awareness on sexual violence in intimate relationships within public administration professionals. In 2015, an agreement was signed between the government of Sweden and the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions to strengthen the integration of questions on men, boys and masculinity, including violence prevention, in gender equality work in municipalities. In Austria, the issue of violence against women is systematically included in the various curricula for initial training, in particular for law enforcement agencies and those in the health sector. In Belgium, the Common Circular COL 4/2006 requires that all prosecution and police staff are correctly informed and trained to deal with cases of domestic and intimate partner violence. In each judicial district, at least one magistrate should undertake the training organised by the Superior Council of Justice. Similarly, in each police zone, at least one officer should have undergone specialised training. One of the main objectives of Belgium’s NAP to combat all forms of gender-based violence 2015-2019 is to ensure that professionals are trained on gender-based violence, including the integration and strengthening of such principles in the basic training for local police, magistrates, mediators, lawyers, psychiatrists, midwives, community nurses and general practitioners, among others. In Spain, the government also prepares different training, materials, reports and studies appropriate to a variety of professional environments (education, health, media, social assistance, employment, security, prisons, courts and regional and local administrations). In addition, Article 31 of Organic Law 1/2004 requires the establishment of specialised units in the State Security Forces for the prevention of gender-based violence and for monitoring the implementation of the judicial measures adopted. The same Organic Law creates courts for violence against women (Juzgados de Violencia contra la Mujer). In 2016, 106 specialised courts were established over the national territory, with specialised judges presiding. The judges of those courts must first undergo training on matters of gender violence, provided by the General Council of the Judiciary. In France, training forms part of the policy actions set up by successive NAPs. Such training has proved successful (Evaluation of the NAP for 2014-2016) and has been reinforced in the current plan. All professionals involved receive such training (police officers, judges, doctors, social workers, victim support organisations, firemen), particularly on the topic of violence against women. Some modules are compulsory while others are optional. The evaluation of the NAP noted that training should continue to be reinforced. In Finland, the
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syllabus of the Police University College for 2016-2017\textsuperscript{329} does not include violence against women as a specific topic, although it may be included as a cross-cutting issue in other training modules. According to the 2016 report on close relationship violence, more training may be required on the recognition of both female and male victims and perpetrators of close relationship violence. No information was identified regarding training of judicial staff. In \textbf{Italy}, the NAP foresees that all professionals involved in combatting and preventing violence against women (including social assistants, professional educators, healthcare providers, volunteers at anti-violence centres and shelters, police officers, etc.) must be adequately trained\textsuperscript{330}. Although, in practice, no mandatory specialised training on violence against women exists for police officers and judicial staff at national level, some regions provide some optional training. In \textbf{Malta}, domestic violence was introduced into the curriculum of police recruits in 1999. The training is mandatory and consists of legislation and procedure principles in dealing with cases of violence against women. Training for new recruits/officer cadets is given in one module, however training for in-service officers is given for a few hours in one semester. Recently, and according to national press, the Police Academy has launched a training programme to raise awareness among officers dealing with cases of domestic violence. The course aims to provide the police with the necessary know-how to tackle cases of domestic violence, understand the sensitivity of the cases and guide the victim of domestic violence on the steps available by law. Since 2013, in the \textbf{Netherlands}, doctors, nurses and other professionals who are in contact with victims of domestic violence are obliged to apply the Reporting code on domestic violence and child abuse. This includes the obligation to consult the organisation Veilig Thuis (‘Safe Home’), which directs victims to shelters and supports. In 2015, the police appointed a programme director to raise awareness on the topic of violence against women. Gender-specific training initiatives seem to have been organised since then, although irregularly. No evidence could be found of training provided to judicial services staff. In \textbf{Poland}, the NAP for 2014-2020 includes the objective to increase the competency of law enforcement authorities and other entities in domestic violence prevention, including through training. In 2013, the Ministry of Justice developed and published a guide for judges on the prevention of domestic violence, prepared by the Department of International Cooperation and Human Rights. The guide contains information on acts of international law, as well as case law from the ECHR and national legislation. As per Law 112/2009, criminal police bodies in \textbf{Portugal} receive specialised training on domestic violence with a view to preventing secondary victimisation, particularly during evidence collection. The development and approval of a training programme for both the Public Security Police and the National Republican Guard staff is planned, as is a cascaded training programme for every police station and post. Specialised training on domestic violence for judges and prosecutors is a mandatory element of their basic training programme. In \textbf{Romania}, the Strategy against domestic violence for 2013-2017 includes continuous professional training of specialists working in the field of family violence (e.g. social workers, police officers, doctors, psychologists, prosecutors, judges). The police is one of the institutions in \textbf{Slovenia} that has received the most robust training in the area of domestic violence, but this is not specifically tailored to violence against women. There is no regular training for the judiciary related to violence against women, very little training on domestic violence and some training related to children in judicial proceedings. In \textbf{Sweden}, the Judicial Courts’ Training Academy organises courses for permanent judges and judges in training. These include violence against women, e.g. courses on sexual crimes, gross violation of a woman’s integrity, and the judge’s role\textsuperscript{331}. 

\textsuperscript{329} Syllabus of the Police University College for 2016-2017.

\textsuperscript{330} \textit{Italy, Governo Italiano, 2015, Extraordinary action plan against sexual and gender-based violence}, p. 20, supra.

\textsuperscript{331} \textit{Baseline Report submitted by Sweden} pursuant to Article 68, paragraph 1 of the Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, 2017, p.33.
information was found as to the mandatory nature of these courses but the information suggests that they were optional. Following a commission from the Government, the Swedish Crime Victim Compensation and Support Authority conducted a training programme in 2011-2014, aimed at staff in the Police Authority, the Swedish Prosecution Authority and the courts system. Lawyers who are members of the Swedish Bar Association were also given the opportunity to participate.

Preventative intervention and treatment programmes

**Article 16**

1. Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to set up or support programmes aimed at teaching perpetrators of domestic violence to adopt non-violent behaviour in interpersonal relationships with a view to preventing further violence and changing violent behavioural patterns.

2. Parties shall take the necessary legislative or other measures to set up or support treatment programmes aimed at preventing perpetrators, in particular sex offenders, from re-offending.

3. In taking the measures referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, Parties shall ensure that the safety of, support for and the human rights of victims are of primary concern and that, where appropriate, these programmes are set up and implemented in close coordination with specialist support services for victims.

The obligation to establish preventative intervention and treatment programmes stems from the idea that men and boys should actively contribute to preventing all forms of violence covered by the Convention. Preventative intervention and treatment programmes aim to help the perpetrators to adopt non-violent behaviour in interpersonal relationships in order to prevent further acts of violence. State Parties may choose the model they wish to implement, but they should aim to use skilled and trained facilitators, as well as ensuring that programmes are based on established research and best practice. The Convention places a specific emphasis on the need for treatment programmes targeting sex offenders, with a view to minimising recidivism.

In Austria, programmes for perpetrators are offered by counselling centres or by the Austrian probation service ‘Neustart’. While the latter deals almost exclusively with convicted domestic violence offenders who were court-ordered to attend such a programme, counselling centres may be frequented on a voluntary basis. Perpetrators of other sexual offences also fall within the specific support programmes run by Neustart. Such programmes are usually part of a range of court ordered measures and typically consist of individual counselling, as well as anti-violence training and addiction recovery programmes. In Belgium, introducing treatment of perpetrators is listed as an objective of the NAP, with related actions including setting up support programmes to teach the perpetrators of domestic violence to adopt non-violent behaviour in interpersonal relationships.
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relationships, as well as targeting sex offenders to prevent them from re-offending. In **Denmark**, the Government has financed a project offering therapeutic treatment to perpetrators of domestic violence, as well as their partners and children. In **Portugal**, a rehabilitation programme has been developed, targeting domestic violence perpetrators where the male offender maintains or has maintained a relationship with the female victim. The programme is applied by the courts and implemented by the rehabilitation services within prisons, in order to promote awareness, taking personal responsibility for violent behaviour, and the use of alternative strategies, in a bid to reduce criminal recidivism. The same service has also developed a rehabilitation programme for sex offenders. **Sweden** has an integrated domestic abuse programme, consisting of a treatment programme targeting adult men who have used threats, violence or other types of controlling behaviour towards a current or former female partner. Group sessions are combined with risk assessment of relapses, and are followed by risk management and working with the offender’s partner. Since the 2005 Act on Prevention of Domestic Violence, **Poland** foresees the creation of effective counter-measures to domestic violence. In this vein, it has adopted corrective-educational measures for perpetrators of domestic violence, with the number of participants increasing exponentially in the past 10 years. Since 2010, **Finland’s** very detailed NAP to Reduce Violence Against Women has included intervention programmes with perpetrators. In **France**, accountability courses for perpetrators of domestic violence were carried out during the 2014-2016 NAP. Those consisted of training courses, support groups, and individual interviews carried out in 10 penitentiary and probation services.

**Financial and human resources**

### Article 8

Parties shall allocate appropriate financial and human resources for the adequate implementation of integrated policies, measures and programmes to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention, including those carried out by NGOs and civil society.

The allocation of appropriate financial and human resources is a crucial element in effective prevention and combatting of all forms of violence against women, thus the Convention foresaw this important **obligation**. State Parties may choose to allocate resources through public authorities or relevant NGOs and civil society organisations. The national research looked at the allocation of resources, chiefly for the implementation of the NAPs. While some information on resources was identified in a number of Member States, no information could be identified for others. Some Member States have prioritised the fight against violence against women through clear increase in the resources allocated, while others show a distinct lack of resourcing. In view of the lack of sufficient data, however, no trends can be reliably identified.

In **Austria**, financial resources are provided at both federal and state level and include awareness raising activities, research, networking meetings, NGO-run counselling and  
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support services, perpetrator programmes and court assistance for victims of violent crime, as well as the placement of one specifically trained domestic violence officer in each law enforcement unit, specialist prosecution services and a national helpline for victims of violence against women. EUR 5 million is allocated annually by the Federal Ministry of Health and Women’s Affairs for violence against women, of which EUR 3.6 million is used to finance the nine violence protection centres across Austria. An additional EUR 1.06 million in 2014 and EUR 1.96 million in 2015 funded a programme for peaceful coexistence, violence prevention, and integration, ‘leaving next to nothing for preventive measures, policy-making, and evaluations of the impact of existing policies or other important measures, such as prevention’\textsuperscript{341}. In Spain, EUR 31.7 million were assigned to combating gender-based violence under the 2017 state general budget\textsuperscript{342}. In Finland, the resource question was discussed at length in the 2016 evaluation of the Action Plan to Reduce Violence against Women. The evaluation stated that this matter did not receive attention in the report of the working group on the ratification of the Convention. Expert opinions also note a significant lack of resources. The financial resources dedicated to the prevention of violence against women were noted to have been almost non-existent at the end of the first decade of the millennium, in marked contrast to Nordic and European levels. As Malta does not have a NAP, it was not possible to find information on resources allocated for policy measures adopted to address violence against women. In Poland, in 2017, the parliament reduced the defender’s general budget by 8\%, directly impacting the financial resources dedicated to fighting violence against women. In France, the government has steadily increased the financial resources allocated for the fight against gender-based violence, with a total of EUR 125 million to be allocated to financing the plan between 2017 and 2019. In Italy, the Ministry of Equal Opportunities allocated approximately EUR 10 million per year from 2013 to 2017 to relevant projects to implement the Extraordinary action plan against sexual and gender-based violence\textsuperscript{343}. In 2015 in the Netherlands, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour announced the launch of its Empowerment Action Plan 2015-2017, which focuses on further tackling honour-related violence and forced marriages. As part of this Action Plan, EUR 3 million were allocated to tackling these two issues. In 2016, the government assigned a further EUR 4.2 million to supporting the fight against sexual violence, which facilitated the opening of more regional centres providing aid to victims of sexual violence. In Portugal, EUR 13,885,274 was secured in the 2016 state budget for the seven state Ministries responsible for combatting violence against women. This research found no changes in financial or human resource allocation in Slovenia after its ratification of the Istanbul Convention.

2.4. The GREVIO monitoring process and its early results

2.4.1. The GREVIO process

The Istanbul Convention establishes a monitoring mechanism to ensure its smooth implementation. This mechanism is structured around two pillars: firstly, the Group of Experts on combatting violence against women and domestic violence (GREVIO); and secondly, the Committee of the Parties. While GREVIO is composed of independent and impartial experts working in the field of violence against women, the Committee of the Parties is a political body composed of representatives of all State Parties.

\textsuperscript{341} GREVIO, 2017, Baseline Evaluation Report Austria, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{342} El País, 30 May 2017, \textit{El PP sube la partida contra la violencia machista para salvar el pacto de Estado}.
\textsuperscript{343} Italy, Governo Italiano, 2015, Extraordinary action plan against sexual and gender-based violence, p.8, supra.
Each State Party to the Convention must appoint a **coordinating body** responsible for the application, monitoring and evaluation of policies and measures taken under the Convention. State Parties are expected to report to GREVIO via this coordinating body.\(^{344}\)

The procedure for the evaluations is triggered by GREVIO, which sends its questionnaire to the Parties concerned. The procedure is subsequently divided into seven steps:

- Requests for reports are sent to State Parties indicating the deadline for submission. GREVIO gathers information from NGOs, civil society, national human rights institutions, Council of Europe bodies and other international treaty bodies.
- State reports are published. Information received from NGOs and others is treated as confidential unless the State requests otherwise.
- Two members of GREVIO, appointed as Rapporteurs, identify the issues arising from the State Parties’ reports. State representatives are invited to Strasbourg to discuss these issues with GREVIO.
- A delegation of GREVIO, composed by two Rapporteurs, one or two members of the Secretariat and occasionally specialists, carries out a five-day visit to the country concerned.
  - The delegation meets with governmental officials, relevant professionals (social workers, healthcare staff, prosecutors, etc.), representatives of NGOs and civil society and, if necessary, visits relevant facilities (e.g. women’s shelters).
- On the basis of all information collected, GREVIO prepares the draft evaluation report which is later discussed and approved. It is then sent to the State Party concerned (as a rule within two months).
- Government comments on the draft report are taken into consideration by GREVIO when finalising the report. The final report is later adopted by GREVIO.
- GREVIO’s evaluation report is sent to the State Party concerned, which has the opportunity to provide comments (as a rule within one month of receipt).
  - Once the deadline has expired, the GREVIO report (including final comments from the State Party) is published and sent to the Committee of the Parties.
- The Committee of the Parties may adopt a recommendation based on GREVIO’s report. The State Party adopts measures on the basis of GREVIO’s report and implements any recommendations of the Committee of the Parties.
  - The State Party submits GREVIO’s report to its parliament(s).

GREVIO started the process of monitoring the implementation of the Convention in 2016 and has met nine times to date. It adopted a questionnaire to be used by State Parties in the monitoring process. The so-called **GREVIO questionnaire**\(^{345}\) asks for information on legislative and policy measures, together with data that will enable the expert group to assess the level of implementation of the Convention and the extent to which the Convention is applied in each State Party.
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GREVIO produced a preliminary schedule of monitoring for the 2016/2017 period, and a schedule of countries by group. The reporting process will also be open to NGOs working in the field of protection of women from violence in the family and intimate partner relations.

Some Member States have already submitted their reports, such as Denmark, Portugal, Austria and Sweden. France, Italy and Finland are expected to submit their reports in March 2018, Spain and the Netherlands in June 2018, Poland in July 2018, Belgium, Malta and Slovenia by December 2018, and Romania in June 2019.

2.4.2. Monitoring results

GREVIO evaluation reports assess the measures of implementation taken by Member State authorities with regard to all aspects of the Istanbul Convention. As of October 2017, two evaluation reports were published, assessing implementation by Austria and Monaco. This section presents a short overview of the main findings and recommendations of GREVIO in relation to data collection, general support services for women victims, and substantive civil and criminal law measures in the two countries. Monaco is not an EU Member State, and its domestic legal and policy frameworks concerning prevention and combatting violence against women have thus not formed part of this study. However, GREVIO's analysis and findings in relation to the situation in Monaco may be equally relevant for Member States, as they give a useful insight into GREVIO's interpretation of the Convention's provisions and its requirements for implementation in practice. Therefore, the section is not limited to the evaluation report for Austria as an EU Member State, but also draws information from the report on Monaco.

Data collection

The report on Austria emphasised that the collection of systematic and comparable data from all relevant administrative sources is crucial, as is information on prevalence of all forms of violence against women. There is sufficient information on the prevalence of physical, sexual and psychological violence and sexual harassment. However, the prevalence of other forms of violence against women, in particular FGM and forced marriage, has never been assessed. GREVIO strongly advised Austrian authorities to take measures to monitor the prevalence of other forms of violence against women not previously assessed. Regarding administrative data collection, GREVIO pointed out the opportunities that the ratification of the Istanbul Convention presented with regard to the role assigned to the coordinating body in the collection, analysis and dissemination of data. In both the criminal justice sector and law enforcement agencies, Austria has undertaken efforts to systematically record the nature of the relationship between the victim and the perpetrator, although GREVIO did not consider the existing categories of relationship sufficiently specific. It therefore encouraged the Austrian authorities to develop data categories on the type of relationship of the perpetrator to the victim.
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and to ensure that these and any other data categories used are harmonised across the various sectors.

For **Monaco**, GREVIO acknowledged the efforts made by the authorities, in particular the coordinating body, which resulted (for the first time) in a cross-referenced compilation of the data recorded by the various services concerned. However, it recommended that the authorities systematise and streamline the collection of data relating to violence against women at all levels, using terminology reflecting that of the Istanbul Convention, and to make these data publically available.

**General support services**

For **Austria**, GREVIO highlighted the stark contrast in the number, scale and regional spread of services between domestic violence victim services and services for victims of other forms of violence. For sexual harassment, for example, no dedicated specialist support services seem to exist, nor are there dedicated supports for forced marriage or FGM. GREVIO advised that greater attention be paid to these forms of violence. On shelters, GREVIO noted that despite the efforts made by Austria in relation to domestic violence, ensuring access for all women in need remains an issue. It pointed to the 353 women turned away in 2015 for lack of space, as well as the fact that not all shelters admit boys over 14 years who arrive with their mothers, discouraging certain women from leaving an abusive relationship. GREVIO urged the Austrian authorities to ensure that sexual violence (including rape) counselling services are available everywhere and to set up adequate support services for victims of forced marriage, FGM and women victims of domestic violence. Regarding telephone helplines, Austria already has several free-of-charge helplines that operate 24/7.

For **Monaco**, GREVIO noted the absence of support and protection services specifically designed to meet the precise needs of the victims. Nor were there trained staff or guidelines and protocols setting out standards to be applied in different fields. GREVIO encouraged the authorities to ensure that staff in general services are trained and given formalised instructions or protocols, and to provide specialist support services. Regarding shelters, in Monaco, there are a number of options for emergency accommodation for victims. Although various accommodations are not specifically for women, GREVIO noted that they appeared well-equipped. It also noted, however, that shelters should also provide support for women and their children. Regarding telephone lines, the number launched by the authorities generally transfers to an answerphone and is not accessible on a 24/7 basis. GREVIO reiterated the need for an efficient and multilingual helpline, available around-the-clock.

**Substantive law**

Chapter V of the Convention includes several provisions related to substantive civil and criminal law. Upon ratification of the Convention, State Parties undertake to have in place a legislative framework which protects women from further victimisation and enables them...
to claim compensation for the harm they suffered, while also prosecuting and effectively **punishing perpetrators** (see Section 2.3.2. below). The evaluation of the legal framework of Austria and Monaco by GREVIO pointed to certain implementation problems, a brief and non-exhaustive overview of which is presented below.

On civil remedies and compensation, GREVIO pointed to the fact that in Monaco, victims’ compensation is governed by general legal provisions underpinning the principle that compensation must be in full and reflect as fairly and appropriately as possible the damage suffered. Compensation is, in principle, awarded under criminal law, and the Code of Criminal Procedure contains provisions that could be characterised as advantageous for victims. However, despite the existence of a legislative framework enabling compensation, GREVIO noted that the number of women victims claiming and obtaining compensation during the 2014-2015 period was low compared to the number of criminal cases. It thus encouraged national authorities to adopt measures to ensure **effective access to and enjoyment of a victim’s right to compensation** for damages suffered. Austria operates a scheme enabling state compensation where compensation cannot be obtained from the perpetrator, based on the Law on Victims of Crime. The general availability of compensation was welcome by GREVIO. Nevertheless, the latter noted that certain criteria included in that law exclude some victims from eligibility, e.g. migrant women victims of domestic or sexual violence residing unlawfully in Austria at the time of the offence, or whose country of origin offers a comparable compensation scheme. Women who waived the right to claim compensation from the perpetrator during the course of criminal proceedings are similarly excluded from the possibility to claim state compensation. GREVIO argued that such **exclusion criteria could be problematic**. Requiring migrant women residing in Austria to investigate the existence of compensation schemes in their states of origin is burdensome, as they may have to incur costs for legal advice. For those women who waived the right to claim compensation from the perpetrator, such victims may not always be adequately informed of the consequences of their choice. GREVIO thus encouraged the authorities to make access to claims for compensation **available to all victims** of the forms of violence covered by the Convention.

On criminalisation of the offences listed in Articles 33 to 40 of the Convention, the evaluation reports indicated certain gaps in the national legal frameworks (i.e. lack of explicit criminalisation of certain conduct), as well as definitions of offences which are not fully aligned with the respective definitions under the Convention. For instance, both Austrian and Monegasque criminal law seem to address psychological violence from the point of view of threats, particularly serious threats involving violence. The Convention, however, perceives the offence of psychological violence as a pattern of behaviour occurring over time causing psychological duress to the victims. The conduct to be sanctioned **should not be limited to threats**, as psychological violence can also manifest in the form of isolation, excessive control and intimidation of the victim. In relation to sexual violence and rape, it appears that neither country criminalises the conduct of ‘causing another person to engage in non-consensual acts of a sexual nature with a third
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person’ as required under Article 36(1)(c) of the Convention\textsuperscript{368}. In 
\textbf{Monaco}, criminalisation of \textbf{sexual harassment} is also not fully aligned with the Convention. Under national law, sexual harassment is not addressed as a specific offence but is instead covered under the offence of ‘repeated acts or omissions with the purpose or effect of degrading the victim’s living conditions entailing a deterioration in his or her health’\textsuperscript{369}. This definition places the impact on the victim’s health at the centre, rather than respect for the victim’s dignity. While sexual harassment under the Convention is meant to cover any conduct of a sexual nature that could create an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment, thereby violating the person’s dignity, national law narrows this definition by providing that harassment must entail a deterioration in the victim’s (physical or mental) health\textsuperscript{370}. As a result, GREVIO invited national authorities to ensure that acts of violence are criminalised under national law in accordance with the definitions of offences established in the Convention\textsuperscript{371}.  

\begin{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
3. EU ACCESSION TO THE ISTANBUL CONVENTION

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The EU signed the Istanbul Convention on 13 June 2017 and is in the process of concluding the Convention.
- The EU can only bind itself to the extent of its competence. It has a number of supporting and shared competences in the area, yet Council Decisions have limited the signing of the Convention to four specific legal bases: 1) criminal procedural rights within the limits of Article 82(2) and substantive law within the limits of Article 83(1); and 2) asylum and non-refoulement within the limits of Article 78(2).
- The accession by the EU to the Istanbul Convention results in the Convention becoming legally binding on both the EU and its Member States, as the Convention will effectively form part of EU law. Member States will need to apply the Convention when implementing EU law, to the extent of the EU competence on the matters.
- The EU will need to ensure compliance of its legal and policy framework with the Convention.
- Another consequence of the accession is that EU law will come under the scrutiny of the Council of Europe with respect to its compliance with the Convention.

3.1. The EU accession process

3.1.1. Context

The EU signed the Istanbul Convention on 13 June 2017. By doing so, it aimed to contribute to the realisation of equality between women and men in all areas, which is a core objective and value of the Union to be realised in all its activities. In signing the Convention, the EU recognises that violence against women is a violation of human rights entrenched in gender inequalities.

The accession of the EU to the Convention will reinforce EU commitment to combating violence against women within the EU and globally. It will also strengthen the substantial existing legal framework in the area of criminal law relevant to violence against women, while enhancing legal certainties and avoiding disparities across the EU.
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Signing the Convention is the first step in the process of EU accession to the Convention. The process of the accession is described below, together with an overview of the areas of EU competence in relation to Convention requirements.

### 3.1.2. EU competences in relation to the Istanbul Convention

The EU can only bind itself to the extent of its competence and, insofar as its conclusion may affect common rules or alter their scope, in accordance with Article 3(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). Accordingly, the EU has a wide external exclusive competence to conclude international agreements where it exercises its internal power (i.e. in matters in which the EU can take action internally).

The Istanbul Convention is a mixed agreement, in that it covers areas falling under the competence of both the EU and Member States. More precisely, the Istanbul Convention covers matters falling under EU supporting and shared competences. The areas of supporting competence are limited to:

- Education and training, under Articles 165 and 166 TFEU (Articles 14 and 15 of the Convention); and
- Crime prevention under Article 84 TFEU (Chapters III and VI).

The EU can thus take action to support, coordinate or supplement Member State actions in these two areas.

The most relevant provisions of the Convention fall under the area of EU shared competence. These chiefly concern the EU acquis in criminal law, victims’ rights, cross-border cooperation and immigration and asylum. In those areas where the EU exercises its shared competence, Member States may no longer adopt measures. The exercise of shared competence is conditional on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality.

Table 6 below presents the shared competences that are arguably of most relevance under the Convention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared competence (Article 4 TFEU)</th>
<th>Relevant Istanbul Convention provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection against discrimination based on sex - Article 19 TFEU</td>
<td>The Convention in its entirety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish minimum rules on rights of victims of crime and rights of individuals in criminal procedures - Article 82(2) TFEU</td>
<td>Chapter IV – protection and support in relation to victims of crime in criminal procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing coordination and cooperation measures necessary to facilitate consular protection - Article 23 TFEU</td>
<td>Article 18(5) – Measures to provide consular and other protection to victims entitled to such protection under international law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt minimum rules to define serious crime with cross-border dimensions, including</td>
<td>Article 37 – Forced marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Article 38 – FGM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared competence (Article 4 TFEU)</th>
<th>Relevant Istanbul Convention provisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trafficking and sexual exploitation of women and children - Article 83 TFEU</td>
<td>Article 42 – Honour crimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing minimum rules on rights of victims of crime and rights of individuals in criminal procedures - Articles 82(2)</td>
<td>Chapter VI – protection measures in relation to victims of crime in criminal procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt measures for a common European asylum system and adopt measures to manage migration and trafficking - Articles 78 and 79 TFEU</td>
<td>Chapter VII – Migration and asylum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual harassment in matters of employment and occupation and access to and supply of goods and services - Article 157 TFEU</td>
<td>Article 40 – Sexual harassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-border civil and criminal matters - Articles 81 and 82 TFEU</td>
<td>Chapter VIII on international cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt rules on data protection - Article 16 TFEU</td>
<td>Article 65 – Data protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the scattered scope of EU competence in relation to the Istanbul Convention. In those areas in which the EU does not have competence, the Member States do. As the Convention includes provisions falling within both competences, it will be necessary to establish coordination arrangements between the EU and the Member States in relation to the implementation and monitoring of the Convention, as recognised by the Commission.  

3.1.3. The road to accession

The road to accession started with the EU’s participation as an observer in the meetings of the Ad-Hoc Committee negotiating the Istanbul Convention. This participation was on foot of its undertaking with the Council of Europe to consult each other at an early stage in the process of developing laws and standards.  

The Convention specifically foresees the possibility for the EU (as a non-Member State that participated in the development of the Convention) to sign and access the Convention. The European Parliament has several times called on the European Commission to adopt a proposal for EU accession to the Istanbul Convention, beginning with its Resolution of 25 February 2014. In 2015, the Commission issued a roadmap on a possible EU accession to the Convention.
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The EU signed the Convention through the adoption of two distinct decisions:

- Decision 2017/866 in relation to its competence on asylum and non-refoulement, using Article 78(2) as a legal basis, and to which Denmark, Ireland and the UK are not bound383.
- Decision 2017/865 on matters related to judicial cooperation in criminal matters, using Articles 82(2) and 83(1) as legal bases, and in which Denmark does not take part384.

These Council decisions set the tone of the scope of the EU accession, limiting its accession to specific areas of EU competence385. The choice of legal bases for the accession sheds some light on the extent of the EU competences at stake.

**Council Decisions’ legal bases**

The Council of the EU adopted two decisions based on three specific legal bases. Those legal bases relate to areas where the EU has shared competence and in which the EU has exercised its competence. The legal bases and the extent of which the EU has acted based on those competences are described below.

**Article 82(2)**
This legal basis allows the EU to take measures on criminal procedures needed ‘to facilitate mutual recognition of judgments and judicial decisions and police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters having a cross-border dimension’. Legislation based on Article 82(2) can regulate four precise matters:

1. Mutual admissibility of evidence.
2. Rights of individuals in criminal procedures.
4. Any other specific aspects of criminal procedure which the Council has identified, acting unanimously and with the consent of the European Parliament.

Under this legal basis, the harmonisation of laws at EU level is predicated on its relevance to the mutual recognition of judgments, and is limited to crimes with a cross-border dimension.

Key legislation applying to violence against women has been adopted using this legal basis, including the Victims’ Rights Directive 2012/29/EU, which establishes minimum standards
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for the rights of crime victims and support for victims. The Victims’ Rights Directive contains many provisions relevant to the requirements of the Istanbul Convention. Other key Directives in the area which have Article 82(2) as their legal basis include the Trafficking in Human Beings Directive 2011/36/EU and the Child Sexual Abuse Directive 2011/93/EU.

Legal instruments adopted on this legal basis require the ordinary legislative procedure, with the exception of the specific aspects of criminal procedures other than those listed in the TFEU, which require unanimity.

With respect to the area of freedom, security and justice (Title V of the TFEU), Denmark, Ireland and the UK have opted out. As a result, legal instruments established under this area are not binding on those three Member States. Ireland and the UK have the option to opt in to a legislative measure by notifying the Council and the Commission of their intention to be bound by such a measure.

This legal basis of the Istanbul Convention is key, as it relates to the rights of crime victims and criminal procedures. More specifically, it can be used to implement Chapter IV and VI of the Convention.

**Article 83(1)**

While Article 82 is concerned with criminal procedural law, Article 83 relates to criminal law. This legal basis provides for harmonisation of the definitions and sanctions on criminal offences for ‘particularly serious crimes with a cross-border dimension, resulting from the nature or impact of such offences or from a special need to combat them on a common basis’. Article 83(1) also provides a list of crimes that fall within this scope, including trafficking in human beings, and sexual exploitation of women and children. Such crimes would include sexual violence within the context of obtaining an advantage or an imbalance of power.

Additional crimes could fall under this legal basis by a decision of the Council acting unanimously, after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament.

Article 83(1) can be used as a legal basis in combination with Article 82(2), as in the case of the Child Sexual Abuse Directive 2011/93/EU and Trafficking in Human Beings Directive 2011/36/EU.

This legal basis would enable the EU to implement Article 36 of the Istanbul Convention (sexual violence) in the context of exploitation. It could also potentially be used for other substantive law provisions of the Convention by decision of the Council acting unanimously.

Considering the large scale of violence against women across the EU, other forms could qualify as a ‘special need to combat on a common basis’. In addition, a number of serious forms of violence established by the Convention have a cross-border element. This is the case for forced marriage and FGM. Some authors have argued that sexual violence
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could also fall within this category\textsuperscript{390}. Sexual violence qualifies as a particularly serious crime, although whether or not it passes the threshold of a cross-border dimension is unclear, even in light of the free movement of citizens, including perpetrators, and the extent of the problem across the EU.

\textbf{Article 78(2)}

This legal basis concerns measures for a common European asylum system, including legal measures for the status of asylum and subsidiary protection of third country nationals.

Based on Article 78(2), the EU can take measures to implement Articles 60 and 61 of the Istanbul Convention.

Both Council Decisions on the signature of the Istanbul Convention also used \textbf{Article 218(5)} as legal basis, which simply provides the Council with the competence to sign an international agreement.

\textbf{Choice of legal bases}

In its two Decisions, the Council clearly intended to restrict the extent to which the EU if bound by the Istanbul Convention to two specific areas: 1) criminal procedural rights within the limits of Article 82(2) and substantive law within the limits of Article 83(1); and 2) asylum and non-refoulement within the limits of Article 78(2).

The European Parliament expressed concerns on this limitation, highlighting the potential for uncertainties in the implementation of the Convention\textsuperscript{391}.

Originally, the Commission proposal on the signing by the EU of the Istanbul Convention had envisaged Article 82(2) and Article 84 TFEU as its legal bases, in conjunction with Article 218(5)\textsuperscript{392}. The Commission analysis accompanying the proposal for a Council decision acknowledged the potential additional relevant legal bases in the TFEU: Article 16 (data protection), Article 19(1) (sex discrimination), Article 23 (consular protection), Articles 18, 21, 46, 50 (free movement of citizens, free movement of workers and freedom of establishment), Article 79 (immigration), Article 81 (judicial cooperation in civil matters), Article 84 (non-harmonising measures for crime prevention), and Article 157 (equal treatment of men and women in areas of employment and occupation, covering sexual harassment).

Other paragraphs of Article 82 and Article 83 TFEU are also relevant. Article 82(1) provides for competence with respect to the training of judiciary and judicial staff, which is relevant to the requirement of training professionals under Article 15 of the Istanbul Convention. Article 83(2) is also important, as it enables harmonisation of definitions and sanctions of crimes beyond the list provided in Article 83(1).

Neither the Commission nor the Council has included \textbf{Article 19} TFEU on non-discrimination as a legal basis, thus omitting any acknowledgment that violence against
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women is a form of discrimination on the ground of sex. It is particularly relevant in that Article 19 TFEU was one of the legal bases for the Council Decision on the conclusion by the EU of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD).

**Next steps**

The next step in the accession process is the ratification of the Istanbul Convention by the EU, which will bring full effect to the Convention. In order to ratify, the Council of the EU must adopt decisions on the conclusions of the Convention. The decisions are subject to the consent of the European Parliament.

On 4 March 2016, the Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusions of the Convention, and the European Parliament approved it without amendment on 12 September 2017. The proposal must now be adopted by the Council of the EU. Once adopted, the Convention will be binding on the EU.

### 3.2. Consequences of accession for the EU

The two main consequences of the EU accession to the Istanbul Convention will be:

- The EU and its Member States will be legally bound by the Convention;
- EU law will be under scrutiny with respect to its compliance with the Convention.

**Legally binding**

Article 216 TFEU established that agreements concluded by the EU are binding on both the EU and on its Member States. The CJEU confirmed that once international agreements concluded by the EU enter into force, they form an integral part of EU law. The Istanbul Convention would thus become part of EU law, within the limits of the EU competence.

The two Council Decisions on the signature of the Convention authorised the signing of the Convention by the EU with regard to matters related to judicial cooperation in criminal matters and asylum and non-refoulement. Considering the wording of the Council Decisions on the signing, the EU would only bind itself in relation to the above mentioned two areas. Arguably, the Convention would become part of EU law within those limitations.

The obligations imposed on the EU by the Convention are limited by EU competence, in accordance with the principle of conferral. This principle implies that the EU can only act within the limits of the competences conferred by the Treaties to attain their objectives. In addition, exercise of EU competence is conditional on the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. Under those principles, the EU may only act insofar as the objectives of the actions cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and should not go
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beyond what is necessary to achieve the Treaties’ objectives. The implementation of the Istanbul Convention will also be governed by those principles.

In accessing the Convention, the EU will be required to adopt the necessary legislative and other measures and implement ‘effective, comprehensive and coordinated policies encompassing all relevant measures to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention’\(^{398}\). The EU will also need to allocate adequate resources for the implementation of those policies.

Through the Council Decisions, the EU has already established the direction and extent of its implementing actions. It will ensure that the EU acquis on criminal procedural rights and substantive law, as well as asylum and non-refoulment, are in line with the Istanbul Convention. In addition, the EU will need to examine whether new legal and policy instruments should be adopted at EU level, or whether Member States are better placed to achieve the objectives set out in the Istanbul Convention with respect to those areas.

It could be argued that the EU should take action to harmonise the legal definitions and sanctions for some forms of violence against women that qualify as serious crime and have sufficient cross-border elements. This could be the case for FGM, which is by nature a transnational phenomenon\(^{399}\).

**Forced marriage** is a form of violence that is particularly fit for EU intervention, in view of its implications for asylum and immigration law, free movement, protection orders, mutual recognition and victim support\(^{400}\).

Another area of potential EU legislative actions would be **victims’ rights**. The Victims’ Rights Directive already establishes strong standards for crime victims applicable to victims of violence against women and domestic violence. A closer analysis should be carried out on whether or not the existing EU legal framework is sufficient to address the particular needs of victims of violence against women, in line with the obligations set out by the Convention. While the Victims’ Rights Directive acknowledges the specific needs of victims of gender-based violence, it does not address all of the relevant aspects for victims of violence against women. In fact, an analysis of the Directive from a gender perspective suggests that it does not optimally address the needs of violence against women and that, even where implemented precisely by Member States, it may not benefit these victims\(^{401}\).

The adoption of an **EU Strategy** on violence against women would be another type of EU action required for the implementation of the Istanbul Convention. Such a strategy would aim to support Member States’ actions, as well as proposing EU level action to combat violence against women, through implementing EU legislation, funding, awareness-raising or research\(^{402}\).

The experience of the accession of the EU to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) and its subsequent implementation provides some indications of the EU

\(^{398}\) Article 7 of the Istanbul Convention.
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approach to implementing international human rights instruments. Contrary to the Istanbul Convention, the CRPD required regional organisations to submit a declaration of the extent of their competence with respect to matters governed by the CRPD. In the absence of such a declaration, the Council Decisions provide some indications of the extent of EU competence. However, uncertainties remain on the extent to which the EU will remain limited by the legal bases of the Council Decisions, considering the potential for broader EU competence in this area.

Following accession to the CRPD, the EU adopted a **Code of Conduct** to set out cooperation arrangements between the Council, the Member States and the Commission for the implementation of the Convention. A similar code would likely be adopted to establish arrangements for the implementation and monitoring of the Istanbul Convention.

As a result of being part of EU law, **Member States** will also be bound to comply with the Convention once it becomes part of EU law. The CJEU clarified that Member States must thus adopt appropriate measures to implement the Convention by virtue of their duties under EU law. The** CJEU will have jurisdiction in interpreting the Convention via preliminary rulings and deciding on infringement cases. The Commission will be competent to bring proceedings against Member States for violation of the Istanbul Convention insofar as it has become part of EU law.

Lastly, the Istanbul Convention could have some direct effect, in that individuals could invoke and enforce the Convention to the extent that it confers rights on citizen and that it fulfills certain criteria, i.e. the provisions with direct effect should set precise and unconditional requirements.

**Scrutiny**

A second consequence will be the placing of EU law under **scrutiny** by the Council of Europe with respect to its compliance with the Istanbul Convention. In its accession to the Convention, the EU will be bound by its monitoring mechanism.

As a Party to the Convention, the EU framework and implementation of the Convention will be reviewed by GREVIO and the Committee of the Parties. Based on the GREVIO report and conclusions, the Committee of the Parties will formulate recommendations to the EU (see Section 2.4). While the recommendations will not be legally binding, they can prove effective in exercising pressure to align with the Convention and can provide direction as to how the EU can better implement the Convention and combat violence against women.

**EU monitoring framework**

Under Article 10 of the Convention, the EU will need to designate or establish one or several **coordination bodies**, which will be entrusted with the ‘coordination,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and measures to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by this Convention’. The coordination and monitoring tasks of the designated EU body/bodies will naturally be limited to matters pertaining to EU competence, given that the EU’s accession to the Convention is limited to matters related to asylum and non-refoulement, and to judicial cooperation in criminal matters (see Section 3.1.2). As the Convention provides for parliamentary involvement in monitoring - stipulating that national parliaments must be invited to participate in the monitoring of implementation measures408, a similar role is to be envisaged for the European Parliament.

The EU coordinating and monitoring mechanism for the application of the Convention is yet to be established. However, the European Parliament Resolution of 12 September 2017 already gives clear indications of the European Parliament’s opinion on the procedure to be followed, the actors to be involved and their respective tasks409.

In its resolution, the European Parliament requested the Commission, the Council and Member States to take into account a series of recommendations. The European Parliament recommended, in particular, the designation of an EU Coordinator who, upon ratification of the Convention, will act as the Union’s representative to the Council of Europe Committee of the Parties. The EU Coordinator will also have responsibility for the coordination, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the measures and policies adopted to prevent and combat violence against women and girls410. The European Parliament further requested that after the EU’s accession, it will itself be ‘fully engaged in the monitoring process of the Istanbul Convention’ and called for the drafting of a code of conduct to govern the cooperation between the EU and its Member States for matters related to the Convention’s implementation411. Agreement for the code of conduct, according to the European Parliament, should also involve civil society organisations, especially those who work to promote and protect women’s rights412.

The establishment of such an EU coordinating and monitoring mechanism is not unprecedented, as the Istanbul Convention will not be the first international human rights instrument to be ratified by the EU itself. It has already acceded to the CRPD, which, like the Istanbul Convention, establishes a body monitoring its implementation (the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities) and calls for Parties to promote, protect and monitor the implementation of its provisions413. The EU framework established for the promotion and monitoring of the CRPD in matters of EU competence414 sets a precedent and could provide useful guidance on the design of similar mechanisms to oversee and ensure the effective application of the Istanbul Convention.

Following the accession of the CRPD, the Council endorsed the proposal by the Commission for an EU Framework to promote, protect and monitor the implementation of the CRPD in matters of EU competence, in addition to the national monitoring mechanisms415.
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Its mandate covers areas related to EU competence and is, in essence twofold: firstly, it promotes, protects and monitors implementation in the areas where the Member States have transferred competence to the EU; and secondly, it performs the same tasks with respect to the implementation of the CRPD by the EU institutions themselves (e.g. to monitor how EU institutions apply the CRPD in relation to their employees). \[416\]

The **EU Framework for the CRPD** is comprised of the Commission, the European Ombudsman, the European Parliament’s Petition Committee (PETI), FRA and the European Disability Forum (EDF), each of whom has competence in relation to promotion of the CRPD, protection of individuals against breaches of the CRPD by the EU institutions or by Member States when implementing EU law and monitoring implementation \[417\]. For instance, the Commission is invited to encourage exchange of good practices and mutual learning through engaging stakeholders, organising events and training, and providing financial support to NGOs working on the rights of disabled persons \[418\].

The European Parliament has a crucial role in protection through PETI, which can hear petitions from any EU citizen on matters falling within the EU’s field of activity and which directly affect them \[419\]. PETI may also hear petitions concerning EU legislation, and it can issue reports and resolutions \[420\]. Monitoring tasks are shared among the European Ombudsman (monitors implementation by EU institutions), the Commission (monitors compliance with the CRPD by Member States when implementing EU law) and the EDF, which independently and systematically monitors the EU’s implementation of the CRPD through its proposed legislation and policies \[421\]. The European Parliament also participates in monitoring the CRPD, through the adoption of implementation reports, oral questions and resolutions \[422\].

It is important to clarify that, compared to the accession of the EU to the CRPD, EU accession to the Istanbul Convention is more limited. The decisions to sign the Convention limited accession to matters of asylum and judicial cooperation on criminal matters, and not to all matters within EU competence. Any code of conduct governing cooperation and division of competences between the EU institutions, the EU and its Member States, as well as any potential EU Framework for the Istanbul Convention, should closely reflect the EU’s competence in respect of the Convention. However, the establishment and operation of the EU Framework for the CRPD can arguably be an important model of a forum involving different institutions and targeting not only monitoring, but also matters related to the CRPD’s promotion and protection of individuals.

\[416\] Ibid.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Istanbul Convention aims to eradicate violence against women and domestic violence in Europe, establishing such eradication as a fundamental condition for gender equality. By adopting a legally binding instrument on violence against women, the Council of Europe and its Member States affirm that violence against women constitutes a violation of women’s fundamental rights and recognise that ‘violence affects not only women adversely, but society as a whole’.

The Convention establishes obligations in respect of four key pillars: integrated policies; prevention of all forms of violence; protection of victims; and prosecution of perpetrators.

The EU has taken steps towards its own accession to the Istanbul Convention, signing the Convention on 13 June 2017. Discussions are continuing at the Council of the European Union on concluding the Convention.

Once acceded to, the Istanbul Convention will become an integral part of EU law within the limits of EU competence on the matters regulated by the Convention. The Istanbul Convention is a mixed agreement, in that it covers areas falling under EU and Member State competence, thus requiring implementation from both.

This section presents conclusions on the progress made by Member States towards ratification and implementation of the Istanbul Convention based on national level research carried out for this study. Conclusions are also drawn on the consequences of EU accession to the Convention. Some policy recommendations are also suggested, focusing on the potential role of the European Parliament in monitoring implementation of the Istanbul Convention.

4.1. Conclusions

Research for this study permits the following conclusions to be drawn:

- National level

Ratification

As of October 2017, more than half of the EU Member States have ratified the Istanbul Convention. In most remaining Member States, the ratification process is underway and steps have been taken to align their legal and policy framework with the Convention. In some Member States, legislative amendments are a prerequisite to the ratification, thus justifying the delay in the process. Research shows that in four Member States (Greece, Hungary, Lithuania and Slovakia), political considerations present greater challenges to progress.

Once the EU has acceded to the Convention, Member States will be required to apply the Convention when implementing EU law, irrespective of whether or not they themselves have ratified it. This may become problematic, however, if some Member States are not parties to Convention. The absence of ratification by some Member States could lead to inconsistent protection for women across the EU, in particular for those matters falling outside of EU competence. For the rights and obligations falling under EU
shared competence, where the EU has not yet adopted implementing acts and other measures, there is also a risk that the Convention will not come into effect for those Member States which have not ratified it.

**Adaptation of national legislation**

The Istanbul Convention requires the adoption of legislative and policy measures to prevent and combat all forms of violence covered by the Convention. These include the criminalisation of psychological violence, stalking, physical violence, sexual violence (including rape), forced marriage, FGM, forced abortion, forced sterilisation and sexual harassment.

Most Member States which had ratified by September 2017 have adapted their national legislation either through various amendments or through the adoption of specific legislation. Approaches to aligning with the Convention vary significantly across the Member States.

Of the 14 Member States examined for this study, only nine have a specific offence for forced marriage and eight have a specific offence for FGM (which is, instead, often criminalised as a form of bodily harm). The lack of a specific offence criminalising certain forms of violence creates a risk of excluding elements of the gender aspect of those forms of violence and reducing the perceived seriousness of such crimes. It may also hinder adequate criminal responses and sanctions. The lack of a specific offence is frequently linked to a lack of data collection, reducing the visibility of these forms of violence in policy-making.

**Different approaches across the EU jeopardise the effectiveness of the implementation** of the Istanbul Convention and the protection afforded across the Member States. EU action to harmonise definitions and sanctions in line with the Convention would ensure consistent implementation across the EU. Such action is, however, limited to the areas of EU competence, particularly the requirement for a cross-border dimension. Arguably, this requirement could be met for the offence of forced marriage.

**Policy**

State Parties to the Convention must adopt policy measures forming a coordinated and holistic response to violence against women. Those measures should cover all forms of violence listed in the Convention.

Most Member States have adopted strategic policy documents framing their policies on combatting and preventing violence against women. Such policy approaches vary: some Member States have adopted action plans to combat most forms of violence against women, while others specifically address one or two forms of violence, such as domestic violence. This raises the question of whether or not Member States’ policy measures adequately address all forms of violence, and whether their approaches to violence against women are sufficiently holistic. Lastly, while some Member States have adopted national action plans continuously for many years, ensuring continuity of policy action, others are not systematically adopting follow-up plans. In light of these gaps, EU action could bring further added value in the long-term. The **adoption of an EU strategy on violence against women** could support stronger policy commitments across the EU.
Practical implementation

The Istanbul Convention requires not only policy and legislative changes, but their subsequent and ongoing implementation, including allocation of adequate resources. The Convention specifically provides for practical actions that effectively prevent such violence and protect and support its victims, including the setting up of general and specialist support services, awareness-raising activities, shelters and helplines.

In all Member States, women victims of violence have recourse to general and/or specialist support services, shelters or helplines. However, few such services are specialised in violence against women, and the services are not always adequate in either numbers or resources to meet demand. For example, data suggest a 38% shortfall in the minimum number of shelter places, with only four countries exceeding the minimum number of shelter places specified by the Convention. While some Member States have certain specialist services in place for certain forms of violence, such as domestic violence, they are not specifically targeted at women, and victims of other forms of violence are not met with specialist support.

Data on the prevalence of sexual harassment in the EU show that one in five women experiencing unwelcome touching, hugging and kissing since the age of 15, making the lack of specialist support services for this form of violence in Member States even more striking. Professional women are particularly vulnerable to sexual harassment. A 2014 FRA survey indicates that approximately 75% of women in a professional capacity or in top management jobs have experienced sexual harassment in their lifetime. Considering the strong EU competence on sexual harassment in employment, EU action on the issue seems a necessary outcome of EU accession to the Istanbul Convention.

Monitoring

In order to ensure effective implementation, the Istanbul Convention establishes a monitoring mechanism, comprising an expert group (GREVIO) and a Committee of the Parties. Each State Party must also appoint a coordinating body responsible for coordination, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and measures at national level.

Each State Party must report to GREVIO on its implementation of the Convention. The GREVIO evaluation reports for Austria and Monaco provide useful insights into its interpretation of the Convention. In these reports, GREVIO encouraged national authorities to establish dedicated specialist support services for women victims of all forms of violence, to supplement legislation with measures ensuring effective access to victims’ rights, and to criminalise all acts of violence in accordance with the definitions of offences established in the Convention.

In addition, the Convention requires the collection of disaggregated statistical data on all of the forms of violence against women it covers. A wide variety of data are collected in the Member States, from prevalence data (through surveys) to data on the use of public services by victims (such as the police, social services and health institutions), and on judicial implications. Data collection raises many issues, with some key gaps:

1. Lack of compilation of data on violence against women at national level from all relevant sectors, especially from health institutions.
2. Lack of recording of victim information as statistical data by judicial authorities – no information on violence against women cases can be retrieved.
3. General lack of data collection on FGM, forced marriage, forced abortion/sterilisation.
4. Lack of publication of detailed data on violence against women using coherent definitions and categories across sectors; lack of publication of data from different sectors on a single website or in one overarching report.

5. Lack of storage of data in electronic databases that allow for various denominators and different units of measurement to be combined.

Member States make considerable efforts to conduct surveys on violence against women or to include this topic in more general surveys. Few Member States, however, carry out these nationwide surveys at defined intervals. Regularly scheduled surveys are essential if trends are to be analysed and data used to assess the effects of national policies and programmes.

- EU level

EU competence to implement the Istanbul Convention
The main outcome of EU accession to the Istanbul Convention is that, once concluded, the Convention will form an integral part of EU law. However, the EU can only bind itself to the extent of its competence. In relation to the Istanbul Convention, the EU can take action to support, coordinate and supplement Member State activities in the areas of education, training and judicial cooperation on crime prevention. The Istanbul Convention obligations also apply to several areas of shared competence, within which both the EU and Member States may act. Once the EU has acted, however, Member States may no longer act in keeping with the principle of shared competences. Areas of shared competence comprise the EU acquis in criminal law, victims’ rights, cross-border cooperation and immigration and asylum, but also in non-discrimination, consular protection, data protection, sexual harassment in employment, and access to goods and services.

The Council authorised the signature of the Istanbul Convention through the adoption of two decisions using legal bases related to two specific areas: 1) criminal procedural rights within the limits of Article 82(2) and substantive law within the limits of Article 83(1); and 2) asylum and non-refoulement within the limits of Article 78(2). The Council’s intention seems to be to restrict the extent to which the EU is bound by the Istanbul Convention. These decisions bring some uncertainties in respect of the future scope of EU action on implementation of the Istanbul Convention, in particular in areas of EU competence not covered by the Council Decisions’ legal bases, such as sexual harassment in employment, for example.

As most EU competence falls within shared competence, the delimitation of what exactly it is that falls within EU action and what falls under Member States’ action remains a grey area. Consequently, there is a strong need to establish coordination arrangements between Member States and the EU for effective implementation of the Istanbul Convention. Following accession to the CRPD, the EU adopted a Code of Conduct, setting out cooperation arrangements between the Council, the Member States and the Commission for implementation of the CRPD. A similar arrangement could be usefully envisaged for implementation and monitoring of the Istanbul Convention.

Some aspects of the Istanbul Convention are already reflected in the existing EU framework. The Victims’ Rights Directive, for example, establishes rights for victims. However, such an instrument has not been adopted to implement the Convention. While the Victims’ Rights Directive acknowledges the specific needs of victims of gender-based violence, it does not address all of the relevant aspects for victims of violence against women. An analysis of the Directive from a gender perspective suggests that it does not
optimally address the needs of violence against women and that, even where implemented precisely by Member States, it may not benefit these victims\textsuperscript{423}. Similarly, Council Directive 2004/80/EC requires all EU countries to have a compensation scheme for victims of violent intentional crime committed on their territories. However, it is unclear whether it covers all forms of violence against women listed under the Convention. There is thus a need to **ensure that the EU acquis sufficiently reflects the requirements of the Istanbul Convention.**

**Setting up an EU monitoring mechanism under the Convention**

Following its accession, EU law will come under the scrutiny of the Council of Europe with respect to its compliance with the Convention and, like all Parties, it will be required to report to GREVIO. The EU will thus need to appoint a coordinating body and to set up a monitoring mechanism.

European Parliament Resolution of 12 September 2017 proposed the designation of an EU Coordinator for the coordination, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the measures and policies adopted to prevent and combat violence against women and girls. The establishment of such an EU monitoring mechanism is not unprecedented, with a similar mechanism established after EU accession to the CRPD, which also required the establishment of body monitoring its implementation. An EU framework has been established for promotion and monitoring of the CRPD in matters of EU competence, which may provide useful guidance on the design of a similar mechanism to oversee and ensure effective application of the Istanbul Convention.

Lastly, the Istanbul Convention foresees the involvement of national parliaments in monitoring the implementation measures. Similarly, Parties to the Convention must submit GREVIO’s reports to their national parliaments. Following EU accession, therefore, the European Parliament should play a role in monitoring implementation of the Convention by the EU. The drafters of the Convention considered the involvement of national parliaments an important element in implementing the Convention, in light of the frequent need for legislative changes. The **European Parliament can have a key role** in maintaining the issue of violence against women on the EU political agenda.

### 4.2. Recommendations

The following recommendations provide suggestions for the role of the European Parliament in monitoring implementation of the Istanbul Convention.

- **European Parliament involvement in the monitoring mechanism**

The European Parliament should be fully engaged in the monitoring mechanism for implementation of the Istanbul Convention (as foreseen by the Convention itself), and should be consulted at all stages of the monitoring process.

The EU Coordinator (or other relevant coordinating body appointed) should report to the European Parliament on its monitoring activities, and seek its input on the direction the Coordinator should take for the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and measures to prevent and combat violence against women.

\textsuperscript{423} Spurek, S., 2016, *An analysis of the Victims’ Rights Directive from a gender perspective*, EIGE.
Lastly, as foreseen by the Istanbul Convention, GREVIO’s evaluation report on the EU must be presented to the European Parliament, which should then assess its own role in implementing GREVIO’s conclusions and the recommendations of the Committee of the Parties. The European Parliament should ensure a follow-up on the implementation of the conclusions of GREVIO and recommendations of the Committee of the Parties.

- Proactive role in monitoring

The European Parliament should play a proactive role in calling for the appropriate legislative changes required to ensure that the EU legal framework is fully aligned with the Istanbul Convention.

To this end, the European Parliament should lead a thorough review of the existing EU acquis and the changes required to align with the Istanbul Convention. An analysis of the Victims’ Rights Directive from a gender perspective has revealed that some provisions do not sufficiently account for the specific nature of gender-based violence. The Directive, as well as other relevant instruments, should also be reviewed for their alignment with the Convention.

The EU should pay particular attention to GREVIO’s reports and use these as guidance on how best to implement the Convention. Of particular relevance is GREVIO’s promotion of the need for dedicated specialist support services for women victims of all forms of violence, to ensure effective access to victims’ rights, and to criminalise all acts of violence in accordance with the definitions established by the Convention.

The European Parliament should also call for better data collection at EU level on violence against women. EIGE’s recommendations on improving data collection on violence against women are of particular relevance here. These recommendations address the main gaps in administrative data collection, in particular on intimate partner violence, rape and femicide, but are equally valid for other forms of sexual violence. Implementation of these recommendations would also facilitate monitoring of the Istanbul Convention by the European Parliament, as these data could, in the long-term, populate some monitoring indicators. Additionally, the European Parliament should promote the collection of data on FGM and forced marriage, two types of violence for which limited data exist.

Data collection should form part of any European Parliament monitoring activities related to the Istanbul Convention, building on previous research by EIGE and the CoE and integrating their approaches.

- Coordination within the European Parliament

The European Parliament should establish a coordination mechanism within its own institution in order to gather all relevant expertise for comprehensive, coordinated and holistic implementation of the Convention, in line with its Article 7.

Such a monitoring mechanism should involve all of the relevant Committees, including the FEMM, LIBE, JURI, PETI and EMPL Committees.

424 EIGE, 2017, Recommendations for the EU to improve data collection on violence against women.
As the Istanbul Convention covers areas of shared competence between the EU and Member States, coordination with national authorities on the implementation of the Convention is crucial. The European Parliament should use its established coordination mechanism with national parliaments to gather their views on effective implementation of the Convention. In this respect, the European Parliament can take the lead in exchanging best practice in legislative and policy changes to align with the Convention.
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## ANNEX 1 – AVAILABILITY OF REMEDIES AND COMPENSATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Austria</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measures against perpetrators are mainly covered by police law and civil law. The Violence Protection Act (Gewaltschutzgesetz) contains further specific regulations in cases of domestic violence which are enshrined in three different acts: the Security Police Act, the Enforcement Order and the Austrian Civil Code (Sicherheitspolizeigesetz, SPG, Exekutionsordnung EO, und dem Allgemeinen Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuch, ABGB). Together, they constitute the Violence Protection Act (Gewaltschutzgesetz). Its provisions are applicable to all Austrians and protect women who experience violence caused by their partner or who are threatened with such violence, as well as their children. Whether or not a person wishes to file a complaint, police measures (expulsion and prohibition of entry) and civil protection (interim injunctions) are available to persons affected by violence. Civil law is important on questions of custody and visitation rights (§138 ABGB, Austrian Civil Code). Aspects of possible violence are considered by family judges in their assessment of the best interests of the child, which includes the notion of ‘reducing the risk to a child to suffer violence or to witness violence inflicted upon people close to them’ and the importance of ‘ensuring contact with both parents to build a steady relationship’. Compensation from the perpetrator can be claimed by victims of violence, either in criminal proceedings or through separately initiating civil law remedies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Belgium      | Yes                                                                  |
|              | Articles 4 and 5bis of the Code of Criminal Procedure enables any victim to become a civil party to the criminal proceedings and to ask that civil remedies be decided by the criminal jurisdiction. Victims may also obtain civil remedies under the general civil remedies provision, Article 1382 of the Civil Code (Burgelijk Wetboek/Code civil), according to which any act by the perpetrator that caused any damage must be remedied. This provision can be used for all forms of violence against women, provided the damage, the fault of the perpetrator and the causal link between the fault and the damage can be demonstrated. The crown prosecutor can order a temporary barring order in case of serious and imminent threat to the safety of victims of domestic violence. The victims may also request such a barring order, in writing or orally before the Family Tribunal. There are no restraining orders as such in Belgian civil law, but the criminal judge may set as a condition for release that the offender refrain from contacting the victim or coming near the victim or his/her residence. To obtain compensation from the perpetrator, victims can either file a civil action in the criminal proceedings or file a separate civil action for compensation before the civil courts. Where criminal proceedings are initiated during the civil action, the civil |

---


426 First GREVIO report on Austria, December 2016, p.38.

427 Ibid., p.37.

428 Act of 15 May 2012 on temporary barring orders in cases of domestic violence (Loi du 15 mai 2012 relative à l’interdiction temporaire de résidence en cas de violence domestique/ Wet van 15 mei 2012 betreffende het tijdelijk huisverbod in geval van huiselijk geweld).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>process will be suspended until a final criminal decision is taken by the prosecutor or criminal court. Compensation will be awarded based on Article 1382 of the Civil Code, according to which any act by the perpetrator that caused any damage must be remedied.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The possibility of issuing restraining orders or exclusion orders is present for each form of violence against women. A restraining order can be issued for a period of up to five years, while an exclusion order can be issued for up to one year. It is possible to extend the orders if the legal requirements are upheld. The orders take effect when they are served on the perpetrator. A request for a restraining order or an exclusion order is not subject to any fee. A restraining order or exclusion order is an administrative decision made separately from the potential criminal case against the perpetrator. However, the intentional violation of a restraining order or an exclusion order is punishable by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years. Financial compensation can be claimed through civil law or through the so-called adhesion process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spain</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain enacted Law 27/2003, of July 31, regulating the Order for the protection of victims of domestic violence, which reforms the Law on Criminal Procedure. This order is available in cases where there are clear indications of domestic violence crimes and the victim is objectively at risk. Essentially, the judge orders the victim’s protection through the adoption of civil or criminal precautionary measures, in addition to activating the necessary assistance and social protection measures, by referral of the Protection Order to the Coordination Points of the Autonomous Communities. Criminal remedies include deprivation of liberty, restraining order, prohibition of communication, prohibition to return to the place of the crime or residence of the victim, and withdrawal of weapons or other dangerous objects. Civil measures include attribution of the use and enjoyment of the dwelling, regime of custody, visits and communication with the children, provision of food, and measures to protect minors to avoid danger or prejudice. Inclusion in the protection order means that victims of gender violence can request civil measures before the end of the criminal procedure, or without starting a specific civil procedure. Once the criminal procedure has concluded, the victim can request modification of the measures through a civil procedure, as appropriate. In addition, Law 4/2015 of the Statute of the Victim, regarding minors, introduces the possibility for the criminal judge to adopt certain civil measures (Article 544 Law of Criminal Procedure). Such civil measures include the suspension of parental authority of one of the parents, suspension of custody, establishment of a regime of supervision in the exercise of parental authority, guardianship or any other protection or support function in respect of the minor or person and suspension or modification of the regime of visits or communication, where it is necessary to guarantee the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

429 Law 112/2012 Act on restraining orders, exclusion orders or eviction (lov om tilhold, opholdsforbud og bortvisning).
430 Law 27/2003, of July 31, regulating the Order for the protection of victims of domestic violence (Ley 27/2003, de 31 de julio, reguladora de la Orden de protección de las víctimas de la violencia doméstica) BOE núm. 183, de 1 de agosto de 2003.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>The right to claim compensation is regulated in Articles 100 et seq. of the Criminal Procedure Law. The commission of an offence imposes an obligation to repair the damage caused. This civil responsibility includes restitution of the object, repair of the damage, and compensation for material and moral harm. When the victim exercises a civil action (to demand this civil responsibility) in the criminal process, the judgment will determine the civil responsibility for the physical, psychological or moral damage caused to the victim, in addition to the criminal sanctions imposed. However, the victim might reserve this right and take the civil action in a different process before the civil courts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

431 Royal Decree of September 14, 1882, which approves the Criminal Procedure Law (Real decreto de 14 de septiembre de 1882 por el que se aprueba la Ley de Enjuiciamiento Criminal), BOE núm. 260, of 17 de septiembre de 1882.
432 Law no. 2010-769 of July 9, 2010 on violence specifically against women, domestic violence and the impact on children (Loi n° 2010-769 du 9 juillet 2010 relative aux violences faites spécifiquement aux femmes, aux violences au sein des couples et aux incidences de ces dernières sur les enfants).
434 French Civil Code (Code civil), Article 515-9.
### Member State | Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?
--- | ---
to personal injuries prosecuted ex officio, as well as to aggravated threat (Article 612(2), Criminal Code) against the wife or cohabitant.

In addition, a warning is an administrative act which can be issued where there are indications of a certain criminal offence. According to Article 3 of Law-Decree 93/2013, in the case of physical assault or personal injuries committed within a domestic violence and, on the condition that such information has been received in non-anonymous form, the police commissioner can issue a warning ex officio against the perpetrator. This also applies to stalking, although only at the express request of the victim.\(^{436}\)

Finally, according to Law 119/2013, the ordinary residence permit of a foreign perpetrator convicted of family abuse, personal injuries, FGM, sexual violence and persecutory acts committed within domestic violence, can be revoked.

According to Article 185 of the Criminal Code, the perpetrator of any criminal offence which caused material or non-material harm, must compensate the victim. This guarantee, apart from including any damage caused by the criminal offence and those set out by law, extends to non-material damage caused by the violation of fundamental rights set out by the Constitution, i.e. the right to health (Article 32, Constitution); guarantees concerning the family (Articles 2, 29 and 30, Constitution); the rights to reputation, name, privacy, and fundamental rights concerning the dignity of the person (Articles 2 and 3, Constitution). Compensation of non-material damage could include biological damage (i.e. damage caused to the health and physical or psychological integrity of the victim of a criminal offence), moral damage (i.e. the physical and/or psychological pain suffered by the victim of a criminal offence), and existential damage (i.e. disturbance caused to the normal life of the victim of a criminal offence).\(^{437}\)

**Malta**

Yes

Courts in Malta are empowered to issue protection, restraining or treatment orders when dealing with cases of domestic violence. These orders are governed by the Criminal Code (Article 412C – protection orders; Article 412D – treatment orders and Article 382A – restraining orders). Protection and restraining orders may impose restrictions or prohibitions on the accused, for example to approach or follow the movements of the victim, restricted access to the premises in which the victim resides/ works/ frequents etc., prohibition to contact the victim. Treatment orders require the accused person to submit to treatment, subject to the conditions that the court lays down in the order.\(^{438}\)

The Civil Code also offers some remedies to victims of domestic violence during civil proceedings.\(^{439}\) In particular, when a spouse applies for separation, and domestic violence is involved, the case is appointed for hearing within four days. The civil courts may also issue protection and treatment orders (see above) during lawsuits for personal separation.

Every offence in Malta may give rise to a criminal action and a civil action (Article 3 of the Criminal Code). The civil action is prosecuted before the courts of civil

---

\(^{435}\) Law-Decree 93/2013 concerning urgent provisions on security and against gender-based violence, as well as on civil protection and appointing provinces’ commissioners, transformed into Law 119/2013.

\(^{436}\) Law 38/2009 concerning urgent measures on public security and against sexual violence, as well as against persecutory acts.


\(^{438}\) Chapter 9, *Criminal Code*, 10 June 1854.

\(^{439}\) Chapter 16, *Civil Code*, 11 February 1870.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **the Netherlands** | Yes  
An injunction on contacting or approaching the victim is available as a remedy for offences that are punishable with a sentence of two to four years, and where the offender’s sentence has been partly suspended. All offences covered by the Convention are potentially subject to such an injunction. A barring order forbidding a person from entering their home can be imposed in situations where the person’s presence in the house is deemed dangerous to one or more persons living there. The victim has a right to claim compensation for damage incurred as a consequence of a criminal offence. When the offender is ordered to pay compensation by the judge, the Central Fine Collection Agency (Centraal Justitieel Incassobureau, CJIB) requires that the victim be paid directly. |
| **Poland** | Yes  
In accordance with the Civil Code, any person who has caused damage is obliged to repair it and, in the case of personal injury, the court may grant the injured person an appropriate sum to compensate for the harm suffered. Compensation is a means to repair the suffering or humiliation suffered by the injured person, and consequently the non-pecuniary damage resulting from the act of torture. Under the current legislation and case law, injustice is identified primarily with negative experiences, i.e. it must be a consequence of violation of personal property, not just material property. An injured party may sue in both civil and criminal proceedings. To obtain redress in civil proceedings, the injured person must bring an action against the person who committed the domestic violence. During such proceedings, the court must determine, based on the circumstances of the case, the extent to which the injured party should be compensated, if at all. Since the harm caused is not of a financial nature, it must be converted into a specific monetary sum. The court setting the amount of compensation must determine the extent of the harm suffered by the injured person, taking into account loss of health, mental disorders such as anxiety, depression, reduced mood, pain, social difficulties, the circumstances of the offence (for instance how the perpetrator has acted; the effects of a sexual offence, such as pregnancy, sexually transmitted infection or subsequent intimate sexual intercourse resulting from an act committed) etc. |

---

440 Article 14c, Criminal Code (Wetboek van Strafrecht).  
441 Act on temporary barring orders (Wet tijdelijk huisverbod).  
442 Article 51, Code of Criminal Procedure (Wetboek van Strafvordering).  
443 “How can I get my damage compensated?”, Public Prosecution website, available at: <https://www.om.nl/onderwerpen/slachtoffers/krijg-schade-vergoed/>  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portugal</strong></td>
<td>When a criminal proceeding is pending, a judge may impose a coercive measure on the defendant, forbidding all contact with the victim. Such a measure is temporary by nature and will be revoked at the moment of the defendant’s conviction or acquittal. In domestic violence cases, the judge may also impose another coercive measure, prohibiting the defendant from entering the victim’s home, even when the domicile is shared. In domestic violence cases, criminal law also foresees the possibility for the judge to determine an ancillary sentence against the perpetrator, prohibiting contact with the victim for six months to five years. A similar ancillary sentence may be imposed in the case of stalking, but is limited to six months to three years. The prohibition of contact gives the public prosecutor or the victim sufficient grounds to start civil proceedings to rule on child custody. Alongside criminal remedies, there are also civil remedies stricto sensu. However, those tend to be very rare in practice. Nevertheless, any person may start proceedings to obtain judicial measures that prevent an unlawful and direct threat to personal rights. The Court will decide after hearing the defendant and may compel him/her to undertake a given behaviour. Breaching the Court’s order will merely have civil consequences, namely a penalty payment in case of non-compliance with the terms of the decision. To claim compensation, victims must present an autonomous civil request within the criminal proceedings. Such a request shall describe the damages suffered, which can be of a moral or material nature. Additional evidence, in addition to that referring to the crime itself, may be presented for assessment by the Court. The Court’s decision will be two-fold: on the one hand, acquitting or condemning the accused (if the latter, also imposing a sentence); on the other hand, deciding on compensation for the victim. There is, however, a specific regime for domestic violence. According to the case law for this type of crime, the victim shall always be granted compensation from the perpetrator, irrespective of whether or not she has presented an autonomous request to that effect. The compensation shall be granted ope legis except where the victim has expressly renounced it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Romania</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A person whose life, physical or mental integrity or freedom is endangered by an act of violence by a member of the family may request the lower court (judecătorie), deciding civil and criminal cases, to issue a protection order to eliminate the danger. Through a protection order, the court can impose the following obligations on the perpetrator: leave the family house, allow the children and victim back to the family house, maintain distance from the victim, the children and their relatives, stay away from certain areas and places, abstain from contact with the victim, surrender all weapons to the police, and undergo treatment (psychological or other).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

446 Law 112/2009 Legal regime applicable to prevention of domestic violence and to the protection and assistance to its victims (Lei n.º 112/2009, de 16 de Setembro: Regime jurídico aplicável à prevenção da violência doméstica, à protecção e à assistência das suas vítimas), 16 September 2009, 6th and last amendment by Law 24/2017, 24 May 2017.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member State</th>
<th>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Slovenia     | Compensation can be requested through a general remedy, by which any victim can seek civil remedies against any person and legal entity, including a public authority, to cover any damage resulting from the fact that that person/entity did not respect a law or general rule, or hindered the rights or interest of another person through any action or omission.  
According to Article 60 of the Police Tasks and Powers Act, the police can issue a restraining order if there is a reasonable suspicion that a person has committed a criminal or a minor offence involving elements of violence, or if a person has been caught in the commission of such criminal or minor offence and there are reasons to suspect that this person is about to endanger the life, personal safety or freedom of a person with whom he is or was in a close relationship within the meaning of the provisions of the Criminal Code and the Family Violence Prevention Act. Police officers may issue a restraining order prohibiting the person in question from approaching a place or person. The restraining order also includes a prohibition of harassment through means of communication.  
In cases of criminal offences, the court may decide to use restraining measures, which include prohibition on approaching a specific place or person, regular reporting to a police station, security, house arrest and detention. Among these measures, the most often used in cases of domestic violence are prohibition of approaching a certain place or person and detention.  
According to the Family Violence Prevention Act, the court can issue a temporary restraining order if the perpetrator of the violence has caused bodily harm or the victim has suffered damage to her health or otherwise unlawful interference with her dignity or other personal rights. This restraining order prohibits entry into the apartment in which the victim lives, staying in a certain vicinity of the apartment in which the victim lives, approaching the place where the victim is usually located (workplace, school, kindergarten, etc.), contact with the victim in any way, including different means of communication, and also through third parties, establishment of any meeting with the victim, publication of personal data of the victim, documents from judicial and administrative files and personal records relating to the victim, or the sale or release of a dwelling jointly used with the victim.  
Compensation can be claimed from the perpetrator under general rules for restitution of damages set in the Obligations Code or through the criminal proceeding. Victims can submit compensation claims during the criminal procedure or they can start a civil procedure to claim damages upon conclusion of the criminal case. |
| Finland      | Yes  
Restraining orders are available to prevent an offence against life, health, liberty or privacy or a threat of such an offence or some other kind of severe harassment. As a prerequisite, there must be reasonable grounds to assume that the person against whom the order is applied for is likely to commit an offence against the life, health, |

452 Obran, N., 2014, Violence against women - legal pathways to save lives of women and children: practical guide through judicial and administrative procedures, Association for nonviolent communication (Nasiljenadženskami - prav(n)je poti v varnoživljenježensk in otrok: praktičnivodnikposodnih in upravnihpostopkih: Društvozanenasilnokomunikacijo), p.49.  
453 Article 19 of the Family Violence Protection Act.  
454 The victim may pursue a compensation claim against the offender during the course of criminal proceedings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Member State</strong></th>
<th><strong>Availability of remedies and compensation for all forms of violence?</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>liberty or privacy of the person who feels threatened or in some other way severely harassed by this person. A specific kind of restraining order – the inside-the-family restraining order – may be imposed if the person against whom the order is applied is likely to commit such an offence against the person who feels threatened, and the imposition of the order is not unreasonable considering the facts of the case, including the severity of the impending offence and the circumstances of the persons living in the same household. An inside-the-family restraining order requires the subject to vacate the premises in which he or she and the protected person live on a permanent basis, and to desist from returning.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Victims of violence can seek compensation from perpetrators under the Tort Liability Act</strong>. Chapter 1 of the Act sets out a general liability for damages for persons who intentionally or negligently cause injury or damage to another, unless it otherwise follows from the provisions of the Act. Damages under the Act include compensation for personal injury and damage to property. Where the injury or damage has been caused by an act punishable by law, or in the exercise of public authority, in other cases where there are especially weighty reasons, damages shall also constitute compensation for economic loss that is not connected to personal injury or damage to property. A person who has suffered a bodily injury or other personal injury shall be entitled to damages to cover medical costs and the other costs arising from the injury, as well as loss of income and maintenance, pain and suffering, invalidity and other permanent handicap.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sweden</strong></td>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Non-Contact Order Act covers four types of non-contact orders: a restraining order, an extended restraining order, a specially extended restraining order and a domestic exclusion order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A victim of a criminal offence (i.e. coercion, threats, stalking, physical assault, rape, sexual assault, forced marriage, FGM, and sexual harassment) can make a claim for compensation against the perpetrator for personal injuries (psychological or physical), loss of or damage to property, or violation of personal integrity. The victim may choose to make the claim during criminal proceedings or in subsequent civil law proceedings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

455 Tort Liability Act 412/1974 (Vahingonkorvauslaki).  
456 Sections 1, 2 and 6 of Chapter 5 of the Tort Liability Act.  
ANNEX 2 – SPECIALISED LEGISLATION ON VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN THE MEMBER STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Specialised legislation on violence against women in the Member States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>The Protection Against Violence Act(^{458}) contains specific regulations on domestic violence which can be also found in the Security Police Act(^{459}), the Enforcement Act(^{460}), as well as in the Civil Code(^{461}). Furthermore, the Asylum Act(^{462}) sets out provisions on gender-based violence, stipulating that female gender mutilation and forced marriage constitute relevant acts of persecution for the granting of refugee status. Civil law is of relevance with regard to custody and visitation rights (§138 ABGB, Civil Code). Civil remedies exist against the state to ensure due diligence (Act on the Liability of Public Bodies(^{463})). Also, victims can claim compensation under the Law on Victims of Crime(^{464}). Finally, it is possible to take disciplinary measures within the framework of the Civil Service Act(^{465}) against state officials “who abuse their authority or display gender stereotypical, misogynist, sexist or racist behaviour or beliefs in relation to the victims they are supposed to serve”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Violence against women is addressed in Belgium through various offences of the Criminal Code and specialised legislation in relation to protection against domestic violence. Specialised legislation in relation to protection against domestic violence. The main Acts specialised are: Criminal Code(^{466}); in particular Articles 377 and 410 which create an aggravating circumstance for physical violence, including manslaughter, and sexual violence committed by an intimate partner; Act of 24 November 1997 aiming at fighting violence within the couple(^{467}); this law requires the crown prosecutor to automatically seize itself of a case of intimate partner physical violence; Act of 28 January 2003(^{468}) aiming at allocating the family home to the spouse or legal cohabitant victim of physical violence acts by his/her partner and completing Article 410 of the Criminal Code: under this law the victim can request to live in the family home in case of sexual or physical intimate partner violence; Act of 15 May 2012 on the temporary barring order in case of domestic violence(^{469}), Act of 15 June 2012 on the sanctioning of the non-respect of temporary barring orders in case of domestic violence(^{470}), Act of 10 May 2007 to combat discrimination between women and men(^{471}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Law on Protection against Domestic Violence(^{472}) from 2005 is the most often used instrument for protection of victims in cases of violence against women when. It provides for effective remedy for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

458 Protection Against Violence Act (Gewaltschutzgesetz, GeSchG), Federal Gazette 40/2009.
460 Enforcement Act (Exekutionsordnung, EO), Federal Gazette RGG. Nr. 79/1896.
461 Civil Code (Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, ABGB), Federal Gazette JGS Nr. 946/1811.
463 Act on the Liability of Public Bodies (Amtshaftungsgesetz, AHG), Federal Gazette BGBl. Nr. 20/1949 idF BGBl. I Nr. 194/1999 (DFB).
465 Civil Service Act (Beamten-Dienstrechtsgesetz), Federal Gazette BGBl. Nr. 333/1979.
466 Criminal Code (het Strafwetboek/ le Code pénal).
467 Act of 24 November 1997 aiming at fighting violence within the couple (Wet strekkende om het geweld tussen partners tegen te gaan/ Loi visant à combattre la violence au sein du couple).
468 Act of 28 January 2003 aiming at allocating the family home to the spouse or legal cohabitant victim of physical violence acts by his/her partner and completing Article 410 of the Criminal Code (Wet tot toewijzing van de gezinswoning aan de echtgenoot of aan de wettelijk samenwonende die het slachtoffer is van fysieke gewelddaden vanwege zijn partner en tot aanvulling van artikel 410 van het Strafwetboek/ Loi visant à l’attribution du logement familial au conjoint ou au cohabitant légal victime d’actes de violence physique de son partenaire, et complétant l’article 410 du Code pénal).
470 Act of 15 June 2012 on the sanctioning of the non-respect of temporary barring orders in case of domestic violence (Wet tot bestraffing van de overtreding van het tijdelijk huisverbod/ Loi du 15 juin 2012 tendant à réprimer le non-respect de l’interdiction temporaire de résidence en cas de violence domestique)
471 Act of 10 May 2007 to combat discrimination between women and men (Loi tendant à lutter contre la discrimination entre les femmes et les hommes/Wet ter bestrijding van discriminatie tussen vrouwen en mannen).
### Specialised legislation on violence against women in the Member States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women victims of violence: protection orders within 24 hours after submitting the application and then the courts are obliged to hear and decide the cases within one month.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law on domestic violence</strong>&lt;sup&gt;473&lt;/sup&gt; comprised of 40 articles and establishes a comprehensive framework for prevention and victims’ protection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Violence against women is dealt in the Czech Republic mostly through the Criminal Code and the Anti-Discrimination Act as well as a specialised legislation on domestic violence. In March 2006, the Czech Republic adopted specific legislation for protection against domestic violence</strong>&lt;sup&gt;474&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Violence Protection Act</strong>&lt;sup&gt;475&lt;/sup&gt; establishes an additional legal framework dealing with domestic violence and the protection of victims thereunder. No distinction is made between the victim being male or female. To receive damages and compensation for the harm suffered, victims need to bring forward claims under the civil law regime. Civil proceedings are processed parallel to criminal proceedings and victims can often participate in the criminal proceedings through an accessory complaint (Nebenklage). Under criminal and civil procedural law, female victims have access to the same protection, assistance and support as male victims. German law distinguishes between minor and adult victims whereby minor victims enjoy specific protection, i.e. in case of sexual violence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Although there is no specific law on violence against women in Denmark, many forms of violence against women are covered by general provisions of the Criminal Code.</strong>&lt;sup&gt;476&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Although there is no specific legislation on violence against women in Estonia, forms of violence are covered by the Criminal Code.</strong>&lt;sup&gt;477&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No separate act aiming at the prevention and combat of violence against women. Since 2006, there is, however, a comprehensive law on domestic violence.</strong>&lt;sup&gt;478&lt;/sup&gt; The Act sets the definition of domestic violence and, importantly, establishes specific ‘domestic violence offences’ which are sometimes sanctioned more strictly compared to similar offences enshrined in the Criminal Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Although the Criminal Code was modified previously to include crimes on domestic violence, the main legal text on violence against women in Spain is Organic Law 1/2004, of December 28, on Measures of Integral Protection against Gender Violence. The law establishes rights for women who are victims of gender violence and measures to prevent, punish and eliminate violence against women and give assistance to women and their children who are victims of that violence (Law 26/2015, of July 28, on the modification of the system for the protection of children and adolescent modified Organic Law 1/2004 in order to consider minors as direct victims of gender violence). The Organic Law includes the partial reform of other norms, including the Criminal Code, to include special crimes, the Organic Law 6/1985.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In the context of criminal offence, it is worth noting the conciliation carried out under the Conciliation Act</strong>&lt;sup&gt;479&lt;/sup&gt;, which regulates conciliation in criminal cases, including violence against women. Other potentially relevant legislation includes the Equality Act&lt;sup&gt;480&lt;/sup&gt;, which has its objective the prevention of gender-based discrimination and the promotion of equality between men and women. The Act excludes the private sphere of life from its application, but is relevant for e.g. workplace discrimination.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>There is not a single piece of legislation covering violence against women in France but specific criminal provisions making certain types of violence illegal. Since 2012, the French legislation has been</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<sup>474</sup> Law 26/2015, of July 28, on Measures of Integral Protection against Gender Violence.

<sup>475</sup> The Violence Protection Act, Gesetz zum zivilrechtlichen Schutz vor Gewalttaten und Nachstellungen ‘Gewaltschutzgesetz’ (GewSchG) of 11 December 2001, BGBl. I S. 3513.

<sup>476</sup> Penal Code (Kriminalgesetzbuch), RT I 2001, 61, 364 ... RT I, 26.06.2017, 69.


<sup>478</sup> Act on Equality between Women and Men (Laki naisten ja miesten välisestä tasa-arvosta) 609/1986.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Specialised legislation on violence against women in the Member States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>considerably reinforced regarding sexual harassment, female genital mutilation and protection of women victims of violence including domestic violence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>In Hungary, there is no specialised legislation addressing violence against women. Instead the different forms of violence against women are regulated by general legislation. The most relevant rules are set out in the Hungarian Criminal Code (Büntető Törvénykönyv), which codifies in one law all relevant substantial criminal law provisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Current Law on Protection Against Domestic Violence, and new Law on Protection Against Domestic Violence (in force from 1 January 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Section I of Law-Decree 93/2013 (Articles 1-5bis), converted into Law 119/2013, aims to combat and prevent gender-based violence. Law 119/2013 implemented the Istanbul Convention by introducing new aggravating circumstances in the Criminal Code, and eventually strengthening the mechanisms of protection of violence against women’s victims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Despite the fact that Lithuania does not have specific regulation on violence against women, in 2011, Lithuania took a whole new approach to VAW (one of its forms - domestic violence) with the adoption of the Law on Protection against Domestic Violence. It shall be noted that this law is gender neutral and is being applied for both women and men victims of gender-based violence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>There is no specialised legislation addressing violence against women as such in Luxembourg, but there are various criminal provisions covering specific forms of violence (relating to physical, sexual and psychological violence). Violence against women is therefore mainly dealt with through the Criminal Code. In 2003, Luxembourg adopted Law on domestic violence which established an advisory body, acting under the supervision of the Ministry of Equal Opportunities, which examines the implementation and enforcement of the relevant legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>In Latvia violence against women is dealt mostly through the Constitution, the Civil Code and the Criminal Law. Latvia does not have any specific anti-discrimination law or gender equality law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Malta adopted the Domestic Violence Act in 2006. Substantive provisions relevant for violence against women are however included in other acts, and notably the Criminal Code, the Equality for Men and Women Act and the Civil Code. Through the provisions of the Criminal Code and the Equality for Men and Women Act all forms of violence against women covered by the Istanbul Convention are considered offences. The Civil Code on its part contains provisions on restraining orders and protection orders and on compensation, that victims of criminal offences (and thus the offences covered by the Convention) can invoke. Malta criminalises all forms of violence covered by the Convention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

481 Act C of 2012 on the Criminal Code (2012. évi C. törvény a Büntető Törvénykönyvfról),
482 Law on Protection Against Domestic Violence, Official Gazette137/09., 14/10. and 60/10, (Zakon o zaštiti od nasilja u obitelji), Narodne novine, 137/09, 14/10. i 60/10.
485 The Domestic Violence (Amendment) Act 2002 (No. 30 of 2002).
486 Law-Decree 93/2013 'concerning urgent provisions on security and against gender-based violence, as well as on civil protection and appointing provinces' commissioners' (Disposizioni urgenti in materia di sicurezza e per il contrasto della violenza di genere, nonché' in tema di protezione civile e di commissariamento delle province), Government Gazette 191/2013.
487 Law on Protection against domestic violence (Lietuvos Respublikos Apsaugos nuo smurto artimoje aplinkoje įstatymas), No. XI-1425, 26 May 2011.
490 Criminal Code, 10th June 1854.
492 Civil Code, 11th February 1870.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Specialised legislation on violence against women in the Member States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Violence against women is incriminated under several punishable offences in the Dutch Criminal Code. Other relevant legislation includes <strong>Act against forced marriage</strong>[^493], which stipulates that the Netherlands shall not recognise marriages of persons under 18 years old concluded abroad; <strong>Act on temporary barring orders</strong>[^494] enabling women to temporarily bar partners from entering their home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland has no specific legislation on violence against women as defined in the Istanbul Convention. Violence against women is, partially, approached through the context of domestic violence in <strong>Law on the Prevention of Domestic Violence</strong>[^495] from 2005 (amended in 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Specific legislation addressing woman victims of violence is in force since 1991: <strong>Law of Protection of Women Victims of Violence</strong>[^496]. It reinforces legal mechanisms of protection of women victims of violent crimes, whenever the commission of such crimes results from gender discrimination (SOS helpline desk, the creation of specialised services to take statements and complaints from women victims within criminal police organs, or even the provision of a state obligation to raise awareness through public campaigns towards a mentality shift on the social role of women). Specialised legislation on prevention, protection and assistance of victims of <strong>domestic violence</strong>[^497]. It aims namely to foresee the rights of domestic violence victims, to set forth public policies, to establish new measures and mechanisms of protection (including coercion measures to apply to the perpetrator), to foster the creation and development of civil society associations that specifically address domestic violence, to ensure the provision of adequate healthcare services, or to foresee the retrospective analysis of homicide resulting from domestic violence and related judicial decisions. For criminal and civil purposes, however, violence against women is dealt with through the criminal code and through the civil code, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>In Romania, violence against women is mostly addressed through the general lens of domestic violence. There is a special <strong>law on domestic violence</strong>[^498] and also domestic violence is specifically prescribed in the <strong>Criminal Code</strong>[^499]. Romania ratified the Istanbul Convention through a separate <strong>Law</strong>[^500].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Legislation targets especially the protection and support to victims of violence. One such relevant act is the <strong>Non-Contact Order Act</strong>[^501]. The fundamental objective of this Act is to prevent crimes against, and to increase the security for, individuals who are subject to <strong>stalking and harassment</strong>. The Act covers four types of non-contact orders: restraining order, extended restraining order, specially extended restraining order and domestic exclusion order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Violence against women is covered through <strong>Criminal and Civil Code, Family Violence Prevention Act</strong>[^502], <strong>Law on Protection against Discrimination</strong>[^503], <strong>Police Tasks and Powers Act</strong>[^504], and <strong>Protection of Public Order Act</strong>[^505].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^493]: Act against forced marriage (Wet tegengaan huwelijksdwang), Government Gazette Stb. 2015, 373.  
[^494]: Act on temporary barring orders (Wet tijdelijk huisverbod), Government Gazette Stb. 2008, 484.  
[^497]: Law 112/2009 'Legal regime applicable to prevention of domestic violence and to the protection and assistance to its victims' (Lei n.º 112/2009, de 16 de Setembro: Regime jurídico aplicável à prevenção da violência doméstica, à protecção e à assistência das suas vítimas), 16 September 2009, amended by several laws.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>Specialised legislation on violence against women in the Member States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia has no specialised legislation addressing violence against women. The issues concerning various forms of violence against women are dealt within the scope of several acts, such as the <strong>Criminal Code</strong> (Act No. 300/2005 Coll.), the <strong>Criminal Procedure Code</strong> (Act No. 301/2005 Coll.), the <strong>Act on misdemeanours</strong> (Act No. 372/1990 Coll.), the <strong>Civil Code</strong> (Act 40/1964 Coll.), the <strong>Civil Procedure Code</strong> (Act No. 99/1963 Coll.), the <strong>Act on the Compensation of Victims of Violent Criminal Acts</strong> (Act No. 215/2006 Coll.) and the <strong>Act on Social Services</strong> (Act No. 448/2008 Coll.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>UK laws on violence against women reflect the three legal jurisdictions in that state, namely England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. All three jurisdictions have enacted <strong>domestic abuse laws</strong>506.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

504 'Police Tasks and Powers Act (Zakon o nalogah in pooblastilih policije), Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, no. 15/13, 23/15, 10/17, 8 February 2013.
505 'The Protection of Public Order Act' (Zakon o varstvu javnega reda in miru), Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia no. 70/06, 6 July 2006.
## ANNEX 3 –RECENT NATIONAL SURVEYS (SECTION 1.2.2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>National prevalence survey(s) on violence against women/including questions on experienced violence since 2011</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>surveys carried out at regular intervals?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Study on health of adults in Germany (2008-2011) (Studie zur Gesundheit Erwachsener in Deutschland)</td>
<td>[<a href="http://www.rki.de/DE/Content/">http://www.rki.de/DE/Content/</a> Gesundheitsmonitoring/Studien/De gs/degs_w1/degs_w1_node.html](<a href="http://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Gesundheitsmonitoring/Studien/De">http://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Gesundheitsmonitoring/Studien/De</a> gs/degs_w1/degs_w1_node.html)</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>1)Gender equality monitoring (every 4 years, last 2016, 2013) (Soolise võrdõiguslikkuse monitooring ) 2) Domestic violence against women and the health of victim. Results of the Estonian Survey 2015 (2016) (Pere- ja naistevastane vägivald ja ohvrite tervis. Ule-eestise uuringu 2015 tulemused) 3) Estonian Women’s Health 2014: sexual and reproductive health, health behaviour, attitudes and use of healthcare services (2014) (Eesti Naiste Tervis 2014) 4) Annual reduced survey of victims of crime (latest: 2013) (Ohvriuuring)</td>
<td>1) <a href="http://www.dkr.dk/media/8327/offerundersoegelse_2015.pdf">http://www.dkr.dk/media/83 27/offerundersoegelse_2015.pdf</a> 2) <a href="http://www.si-folkesundhed.dk/upload/k%C3%A6restevold_20130403_samlet.pdf">http://www.si-folkesundhed.dk/upload/kærest evold_20130403_samlet.pdf</a></td>
<td>• Gender equality monitoring also includes questions on violence. The survey is conducted every 4 years and within the last five years two reports have been published. • Annual reduced survey of victims of...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Survey Details</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td>Carried out at Regular Intervals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>National prevalence survey(s) on violence against women/including questions on experienced violence since 2011</td>
<td><a href="http://www.violenciaqenero.mssi.gob.es/violenciaEnCifras/macroencuesta2015/home.htm">link</a></td>
<td>crime, the latest was published in 2013. The latest full survey was conducted in 2009.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Macro victimisation surveys on VAW since 1999, every 4-5 years (Macroencuesta de violencia de género)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.violenciagenero.mssi.gob.es/violenciaEnCifras/macroencuesta2015/home.htm">link</a></td>
<td>macro victimisation surveys on VAW since 1999, every 4-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>What do we know about economic violence against women? (2011-2012) (Što znamo o ekonomskom nasilju nad ženama? Editors: Željka Markulin, Sanja Sarnavka)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.optula.om.fi/materiaal/attachments/optula/iuliaisut/verkkokatsauksia-sarja/5UFBrKW1f/verkko_28.pdf">link</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Violence in the family (1999) (Tóth Olga, Erőszak a családban)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tarki.hu/adatbank-h/kutiel/pdf/a396.pdf">link</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>National Research by the National Crime Council (2005)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cosc.ie/en/COSC/Abuse%20Report%20NCC.pdf">link</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>1)'Violence against women within and outside the family' (2006 and 2015) (La violenza contro le donne dentro e fuori la famiglia) 2)'Stalking on women' (2016) (Stalking sulle donne)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/161716">link</a></td>
<td>surveys on VAW produced by ISTAT almost annually; the survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>National prevalence survey(s) on violence against women/including questions on experienced violence since 2011</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>surveys carried out at regular intervals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>A nationwide research study on the prevalence of domestic violence against women in Malta and its impact on their employment prospects (2010)</td>
<td><a href="https://secure3.gov.mt/socialpolicy/admin/contentlibrary/Uploads/MediaFile/nationwide_research_study__prevalance_impact_employment_prospects.pdf">link</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>1) Population Study Sexual Health in the Netherlands (2012) (Bevolkingsstudie seksuele gezondheid in Nederland) 2) Integrated safety monitor (2013) (Integrale veiligheidsmonitor)</td>
<td>1) <a href="http://www.rutgerswpf.nl/sites/default/files/TVS%2036-2%20Haas%20Seksueel%20grensoverschrijdend%20gedrag_0.pdf">link</a> 2) <a href="http://veiligheidsmonitor.nl/dsresource?objectid=334366">link</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Domestic Violence in Romania (2008) (Violenţa Domestică în România)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>National prevalence survey(s) on violence against women/ including questions on experienced violence since 2011</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>surveys carried out at regular intervals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| SE | 1) Swedish Crime Survey (annually since 2006) *(Nationella trygghetsundersökningen)*  
   2) Violence and health, a population study on women's and men's exposure to violence and the connection to health (2012) *(Våld och hälsa, en befolkningsundersökning om kvinnors och mäns våldsutsatthet samt kopplingen till hälsa)*  
   3) National health survey (bi-annually)  
3) https://snd.gu.se/en/catalogue/study/ext0118  
| SI | National Survey on Violence in Private Life and Partnerships (Leskošek, Urek, Zaviršek,) (Slovenia) (2010) *(Nacionalna raziskava o nasilju v zasebni sferi in v partnerskih odnosih.)* | http://www.dlib.si/stream/URN:NBN:SI:DOC-RMYVUR3P/2c3c8ca8-bde4-4a61-b68c-ecf87caa72bd/PDF | no |
## ANNEX 4 – PUBLISHED ADMINISTRATIVE DATA (NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MS</th>
<th>police (9)</th>
<th>link</th>
<th>justice (9)</th>
<th>link</th>
<th>single location?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>police crime statistics</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>publications by Council of Public Prosecutors, Crime Policy Service of the Ministry of Justice, Courts and Tribunal Council</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td>annual reports, Prosecutor's Office</td>
<td><a href="http://www.prb.bg/">http://www.prb.bg/</a></td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>crime statistics, annually</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>police crime statistics and NSO, annually</td>
<td></td>
<td>NSO</td>
<td>Danmarks Statistik, webpage on Kriminalitet &quot;Criminality&quot;,</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>police (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>justice (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>single location?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>police, specific data set on IPV by Statistics Finland</td>
<td>Data Material</td>
<td>no info</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>MIPROF, La lettre de l’Observatoire national des violences faites aux femmes</td>
<td><a href="http://stop-violences-femmes.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/lettre_ONVF_9_Violences_faites_aux_femmes_principales_donnees_nov15.pdf">http://stop-vio licences-femmes.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/lettre_ONVF_9_Violences_faites_ aux_femmes_principales_donnees_nov15.pdf</a></td>
<td>MIPROF, La lettre de l’Observatoire national des violences faites aux femmes</td>
<td></td>
<td>report on violence against women, includes data from police records, convictions, protection orders and contacts made with social services; produced by MIPROF Mission interministerielle pour la protection des femmes contre les violences et la lutte contre la traite des êtres humains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior, CSO</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior</td>
<td>Ministry of Interior</td>
<td>yes, ENYÜBS (see link)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>ISTAT - Ministry of Interior (Sistema di indagine del Ministero dell’Interno)</td>
<td><a href="http://www.istat.it/it/giustizia-e-sicurezza">http://www.istat.it/it/ Giustizia-e-sicurezza</a></td>
<td>integrated data collection systems, prosecution and courts</td>
<td><a href="http://www.istat.it/it/giustizia-e-sicurezza">http://www.istat.it/it/giustizia-e-sicurezza</a></td>
<td>ISTAT publishes both police and justice data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>police (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>justice (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>single location?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>crime statistics only on Eurostat; Commission on Domestic Violence</td>
<td>Commission on Domestic Violence (2016), Annual Report.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS); Institute for Social Research</td>
<td>National Statistics Office, Registered Criminality; type of offense, region (grouping 2016)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS)</td>
<td>annual reports of Commission on Domestic Violence; compiles data from police, health and shelters; different types of violence, but not clear which offenses they include. every two years since 2006!!Emancipation Monitor ('Emanciepatiemonitor') is an bi-annual report on gender inequality; it includes a chapter on violence, with data from police, justice and social services; police data includes reported crimes by victim gender and relationship; source: <a href="https://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2016/Emancipatiemonitor_2016">https://www.scp.nl/Publicaties/Alle_publicaties/Publicaties_2016/Emancipatiemonitor_2016</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>National Body / Organization</td>
<td>Website/Link Details</td>
<td>Annual Monitoring Report?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>National Statistical Office, National Agency for Equal Opportunities between Women and Men</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (Bra)</td>
<td>Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (Bra)</td>
<td>Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention (Bra) publishes data both from police and justice sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Annual report on the work of the Police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>police (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>justice (9)</td>
<td>link</td>
<td>single location?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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